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CHAPTER SYNOPSIS 

Chapter 1: A Prospectus of Education 2000 
The original prospectus for a National Models School Network in global 
education curriculum development (Education 2000) sponsored by the 
American Forum for Global Education, New York. The Education 2000 
network began in 1987 and included school district models in Weston, CT; 
Yonkers, NY; Chicago, IL; and 'three rural' districts in Minnesota. 

Chapter 2: Rural Minnesota in the World: A Purpose 
The rationale for three rural Minnesota school districts to join in 1988 the 
Education 2000 network with various shareholders in the State, including 
the University of Minnesota' s Global Studies Center, The Minnesota 
Department of Education and its Global Studies Resource Center, and 
regional State universities, along with the American Forum. 

Chapter 3: Rural Minnesota in the World: Education 2000 
A general description of the Rural Minnesota in the World (Education 2000) 
project written in 1989 for basic dissemination to the general public. 

Chapter 4: A Research Plan 
The fully articulated research plan grew out of the several years (1987,1988) 
of Education 2000, and was reviewed and modified at a national research 
meeting in Minneapolis in the Fall of 1989. 

Chapter 5: An Education 2000 Project Manual 
The project manual was developed for subsequent Education 2000 staff in 
April of 1990 by the National Director with substantive input from the lived 
experiences of the co-directors in Minnesota. 

Chapter 6: Education 2000: The Case of Redwood Falls School District, 1988-1991 
The case study of Redwood Falls provides a detailed chronology of their 
local Education 2000 project from 1988 through June, 1991, including a 
description of process, products, and future implications for 
implementation of a global curriculum and transformative practices, 
programs, and organization. 

Chapter 7: To Think Well Globally Is To Act Well Locally 
Redwood Falls' local, weekly newspaper documented the Rural Minnesota 
in the World Project for the local community. The reporter is also a parent 
in the school district. 
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Chapter 8: Local Newspaper Documentation in Redwood Falls 
This synopsis of the Education 2000 project in Minnesota was written, 
following Dr. Goodlad's May, 1991 visit with the three Minnesota school 
districts, for the members of the Minnesota Alliance Global and 
International Studies (MAGIS), a K-University educators' organization 
founded in 1989 as an outgrowth of the Education 2000 project in Minnesota 
and related international activities in the State. 
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INTRODUCTION 

''The Local's in the Global. The global's local" 
Wendell Berry 

''The world's more and more of a neighborhood. But is it any more of a brotherhood? 
Unless we learn to live together as brothers and sisters, we will perish together as fools." 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

This is a testament to the Education 2000: Rural Minnesota in the World Project begun in 
1988 as part of the National Models School Project in Global Education. 

What the following chapters in Volume 1 do is to lay out chronologically an intent to 
infuse essential elements for international understanding into rural Minnesota school 
districts' K-12 curriculum to prepare citizens for the 21st century. This volume documents 
the original proposal to foundations, the formulation of a research strategy, and the 
development of a project manual. Each school district formed a steering committee who 
began to educate themselves about the nature of the contemporary world and future 
prospects, and began to ask their communities what attitudes, skills, and knowledge 
(outcomes) should kids possess when they graduated. This process lead to formulation of a 
strategic plan and the elaboration of an overarching conceptual blueprint to infuse the 
curriculum with a global perspective. This is largely what occurred between 1988-90 in all 
three districts. But in two of the districts, Laporte and Brainerd this global infusion or 
curriculum development was the primary focus of Education 2000. All districts followed 
Willard Kniep's leadership of the national Education 2000 project based upon his Next 
Steps in Global Education - A Handbook for Curriculum Development (1987, The 
American Forum for Global Education, New York). In Redwood Falls, however, the 
project strategically changed from Rural Minnesota in the World (curriculum 
development in global education) in 1988 to Education 2000 (school development) in 1989-
90. 

The primary focus of this volume is what occurred in Redwood Falls where the 
community and project leadership began to ask not only what are we going to teach for 
local and world citizenship in this increasingly global and changing world, but how are the 
going to teach it? And before the children ever get to school, how are we adults going to 
work together? How well are we practicing among ourselves what we're preaching to the 
kids? Thus the focus became the practices, programs, and organizations throughout the 
whole community of schools and within the community in which it is culturally and 
ecologically embedded. 
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Perhaps the best way to describe the following pages is that they represent building and 
constructing a vision and mission and educational goals for a future while embedded in 
the contingencies of the present and the residues of the past. It's a story of a community 
redefining the commoneweal of what it values and the outcomes it expects for its children 
as they graduate into a world increasingly complex, changing, and interdependent. It's a 
story about the local and the global, of reaching out and reaching within, of building and 
sometimes burning bridges between peoples and communities. The story constructs 
awareness, understanding, consensus as well as doubt, miscommunication, 
misunderstanding and sometimes mistrust across grades levels, buildings and roles. It's a 
progressive story of renewal, change, growth, development, transformation. It takes place 
within the moment, surveying the past, conjuring the future. It is the story of a 
community reaching out to the state, building partnerships and fostering friendships from 
the mountains of Japan and Peru to the islands of Sao Tome Principe and the cities of 
Germany. And yet it is locally in the weaving of multicultural understanding between the 
Lakota peoples and the European Americans and within those designations, diversity in 
religion and ethnicity. German. Norwegian. Swedish. And people from South Dakota 
and Texas! Catholic, Presbyterian, Lutheran, Native American spiritualism. But Redwood 
Falls is not Lake Woe-be-gone where all the men are handsome, all the women strong and 
·a11 the children above average. Redwood Falls is a living microcosm of the United States 
with all of her strengths and shortcomings. In John Goodlad's words, "it's a broken front." 

This first volume is also testament to the change process in the formulation and 
construction of a blueprint and then the building, that is, transformative development in 
continuous process, of new programs, practices, and organizations. 
It is illustrative too of the problems in such an undertaking. It is witness too of the 
stakeholders' roles and responsibilities -- project architects and builders, laborers and 
plumbers and electricians, and the landscapers. Potential buyers, customers. All struggling 
with the articulation and enactment of a purpose and vision, many struggling to 
coordinate construction with the constant changing of essential elements of the blueprint. 
What did not change was location, what did change was a novel sense of place both in the 
local community and the globe. What did change was a recommitment to the 
commonweal of the neighborhood in which these transformative structures continue to 
be constructed and refinished, and a new vision of education for the twenty-first century. 

Volume 1, significantly, ends with the visitation in May, 1991 to Minnesota of Dr. John 
Goodlad whose vision and process guided our project. He suggested to Redwood Falls that 
another four years was needed to implement fully our conceptual framework and strategic 
plan. Volume 3 will document that process, 1992-1996. *At the January, 1992 Steering 
Committee it was unanimously agreed upon that the specific Education 2000: Rural 
Minnesota in the World project was over, and that a total district development process 
was in place, that is, that the specific project had transformed into a whole district in
development process linking the Education 2000 products, including process, with the 
mandates of OBE, et.al. 
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Volume 2 will provide the life-blood of the case study of the project from 1988-91 with 
special attention to the voices of participants in the three districts and other stakeholders. 
We will provide a phenomenological and developmental perspective on the life-events, 
meaning-making, successes and setbacks, insights and misunderstandings, openness and 
deception, communication and miscommunication, democratic decision making and 
authoritarianism, the full spectrum, if you will, of the lived experience and processes of 
school cultures and the issues of change. Volume 2 will also include the story-telling of the 
construction, lived experience and processes of this project in school and community and 
personal development from a variefy of stakeholder and participant observer voices. As 
well, it will describe and explicate how the Rural Minnesota project became Education 
2000. We will carefully evaluate the successes and weaknesses of partnerships and 
partners, particularly universities and state institutions. Finally, this volume will 
illuminate the theoretical and practical resources we utilized, beginning with Next Steps in 
Global Education- A Handbook for Curriculum Development (1987) to direct, facilitate and 
manage the process exhibited by the products of Volume 1, including steering committee 
and project leadership readings, training sessions, graduate courses, retreats, conferences, 
community forums, committee work national conferences and summer institutes 
drawing upon the work of the Kettering Foundation, Michael Pullan, David Hargreaves, 
Don Schon, and John Goodlad among others; the work of Will Kniep and the American 
Forum; the lessons I've learned from the Paideia School, 1971-80, Hiroshima International 
School, 1980-88, and with Jean King and my CAREI colleagues at the University of 
Minnesota. 

A third volume will document the implementation, 1992-95, of Redwood Falls conceptual 
blueprint for transforming school practice, programs, and organizations. At the February 
1992 Steering Committee, the committee unanimously acknowledged that Education 2000: 
Rural Minnesota in the World was complete as a project, and that the vision and processes 
that grew out of that specific project were now characteristic of the total district. The 
Education 2000 Steering Committee was now the Redwood Valley School District 
Development Steering Committee! · 
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CHAPTER 1 
A PROSPECTUS OF EDUCATION 2000: 

A NATIONAL MODEL SCHOOLS NETWORK 

INTRODUCTION 

This prospectus describes the Education 2000 National Model Schools Network, a 
school improvement initiative of the American Forum to identify, support, and 
link together school districts across the United States that are committed to 
preparing their students for life in the 21st century. 

Education 2000 will support selected school districts from around the U.S. in 
developing exemplary educational programs with a global perspective. The goal is 
to develop exportable program models designed to provide students an education 
that will help them become productive and responsible citizens in an increasingly 
interdependent world. 

The project will be carried out by a partnership involving the American Forum, 
Inc.; participating school districts and their communities; local institutions of higher 
education; global education resource centers; and state departments of education. 
These partners will work together to identify and infuse essential elements for a 
global education -- education for the 21st century -- into all areas of the K-12 
curriculum. 

The most immediate and obvious results of the project will be the new and 
modified programs experienced by students in the Education 2000 schools. But since 
research, documentation, and dissemination are central to the model schools 
project, the broader, long terms effect will be to influence and strengthen school 
improvement efforts throughout the nation. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL SCHOOLS NETWORK 

Early in 1987, the American Forum initiated steps to form a National Model Schools 
Network. This effort is an outgrowth of the recommendations of the National 
Commission on Global Education contained in the report, The United States 
Prepares for its Future. The purpose of the Education 2000 Network is to bring 
together in selected communities throughout the U.S. the resources and talents of 
local school districts, institutions of higher education and state agencies to 
undertake a long-term effort of program development focused on providing 
education for citizenship in the twenty-first century. 
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LOCAL ACTIVITIES 

Through Education 2000, the American Forum will support and link school districts 
and their communities in a process of identifying and infusing essential elements 
for a "global" education into all areas of the K-12 curriculum. Each of the 
participating districts will undertake a process for program assessment and 
development leading to unique local program models for dissemination to the 
broader educational community. 

Education 2000 school-districts will utilize the American Forum's process for 
curriculum development outlined in their recent publication, Next Steps in Global 
Education: A Handbook for Curriculum Development. This publication, a 
companion to the commission's report, provides a framework and a process for K-12 
curriculum development at the local level. It is designed to result in an 
overarching curriculum plan across subject lines and grade levels. 

In this process for curriculum development, school districts will involve their 
communities in dialog about local, state, national, and global realities as a basis for 
shaping the mission and goals of school programs. They will develop a curricular 
blueprint, set priorities for educational outcomes, develop plans for staff 
development to meet local needs for program planning and implementation, and 
provide support and resources for implementation. 

Phase I: 

Phase II: 

Phase ill: 

Building an infrastructure for program development; including 
administrative structures; identification and training of a 
steering committee; and developing a local project plan. 

Program planning, including community involvement in 
setting the schools' mission and goals; undertaking a needs 
assessment and collecting baseline data; developing a program 
blueprint; course planning; and staff development. 

Program implementation, including resource selection and 
development; piloting and revising courses and resources; data 
collection and monitoring; and staff development. 

NATIONAL NETWORKING ACTIVITIES 

The national network will ultimately be made up of a limited number of school 
districts or combinations of school districts located in various parts of the United 
States, representing as much geographic, socio-economic, and ethnic diversity as 
possible. The participating "model schools" will benefit from the resources and 
mutual support provided by the project. When the network is fully functioning, 
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the members will be linked, through the American Forum, with one another in a 
variety of ways: through on-going staff support, local leadership training, an 
electronic network, annual summer conferences for network schools, a network 
newsletter, and through unified research and dissemination activities. 

1. Local Involvement by American Forum Staff 

Throughout the project the American Forum will act as the central hub linking the 
participating districts with one another. Moreover, the American Forum will take 
an active role as a partner at each of the network sties. 

The American Forum (AF) will act as the overall coordinator for project activities. 
The AF staff will provide conceptual leadership to the project, will facilitate project 
activities at the local level as appropriate, and will act as consultants to the local 
partners throughout the project. 

The specific activities to be undertaken by the director and staff will include 
identification of participating school districts; representing the project to local 
funders; participating in local events to the extent possible, coordinating the 
project's documentation and research efforts; and planning and carrying out 
activities to provide communication and linkages among the network components. 

2. Training Local Leadership 

An important factor in the success of the project, both locally and as a national 
model for school improvement, will be the extent to which the model for program 
development described in Next Steps in Global Education is implemented at each of 
the network sites. To maintain the integrity of this model, the American Forum 
will provide training to the leadership teams who are guiding the project at each 
site. This training will include workshops for directors, partner coordinators, and 
steering committees in each of the major elements involved in planning and 
carrying out the project in local communities. Additional training will be provided 
through individual, on-site consultations with project directors and on-site 
coordinators and leadership teams. 

3. Electronic Network 

On-going day-to-day communication with and among the network components will 
be provided through the use of an electronic network. The American Forum is 
already part of the TCN network. Each of the participating school districts will be 
provided with an electronic mailbox and software which will enable them to 
communicate with our office and with one another. 
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In the early stages of the project, the electronic network will be used as a means for 
co-developing local funding proposals, concept papers, and local project documents. 
As the project progresses, a central database of locally developed products -
including mission and goal statements, curricular blueprints, and units of 
instruction -- will be compiled and made available electronically to the participating 
districts. Districts will also be enabled to communicate directly with one another as 
they work through common problems in the process. 

4. Annual Conference 

An additional means of communication, mutual problem solving, and joint 
learning will be provided through annual conference for participating districts. 
Each participating site will be invited to send three to seven participants, depending 
on size, to the conference. These conferences will be held during the summer and 
will be limited to 60 participants. 

The conferences will provide a retreat-type of setting in which participants will have 
the opportunity to focus on common problems and common learnings as well as 
provide mutual support. 

5. Network Newsletter 

A primary means for building a sense of common purpose and support for the 
Network within each of the local entities will be the project newsletter. The 
newsletter, to be published four times per year, will be provided in .adequate 
numbers for distribution to the professional staff and constituent community of 
each of the participating districts. 

The newsletter will focus on the common purposes of the network participants and 
will feature the accomplishments and notable products of the project, both local and 
national. As the project progresses, many of these features will be integrated into 
the American Forum's journal ACCESS, as part of the project's dissemination 
strategy. 

6. Research and Documentation 

Throughout the project, a systematic process of research and documentation will be 
undertaken to ensure that a complete record of model-building is accumulated and 
disseminated. This is absolutely essential if others are to continue the process in 
their own schools, learning from both the successes and the problems faced by the 
school district. To carry out the curriculum model building without careful 
documentation of the process would make dissemination and replication 
impossible. 
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The research efforts, coordinated by the American Forum, will be jointly planned 
and implemented at the local level with the school district and other project 
partners. The local university partner, in conjunction with the American Forum, 
will have primary responsibility for collecting and compiling local project data. 
Having the local university carry out these activities will enable the project to draw 
upon the university's resources in both quantitative and qualitative research as well 
as their computer data analysis capacity. 

To ensure a uniform approach to research and documentation, we will engage a 
national research consultant to provide leadership and guidance to the research 
process. Dr. Judith Torney.,Purta of the University of Maryland, an internationally 
know researcher, has agreed to undertake this role for the project. As the project 
gets underway, the lead researchers from each of the partner universities will meet 
together with the national consultant to work out the processes and procedures to 
provide the necessary uniformity in data collection. The national consultant will 
also visit each site annually during the project and will be on-call for guidance and 
advice as needed. · 

7. Dissemination 

The ultimate purpose of this project is to influence school practice beyond the 
limited number of schools that will directly participate as model schools. To 
accomplish this, we have developed a plan for disseminating the process, 
experience, and program models both locally and nationally. 

For dissemination of the results of the project locally, we will seek the cooperation 
of and access to the resources of state departments of education in developing local 
dissemination plans. These plans will include strategies for extending the process to 
a second tier of schools through departments of education; state-sponsored 
workshops for board members, administrators, and teachers; and incorporation of 
the results of the project into other efforts of the departments. 

As the project unfolds the American Forum will issue periodic press releases 
updating the progress of the Network and encouraging responsible media coverage 
of the experience of the participating communities. We will also disseminate the on
going experience of the project through articles in our own journal, ACCESS, and 
through articles in other professional journals. 

As we enter Phase II of the project, we will begin to offer dissemination workshops 
at the annual conferences of professional organizations: the American Association 
of School Administrators, National Association of Secondary School 
Administrators, National Association of Elementary School Principals, and the 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. In addition, we are 
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currently negotiating with ASCD to have these dissemination workshops included 
as part of their National Curriculum Study Institutes beginning in 1990. 

As Phase ill is completed, case studies of each of the model schools in the network 
will be completed by members of the partnership. These case studies will be 
compiled and edited by the American Forum staff for a book-length description of 
the entire project. At the appropriate time we will seek a commercial publisher of 
the book that can provide broad dissemination of the results of the project to others 
throughout the nation. 

SELECTION OF NETWORK PARTICIPANTS 

From our earliest planning of the Education 2000 Project, we have intended to limit 
the initial size od the Network to no more than six or seven districts or consortia of 
districts in various parts of the U.S. We determined that this limited size would 
enable us to concentrate our resources and achieve visibility for the project while 
still affording the opportunity to achieve geographic, socio-economic, and 
demographic diversity. 

As of January 1989, we are well along in the process of identifying participating 
school districts. The selections that have been made so far -- as well as those most 
likely to be made in the future -- have resulted from unsolicited informal proposals 
to participate from potential local partner rather than by a formal RFP process. 
These proposals have come from school districts, from interested universities or 
resource centers, and, in one case, from a local funding partner. 

Out of this somewhat spontaneous process has evolved a set of partnerships, and 
potential partnerships, with a number of unique characteristics in common. When 
fully developed each of the local links in the network will be comprised of a local 
district or consortium of districts in partnership with a university, a global 
education resource center (sometimes located within the uruversity), and a state 
department of education. In addition, each link will have local foundation and 
corporate funding to support the project's local activities. 

PROJECT OUTCOMES 

At the local level, the project's activities are designed to result in the following 
outcomes within each of the participating school districts: 

1. the establishment within the district of an extensive resource collection, 
including background and instructional materials related to the goals of the 
project. 
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2. A statement of mission and goals for all educational programs developed 
through broad input by the community and professional staff. 

3. A K-12 curricular blueprint for all subject areas, based on an assessment of the 
adequacy of existing programs in meeting the adopted mission and goals. 

4. An outline of objectives and priorities within all curricular areas based on the 
adopted curricular blueprint. 

5. On-going summer staff development institutes tailored to the adopted goals 
and curricular blueprint. 

6. Course outlines and units of instruction developed by staff during 
curriculum-writing workshops. 

7. Completed pilot testing of units and courses. 

8. Completed outlines and units of instruction for all curricular-strand within 
blueprint. 

9. Base-line data collected for on-going assessment of the effects of the project in 
terms of student outcomes. 

10. Completed documentation and case study of the project's processes and their 
effects for dissemination to larger educational community. 

11. Three- to five-year plan in place for on-going support, implementation, and 
documentation of project outcomes. 

At the national level, Education 2000 activities are designed to result in the 
following outcomes: 

1. A number of exemplary program models designed to provide education for 
the demands of the twenty-first century for dissemination ·to the larger 
educational community. 

2. A volume of case studies describing the experience of the model schools and 
their communities as a basis for replicating the "model Schools" process in 
other settings. 

3. A significant addition to the "school change" literature through publication 
of the research studies undertaken at each of the local sites in the project. 
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4. The basis for a longitudinal study of the effects of the revised programs over 
time on teachers and their _students in the project schools. 

5. The basis for creating an expanded national network of schools concerned 
with providing the essential elements of education for the twenty-first 
century. 
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CHAPTER2 
RURAL MINNESOTA IN THE WORLD PROJECT 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the Rural Minnesota in the World Project is to bring together the 
resources and talents of local school districts, institutions of higher education, the 
Minnesota Department of Education, and a national organization in order to 
undertake a long-term effort of program development in international education 
within selected rural Minnesota school districts. To undertake this project, a 
partnership among Global Perspectives in Education, Inc. (GPE), the Global 
Education Center (located at the University of Minnesota), and the Global Studies 
Resource Center (located in St. Louis Park) has been formed to assist selected rural 
school districts in identifying and infusing essential elements for international 
understanding into all areas of the district's K-12 curriculum in preparing citizens of 
the 21st century. 

BACKGROUND 

The need for increased knowledge about the world, for refined skills in coping with 
and managing the myriad of complex problems and issues facing the planet, and the 
development of multiple perspectives as we enter the 21st Century is clear. A 
number of national reports, highlighted perhaps by that of the Study Commission 
on Global Education, The United States Prepares for its Future (copy attached), call 
for decisive action by the schools to prepare the children and youth of today for 
participatory democratic citizenship in the next century. 

Foreign observers have often characterized Americans as "well meaning and 
friendly, but terribly naive about the world in which they live." Surveys of 
students, K-university, over the past 15 years have borne out the latter. If the future 
generations of American citizens are to lead effectively, both here at home and 
abroad, communities and educators must reassess the mission and goals of their 
schools if the students they educate are to be adequately prepared. 

Heretofore, attempts to add a global dimension to the school curriculum have been 
focused almost exclusively in urban areas. Rural America has been largely neglected 
and yet it is this segment of society which has some of the closest and most natural 
links with the world through agriculture, forestry and mining in particular. By 
helping them to understand how they are connected through global economics and 
political systems to producers and consumers around the world, a global education 
will enable the rural citizens of tomorrow to more rationally choose the directions 
of their own and their communities' future. 
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Minnesota is already recognized regionally and nationally for its work in 
networking, awareness training, and regional development. The project proposed 
herein would extend this leadership to program development as well. The model
building project proposed herein would further this leadership position. The 
timeline us such that by the early part of the next decade, the models developed 
could be disseminated widely throughout Minnesota, the Upper Midwest, and 
nationally. The process for achieving this end is outlined in the remainder of this 
proposal. 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS 

The project will utilize the process for curriculum development that has been 
developed by Global Perspectives in Education and outlined in their recent 
publication, Next Steps in Global Education: A Handbook for Curriculum 
Development. (A copy has been provided to the Foundation and should be 
considered an attachment to this proposal.) The handbook provides a practical 
framework for instituting the recommendations of the Study Commission on 
Global Education, whose report, The United States Prepares for its Future, was 
released last spring. 

The handbook provides a framework for K-12 curriculum development at the local 
level. It is designed to result in an overarching curriculum plan to internationalize 
a local school system across subject lines and grade levels. GPE is using the 
handbook as a basis for creating a national network of four to six "model schools" in 
which the process and outcomes of developing programs with a global perspective 
can be documented, studied, and disseminated to the larger educational community. 
The rural Minnesota schools in this project would comprise the rural school 
component of the model schools network. 

In this process for curriculum development, school districts will involve their 
communities in assessing local needs for international understanding as a basis for 
shaping the mission and goals of schools programs. They will develop a curricular 
blueprint, set priorities for educational outcomes, develop plans for staff 
development to meet local needs for program planning and implementation, and 
provide support and resources for implementation. 

The project, as implemented in each of the participating districts, will proceed 
according to the following three phases roughly corresponding to the three year 
duration of the project: 
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Phase I: 

Phase II: 

Phase III: 

Building an infrastructure for program development, including 
administrative structures, identification and training of a · 
steering committee, and developing a local project plan. 

Program planning, including setting mission and goals, 
undertaking a needs assessment and collection baseline data, 
developing a program blueprint, course planning, and staff 
development. 

Program implementation, including resource selection and 
development, piloting and revising courses and resources, data 
collection and monitoring, and staff development. 

THE PLAN 

The duration of this project will be slightly more than three years. It will begin in 
the Spring of 1988 with the selection of participating school districts .. The activities 
supported by the grant will be completed at the end of the 1990-1991 school year, 
with each of the three years of the project corresponding to the three phases of the 
process of program development. 

Selection of School Districts 

Upon receipt of the grant, the partners in the project will begin the process of 
selecting three rural Minnesota school districts for participation. The procedures 
and criteria for selection will be developed in collaboration with the Blandin 
Foundation, the Minnesota Rural Education Association (REA), and the Minnesota 
Department of Education. We anticipate the pool of those invited to apply for 
participation will be comprised of the networks of rural schools associated with 
other projects of the Blandin Foundation and the two partner centers. 

In selecting the schools, geographical balance will be sought across the state. 
Moreover, school districts and communities will be identified who have a strong 
commitment to curriculum innovation. We believe there will be little difficulty in 
identifying such communities and districts as demonstrated buy the recent 
conference in Minneapolis focusing on global school-university partnerships which 
brought together several potential candidates for selection. Our plan is to have a site 
located in each of the northern, central and southern sections of the state. 

The three school districts selected for participation in the project will form the basis 
for creating a Minnesota network of "model schools" involved in creating programs 
for international understanding. The Minnesota network will form a subset of 
GPE's national network of model schools. One of the three will be identified as a 
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participant in the national network and will serve as the conduit for the resources 
and findings of the national project to the Minnesota network. 

Phase I 

Phase I of the project will begin in the Fall of 1988. The first event will be a retreat, 
held at a central location, for leadership teams from the three communities to orient 
them to the project and its processes. 

Districts will proceed through the process at a rate that meets their local needs and 
conditions but within the constraints of the project's need to coordinate the major 
events. Moreover, larger districts may wish to stage the process by first piloting it in 
one or several schools while in other districts it will involve the entire K-12 
program. However, to the extent possible, districts will be encouraged to share in 
staff development activities and to maximize the joint use of resources in the 
project. 

Shortly after Phase I begins, a curriculum steering committee will be assembled 
within each district to take a comprehensive look at school programs with the long 
term goal of developing a K-12 program with a global perspective across subjects and 
disciplines. The activities of the project within each district, and specifically those of 
the steering committee, will be guided by a leadership team made up of 
representatives from the district and the two project co-directors. The goal of the 
steering committee will be to have developed, by the end of the Spring Term, a 
comprehensive plan for program development and implementation activities of 
Phases II and III. 

The curriculum steering committee, which will be made up of key teachers and 
administrators, will participate in a series of meetings and activities designed to 
establish an infrastructure for curricular change during the Fall and Spring Terms. 
They will begin to define for themselves what they mean by a "global education" for 
their students, begin to shape out their vision of what such an education would 
look like, develop a mission statement for their work, and develop a plan -- with 
timelines and tasks -- for program development. 

A centerpiece for the year's activities will be to establish a collection of resources for 
global and international education in each of the participating districts. These 
resource centers will be designed to serve the steering committee, other teachers and 
administrators, and interested members from the community and board of 
education. Selection and acquisition of resources will be undertaken collaboratively 
by the district's leadership team, the project's co-director, cooperating universities 
and GPE staff. 
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A major task in Phase I will be to establish, within each participating school district, 
a strong connection to a local university. Through this relationship, the project will 
have access to the resources of the university for planning, staff development and 
implementation. In turn, the participating universities will have access to the 
process and results of the project which can be recycled into pre- and in-service 
teacher education programs, multiplying the effects of the project to other schools 
with the state. 

Phase II 

While Phase I is designed to provide a supportive infrastructure for program 
development, Phase II will result in a curricular blueprint centered on educating for 
citizenship for the twenty-first century and aimed at increased international 
understanding. Phase II is central and critical to the successful implementation of 
curricula with a global perspective which begins with Phase Ill. Following is a 
description of the major events and tasks that will be undertaken in Phase II during 
the 1989-1990 school year. 

1. Project Planning 

The continued planning for the project in each district will be undertaken by the 
leadership teams, the project's co-directors, and the staff from GPE. They will be 
responsible for scheduling events, developing agenda for the steering committee, 
and generally coordinating the plans for the project. 

2. Retreat for the Steering Committees 

The project year will begin with a planning and educational retreat for the steering 
committees. The purpose of the retreat will be to increase the participants' global 
awareness and leadership abilities, to engage them in planning and assuming 
responsibility for subsequent activities, and to increase their collective sense of 
ownership for the project. 

3. Community Education Workshops 

The ultimate purpose of the community workshops will be to engage community 
members in dialogue about the need for global education in the local schools and to 
enlist broad-based support for the goals of global education. The four workshops, to 
be held in the Fall term, will focus on current global realities, local linkages and 
connections to the rest of the world, trends likely to continue into the future, and 
implications for school programs. The workshops will feature a "town meeting" 
format, will use outside speakers when appropriate, and will be directed toward 
developing guiding documents for school programs. 
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· 4. Drafting Mission and Goals Statements 

A major task of the steering committee during the Fall term will be to develop a 
statement of mission and goals as a guide for all school programs. This task will be 
undertaken after the "town meetings" to reflect the result of those deliberations and 
input from the community. The mission and goals statement will serve as the 
foundation for subsequent steps in the process. 
5. District-wide Needs Assessment 

The purpose of the needs assessment will be to determine the adequacy of current 
programs in light of the mission and goals statement and to collect baseline data for 
assessment of the overall project. The needs assessment will be guided by the 
steering committee, but design, implementation, analysis and reporting of results 
will be the responsibility of Global Perspectives in Education in collaboration with 
the project's co-directors. This step will be completed by early in the Spring term. 

6. Program Blueprint and Objectives 

The major task of the project steering committee during the Spring semester will be 
to develop a blueprint for district programs and to begin the process of setting 
program objectives. The blueprint, or masterplan, will reflect the mission and goals 
statement based on the results of the needs assessment. The outcome will be a K-12 
outline of program strands across all disciplines designed to meet the goals of a 
global education. 

In the process of setting program objectives, steering committee members will work 
with teachers and administrators within all subjects and disciplines to begin 
developing objectives for all schools programs consistent with the mission and 
goals. This process will be completed by the end of the Spring term and will be used 
to give direction to the staff development and program planning that will take place 

· during the summer. 

7. Summer Institute for Staff Development 

The Summer Institute will be a week-long in-service education offering for district 
teachers. The Institute will be planned by the steering committee, the cooperating 
universities, the project co-directors and GPE staff to reflect the master plan 
developed during the Spring semester. Those who enroll in the Institute will be 
offered in-service credit and the opportunity to participate in the subsequent 
workshop for program planning. 
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8. Summer Workshop for Program Planning 

In the program planning workshop, teachers and administrators will be engaged in 
planning specific courses and experiences to implement the goals and objectives 
developed for the project during the Spring semester. The major outcome of the 
workshop will be course outlines and activities to be implemented in the Fall 
semester. Teachers who are selected to participate in the workshop will receive a 
stipend for successful completing of the tasks assigned to them. 

Phase ill 

Phase III of the process begins the task of program implementation. The specific 
activities for this phase will proceed from the results of Phase II and thus cannot be 
specifically outlined in this proposal. We anticipate that, as a result of the 
summer's activities, some units and courses will be piloted and revised during the 
year. Support will be needed for continued planning of others. 

Included will be a review of new program and materials purchases, teacher 
accountability for implementation, and evaluation strategies for the project. 

The project's staff, in collaboration with the steering committees, will continue to 
give support to on-going course development and implementation, and evaluation 
strategies for the project. 

The project's staff, in collaboration with the steering committees, will continue to 
give support to on-going course development and implementation. and to 
identifying and developing instructional resources. Moreover, staff development, 
to assist with problems of implementation will be an on-going focus of the activities 
throughout this phase. 

Prior to the beginning of the 1990-1991 school year, a comprehensive plan for these 
activities will be developed for each of the participating school districts. 

During Phase ill, the project schools will also begin to undertake responsibility for 
disseminating the model to other rural schools in their region of the state. The . 
model building will, of course, be incomplete at this stage but it is the time to begin 
bringing other communities and their schools into the process so that by the close of 
the century, the vast majority of rural schools in Minnesota will have 
"internationalized" or be well on their way to "internationalizing" their schools. 
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RESEARCH AND DOCUMENTATION 

Throughout the three phases of the process, a systematic process of research and 
documentation will take place to ensure that a complete record of the model
building is accumulated and disseminated. This is absolutely essential if others are 
to continue the process in their own schools, learning from both the successes and 
the problems faced by the three project schools. These research efforts will be 
planned jointly between the project schools and the two project centers responsible 
for coordinating the model schools network. The Global Education Center at the 
University of Minnesota, in conjunction with GPE in New York, will have primary 
responsibility for this part of the project activity. Having the Global Education · 
Center carry out these activities has the added advantage of being able to draw upon 
the University of Minnesota's resources in both quantitative and qualitative 
research expertise as well as computer data analysis capacity. This is a very 
important aspect of this project. To carry out the curriculum model building 
without careful documentation of the process would make dissemination and 
replication impossible. 

Roles and Responsibilities of the Partners 

1. Global Education Center 

The Global Education Center, located at the University of Minnesota, will serve as 
fiscal agent for the grant. The director of the center, Walter Enloe, will be one of the 
two co-directors of the project and will be responsible for overall management. He 
will be responsible for coordinating the activities of the school district that is part of 
GPE's national model schools network and will serve as the communication link 
from that project to the Minnesota network. Moreover, he will be responsible for 
identifying human resources within the higher education community for 
evaluation and research and for staff development. · 

The University of Minnesota College of Education will contribute by matching the 
25 percent time of the GEC co-director's time and the 25 percent clerical time to be 
used by the Center. In addition, space to house the project as well as infrastructure 
costs (heat and light) will be contributed. Finally, faculty with expertise in relevant 
curricular areas will be available for consultation as will experts in research design 
and analysis. 

2. Global Studies Resource Center 

The Global Studies Resource Center, an affiliate of the Global Education Center and 
the Minnesota Department of Education, will provide Robert Erickson and the other 
co-director of the project. Mr. Erickson will coordinate the activities of the other two 
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school districts and will take major responsibility for staff development and for 
providing materials and resources to the participating schools. Because of his skills 
as a facilitator and trainer, he will take a major lead role in many of the events and 
activities in all three of the participating school districts. 

3. Global Perspectives in Education, Inc. 

GPE, through a subcontract to the project, will act as the external coordinator of the 
project and will provide access to the national model schools network. The 
subcontract, summarized in the attached letter, provides for GPE to provide overall 
leadership to the process and to assist in administering and managing as one of the 
project's partners. Dr. Willard Kniep, GPE's director of research and development, 
will provide overall leadership to the process and assist in administering and 
managing as one of the project's partners. He, and other GPE staff, will facilitate 
project activities as appropriate, and will act as - or provide -- consultants to the 
districts throughout the process of program development and implementation. 

4. Participating Districts 

Each district will assemble a steering committee for the project. The steering 
committee will be responsible for planning and for coordinating project activities 
within the district. The district will be responsible for assuring the widest possible 
involvement of the community and district professionals in project activities. To 
the extent possible, participating districts will allocate existing resources to planning 
and staff develop activities. Grant funds will be used to supplement the district 
commitment to project activities. 

The Role of Cooperating Agencies 

1. Cooperating Universities 

Each of the participating schools districts will be paired with a cooperating 
university located in their region of the state. The cooperating university will 
provide project schools with access to the human and material resources of the 
University~ They will be used as a source of subject area specialists, consultants for 
staff development activities, relevant materials for project teachers, and for 
assistance with the development of resources as appropriate. 

This school-university linkage will serve the current emphasis upon the 
internationalization of teacher training programs across Minnesota's 26 colleges and 
departments of education. This effort is being spearheaded by the Minnesota 
Association of College of Teacher Education and i-ts representatives on each campus. 
The opportunity to build school-university partnerships will benefit both parties. 
Schools will benefit from the service of curriculum specialists from higher 
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education; teacher education programs will benefit from quality internship and 
student teaching sites; and ultimately the school districts may provide an avenue of 
employment for teachers who were trained specifically to teach in global schools. 
The greatest benefit, it would seem, is to provide a laboratory where new approaches 
to education for international understanding can be put into practice, tested, revised 
and refined. 

2. Minnesota Department of Education 

The multiple resources of the Minnesota Department of Education are available to 
this project. The office of the Director of International Programs will provide MDE 
linkages for activities relating to staff development. The Department will make 
available its MINNESOTA IN THE WORLD project guidelines and strategies for 
participating schools. This, in turn, will relate to the Department's goal of 
recommending a global perspective in all curriculums in Minnesota's K-12 schools 
for the Global Decade of the 1990's. Finally, MDE will play a major role in the 
dissemination of curricular materials developed by the projects to other schools 
throughout the state. 
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CHAPTER3 
RURAL MINNESOTA IN THE WORLD: EDUCATION 2000 

This educational renewal project involves three selected rural school districts in 
developing educational programs which include a global perspective. The goal is to 
provide students with an education that will help them become productive and 
responsible citizens in a world that is increasingly complex, changing, and 
interdependent. The project is carried out by a partnership involving participating 
school districts, the Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement 
(CAREi) at the University of Minnesota, the American Forum for Global Education, 
Inc., regional public institutions of higher education, and the Minnesota 
Department of Education. These partners are working together to identify and 
infuse essential elements for a global and more human education into all areas of 
the K-12 curriculum. The three year project is supported in part by grants from the 
Blandin and Bremer Foundations. The rural Minnesota model schools program is 
itself a component of a larger educational initiative of the American Forum's Model 
Schools Project. For a description of the Education 2000 Model Schools Project, see 
Willard Kniep, "Global Education as School Reform: The Next Steps," Educational 
Leadership, September 1989. Its purpose is to identify, establish, and link together 
school districts from across the United States that are interested in improving 
educational practice and are committed to preparing their students for life in the 
21st Century. Education 2000 is a school renewal project grounded in global 
education. It features a process model for school improvement that engages 
educational stakeholders in answering, in-depth, several central questions: 1) What 
kinds of schools and schooling will our children need for their lives in the 21st 
Century? 2) In our school district, what should our schools be teaching, how should 
our teachers be teaching and how should our students be learning/ living in 
preparation for life, work and citizenship in today's changing world? The most 
immediate and obvious results of this process will be the new and modified 
programs experienced by students in the participating schools. And, since these 
results will be disseminated through the American Forum's Education 2000 
national model schools project, the broader, long term effects will be to influence 
and strengthen school improvement efforts throughout the State of Minnesota and 
the rest of the nation. 

The need for increased knowledge of the world, for increased acceptance and 
understanding of humanity as a single organic species, for refined skills in coping 
with and managing the complex problems and issues facing the planet, and for the 
development of multiple perspectives in a multi-cultural country and world as we 
enter the 21st Century is clear. A number of national reports have called for 
decisive action and for school reform to prepare children and youth of today for 
democratic citizenship in the next century. Foreign observers have often 
characterized Americans as usually well meaning and friendly, but often very naive 
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about the world in which we live. Surveys of students, K-university, over the past 
15 years has borne out the latter. If future generations of American citizens are to 
lead effectively, both here and abroad, communities and educators must reassess the 
mission and goals and practices of their schools if the students they educate are to be 
adequately prepared. 

In the past, attempts to add this dimension to schools have focused almost 
exclusively on influencing individual teachers to bring a global perspective to their 
classrooms. However, most students are still denied such experiences because their 
schools lack curricular content and process and corresponding programs which 
ensure that all students systematically receive an education that will help them 
understand how they are interconnected within a series of interactive systems: 
ecological, economic, sociopolitical, and technological. And that by understanding 
their global interconnections, they will more reasonably choose the directions of 
their own and their communities' future. 

Minnesota is already widely recognized for its wOrk and leadership in networking, 
awareness training and regional development in global education. This project 
extends this leadership to program development and documentation as well. The 
timetable is such that by the early part of the next decade, the model developed will 
be disseminated widely throughout Minnesota and the nation as a component of 
Education 2000. 

Early in 1987, the American Forum initiated steps to form a National Model Schools 
Network. This effort is an outgrowth of the recommendations of the National 
Commission on Global Education contained in its report, The United States 
Prepares for its Future. The purpose of the Network (Education 2000) is to bring 
together in selected communities throughout the United States, the resources and 
talents of local school districts, institutions of higher education and state agencies to 
undertake a long-term effort of program development focused on providing 
education for citizenship in the 21st Century. The three school districts in 
Minnesota vary in student enrollment from 250 to 6000 in communities of Laporte, 
Redwood Falls and Brainerd. The national network will ultimately be made up of 
six components located in various parts of the United States, representing as much 
geographic, socio-economic and cultural-ethnic diversity as possible. Besides the 
Rural Minnesota Project, the school districts of Evanston, Illinois; Weston, 
Connecticut; and Yonkers, New York, are present components. 

The Rural Minnesota in the World project began in the fall of 1988. It is using (and 
testing) the process model for curriculum development outlined in the American 
Forum' s recent publication, Next Steps in Global Education: A Handbook for 
Curriculum Development (1987), which is the basis for creating the Education 2000 
network. The handbook provides a framework for K-12 curriculum development at 
the local level designed to result in an overarching curriculum plan to globalize and 
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more humanize local systems across subject parameters, grade levels, and building 
liens. John Goodlad's data from a"Study of Schooling'' identifies that one of the 
major problems of schools and an essential hinderance to positive school reform 
and renewal is, "that what students take as curriculum in school is rarely guided by 
some kind of overarching conceptual framework (a curriculum document, if you 
will) that defined the domains and both the comprehensiveness and the balance 
that each student's curricular encounters should reflect." (Educational Leadership, 
January 1987). 

To develop an overarching curriculum document, school districts involve their 
communities in forums to discuss local needs for both school improvement and for 
global understanding as a basis for shaping the mission and goals of school 
programs. In thoughtful response to the questions above, they develop a curricular 
"blueprint," set priorities for educational outcomes, develop plans for staff 
development to meet district needs for program planning and implementation, and 
provide support and resources for implementation and self-evaluation. This self
renewing blueprint, then, is designed to aid continuing decision-making about the 
practice, substance and structure of local schooling today and in the future. 

The Model, as implemented in each of the participating projects, proceeds according 
to the following three phases, roughly corresponding to the three years duration of 
the project. Phase I was completed by the three school districts during the summer 
of 1989. 

Phase I: 

Phase II: 

Phase III: 

Building an infrastructure for program development, including 
administrative structures, identification and training of a 
steering committee, and developing a local project plan. 

Program planning, including community involvement in 
setting the schools' mission and goals, undertaking a needs 
assessment and collecting baseline data, developing a program 
blueprint, course planning, and staff development. 

Program implementation, including resource selection and 
development, piloting and revising courses and resources, data 
collection and monitoring, and staff development. 

The project's process model is based upon the conviction that school change is 
promoted from within the school. This ecological approach (John Goodlad, ed., The 
Ecology of School Renewal, 1987) argues that authentic school renewal cannot be 
imposed from the outside. Secondly, the project is based upon the belief that each 
school district and each school is a total, ecological culture which share 
commonalities but is also a diverse, unique system. Thirdly, for change to occur 
teachers and administrators must first educate themselves locally and globally. The 
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first year of the Rural Minnesota project has included, within each school district, 
various activities of critical reflection and education about ·what students need to 
know about human values and cultures, global systems and persistent local / global 
issues and problems, and the historical antecedents to global interdependency. This 
Phase I process lays the foundation for facilitating a global understanding in the 
district's teachers, administrators, parents, and older students during Phase II. 
Based upon this foundation, the process is extended beyond a conceptual 
understanding of global realities to the critical levels of evaluating present practice 
and determining future reform: What we teach, how we teach, why we teach what 
we teach, and what will we renew and reform in light of our critical inquiry and 
education and our formulated school mission and goals. What will our blueprint 
for school renewal and reform be? 

Within each district Education 2000's process model is designed to result in the 
following "outcomes": 

1. The establishment within the district of an extensive resource 
collection, including background and instructional materials related to 
the goals of the project. 

2. A statement of mission and goals for all educational programs 
developed through broad input by the community and professional 
staff. 

3. A K-12 curriculum blueprint for all subject areas, based on an 
assessment of the adequacy of existing programs in meeting the 
adopted mission and goals. 

4. An outline of objectives and priorities within all curricular areas based 
on the adopted curricular blueprint. 

5. On-going summer staff development institutes tailored to the adopted 
goals and curricular blueprint. 

6. Course outlines and units of instruction developed by staff during 
curriculum-writing workshops. 

7. Completed pilot testing of units and courses. 

8. Completed outlines and units of instruction for all curricular strands 
within blueprint. 

9. Baseline data collected for on-going assessment of the effects of the 
project in terms of student outcomes. 
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10. Completed documentation and case study of the project's processes and 
their effects for dissemination to larger education community. 

11. Three- to five-year plan in place for on-going support, implementation, 
and documentation of project outcomes. 

The primary assumption of the Education 2000 project, and the basis of its research 
design, is that school change may occur through the implementation of the process 
model describe above. Through the local school district's stakeholder's critical 
inquiry, self-education, cooperation, empowerment, and shared decision-making, 
and through their partnerships with other educational institutions and with 
adequate time and resources, substantive educational change can occur. 

To document the Rural Minnesota project and to provide the framework for 
possible replication three essential questions for evaluating the results of the project 
have been formulated as the central foci of the Education 2000 research design: 

How does the community and educational context in which the model is 
implemented affect the outcomes of the project? 

How does the Education 2000 model lead to decisions for changing (or not 
changing) schools and their programs? 

To what extent does the Education 2000 model impact on district-wide 
structures, school programs, classroom practice, and educational outcomes? 
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CHAPTER4 
RESEARCH PLAN OF EDUCATION 2000: 

A NATIONAL MODEL SCHOOLS NETWORK 

INTRODUCTION 

Education 2000 is a school renewal project rooted in global education. It features a 
process for school improvement that engages educational stakeholders in 
addressing the central question: What kinds of schools and schooling will our 
children need for their life in the twenty-first century? 

Within the process for addressing this question we have incorporated the best of 
what we know from experience and research to support schools in undertaking the 
very difficult process of educational reform and renewal. One such element is 
specifically designed to address what has been identified as one of the major 
problems of schools today: 

Data from a Study of Schooling make clear that what 
students take as curriculum in school is rarely guided by 
some kind of overarching conceptual framework (a 
curriculum document, if you will that defines the 
domains and both the comprehensiveness · and the 
balance that each student's curricular encounters should 
reflect.1 

This problem will be met by centering each of the locally developed models on a 
curricular ''blueprint," an over-arching ·curricular document which will be expressly 
developed in response to the question: In our community, what should schools be 
teaching, and students learning, in preparation for life, work, and citizenship in 
today's changing world? This blueprint is intended to mee(the need for a guiding 
document that will aid in making decisions about substance, practice, and structures 
as educational reform strategies are implemented locally. 

This project will also directly involve teachers and administrators, working 
together, in developing educational reforms that will directly impact educational 
outcomes. While our process involves a district-wide strategy for educational 
reform, our target in the Education 2000 project is the individual school -- the unit 
that a growing body of literature on school renewal has identified as the most 
promising for mounting and maintaining programs for quality and equitable 

1 Goodlad, John. "A New Look at an Old Idea: Core Curriculum." Educational Leadership. 
January, 1987. 
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education. Our strategy, following this approach, treats the school as a total culture 
in which administrators and teachers must, if change is to occur, be attuned to the 
social context (not just locally, but broadly) beyond the school system and connected 
to the relevant sources of knowledge regarding teaching and learning.2 

This strategy engages the educational stakeholders in a process of critical inquiry, a 
process characterized by reflection on current practice and identifying needs for 
additional knowledge. In the Education 2000 project, this process is extended beyond 
critical inquiry about practice to include questions of what we are teaching, why we 
are teaching it, and what additional knowledge is needed to aid in making decision 
related to curricular substance. To facilitate this, our model provides a conceptual 
framework which is designed to stimulate thinking about what students need to 
know about contemporary world systems, human values and cultures, the 
persistent problems and issues of our time, and the historical antecedents that have 
lead to today's globally interdependent world. 

In the ecological view of school renewal upon which the project is based, change is 
promoted from within the school rather than being imposed from outside. 
However, as the research of Heckman and others illustrated, renewing-schools do 
not renew themselves alone, even when the impetus for change comes from 
within3 Heckman had concluded that "the support of a hub-like agency is one of the 
necessary conditions for sustaining inquiry and renewal in the schools." Moreover, 
he has identified six necessary, but not sufficient conditions that must be met if the 
process of critical inquiry within schools its to result in educational reform that 
reaches beyond the classroom door. These conditions, and the ways in which the 
project will meet each of them, are summarized below: 

• Norms and support mechanisms for renewal must exist outside a single 
school. 

ED 2000: Meets this condition by creating a national network of six 
partnerships and locally, by community involvement, by developing a 
district-wide blueprint, and by attending to organizational support 
structures. 

2 Goodlad, John, ed. The Ecology of School Renewal. National Society for the Study of 
Education. University of Chicago Press. 1987. 

3 Heckman, Paul. "Understanding School Culture," in Ecology of School Renewal. 
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• The district and others must accept the school as the focus for educational 
reform. 

ED 2000: major elements - strategic planning, blueprinting, and 
program implementation strategies -- are all focused on school- and 
classroom-level change. 

• The hub-like agency, as a stimulant for thinking beyond artificial 
improvements, must serve as an alternative drummer. 

ED 2000: the American Forum plays this role. The model is designed 
to stimulate new ways of thinking about the needs of students in a 
changing world. 

• Because schools are systems, solutions must be aimed at more than single 
problems. 

ED 2000: The local blueprint for curriculum, is designed to take the 
broadest systemic view rather than focusing on single problems. 

• The means of describing current practice and assumptions must be 
available. 

ED 2000: Features a research partner for each local district in this role. 

• Ways of identifying new knowledge for promoting renewal must be 
available. 

ED 2000: University partners to local schools fulfill this function. 

The most basic of assumptions, then, upon which Education 2000 is built has to do 
with how school change takes place: that id educational stakeholders are 
empowered to change - through a process of self-education, critical inquiry, support 
of partners, adequate time and resources -- change can occur. 

This assumption about school change is at the heart of the research and 
documentation tasks of the project and, in fact, becomes our major hypothesis and 
the focus of data collection and information gathering activities. Following from 
this assumption, each of the districts, at point A when the project begins, will move 
to another point, B, by the time the process is completed: 

(the Education 2000 process) 
(the context) A--------------------------------------------> B (the impact) 
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In order to test the hypothesis that implementing the Education 2000 model does, in 
fact, lead to change, then the research design for the project must achieve a common 
set of tasks for addressing the project's central research questions within each of the 
partnerships. The Education 2000 research design is focused on three central 
questions for evaluating the results of the project: 

How does the community and educational context in which the model is 
implemented affect the outcomes of the project? 

How does the Education 2000 model lead to decisions for changing (or not 
changing) schools and their programs? 

. To what extent does the Education 2000 model impact on district-wide 
structures, school programs, classroom practice, and educational outcomes? 

DATA COLLECTION 

The following paragraphs describe the strategies for answering each of these 
questions. Our goal in this design is to provide information that will not only help 
assess the effects of the project in each of the communities but also to provide the 
basis for generalizing about the effect across community borders and for identifying 
the circumstances and conditions that materially effect the project outcomes. 

Context Measures 

Within each of the partnerships we need to describe the context in which the project 
is undertaken. For the purpose of our research design we are limiting the context to 
the local community of which the schools are part and the educational context in 
which the project unfolds. 

In describing the community as context, we will limit our measures to those 
variables holding the greatest promise for impacting on the success of the project. 
These include the demographics of the community (e.g. income, age, ethnic make
up); the community's economic bases; attitudes toward local, national, and world 
issues; and attitudes toward education and the local schools. · 

Much of the demographic and economic data is readily available from state and 
local agencies. The project, with the help of consultants and research partners, is 
developing instruments and protocols for collecting data on community attitudes 
through surveys and interviews. 

In describing the educational contexts for the project we will gather information 
about the people (demographics and attitudes) who make up the school system, the 
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schools' history of change and innovation, and the relationship between the local 
schools and the state's support for and control of education. As with information 
about the community much of the demographic stat that is needed is available 
locally or from state agencies. Attitudinal data will be collected by survey. Historical 
data will be gathered through selected interviews and document analyses as will the 
needed information about state mandates and levels of support. 

Process Measures 

The process measures employed in our research plan are aimed at three outcomes: 
documentation of how the steps in the Education 2000 process are followed and 
adapted in each site; a description of how decisions affecting project outcomes are 
made; and an analysis of the decisions that are made -- both inside and outside the 
formal process -- in terms of their staying power and effects. 

The nature and complexity of documenting these outcomes require the use of 
combined qualitative and quantitative methodologies. Therefore, we are 
developing protocols for documenting the process and for tracking local decisions 
that will enable us to understand and interpret quantitative data on the decision
making process and the nature of decisions made. Among the mixed 
methodologies to be used as process measures will be anecdotal records of meetings 
and decision logs combined with surveys and interviews of program participants 
and decision-makers. 

An additional part of describing the process will be to document the interventions 
that are made from outside -- e.g. consultations, workshops, etc. -- and to determine 
their effects. Some of these interventions will come from the American Forum 
and the leadership of the project while others may come from other project 
partners, such as the partner university, resource center, or state department of 
education. Our strategy will be to ensure that all such interventions, regardless of 
their source, are evaluated, with the resulting data used as both formative 
information and as part of the overall procedure of documentation and research. 

Impact Measures 

Ultimately, to test the hypothesis that implementing the Education 2000 model 
leads to change will require measurement and description of its impact in four 
broad areas: structures, programs, practice, and educational outcomes. To accurately 
measure and describe the impact of the project in these areas will require the 
collection of baseline information and data at early stages in the project and the 
collection of follow-up data at appropriate times after decisions and innovations 
have been made and implemented. 
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One area of interest related to impact is in the extent to which the project will affect 
the organizational structures within participating schools and districts. We are 
particularly interested in the impact on decision-making structures (e.g. do these 
structures become more participatory as a result?); on social structures (e.g. do the 
ways that people within the schools work together change?); and on educational 
support structures (e.g. are approaches to staff development and personnel 
supervision and evaluation affected by the project?). 

The approach to collecting information relative to impact on these structures will 
also use a combination of qualitative and quantitative measures with an emphasis 
on documenting the contingencies associated with changes. Checklists for 
evaluating the support structures in the project have been provided in the project's 
handbook. These checklists will be used as the framework for collecting 
information and as the basis for developing protocols for organizing that 
information. Data will be collected through analysis of documents, such as policy 
manuals and supervision instruments: observation; interviews; and surveys. 

The second area of interest is in the impact of the project on programs. In fact, this 
may be the most important variable in the research design since the central question 
in the Education 2000 process is that of substance: What should schools be teaching 
to prepare their students for the 21st century? Moreover, the project has been 
conceived to reflect a principle of consistency that posits that structures and practices 
should follow from and reflect what is being taught. 

On one level, our strategy will be to undertake a comparative analysis of the formal 
curriculum as it exists when the project gets underway and as it nears completion. 
The pre-intervention measures will involve analysis of the general aims of the 
intended curriculum as manifested in mission and goals statements and curriculum 
guides and of adopted textbooks for content and objectives. The post-intervention 
analysis will follow Lewy's4 stages of curriculum development and evaluation and 
will focus on the curricular blueprint that is the product of the project's second 
phase and on materials and documents that are developed and acquired in 
subsequent stages of the project. This evaluation will include criteria related to the 
goals of the project, the methods and processes embedded in the blueprint (e.g. 
student-centeredness) and the fit of the resulting curricula to standards-based 
pedagogical, communications, and curricular principles. 

Our strategy will also include a pre-/post analysis of the "real" curriculum. The 
methods will include content analysis of course planning documents, repeated 
classroom observation over the life of the project; student records, worksheets, and 
projects; teacher interviews and portfolios; and project-generated tests. 

4 Lewy A. Handbook of Curriculum Evaluation. UNESCO. 1977. 
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The third area of interest is in the impact of the project on ·classroom practice.· We 
are particularly interested in the impact on the instructional strategies used by 
teachers including such techniques as interactive strategies, the use of cooperative 
groups, use of divergent questions, attention to students' multiple abilities, and 
student-centered methods. Our research methodologies will include collection of 
baseline data and repeated measures of teaching practices using observation 
protocols, interviews, and surveys of students and teachers. 

The fourth area of interest is educational outcomes, the ultimate test of the project's 
impact. While the primary focus of our assessment will be on the knowledge, skills 
and attitudes of students, we are also interested in the impact of the project on 
teachers' knowledge, skills, and attitudes as well. 

We will use a variety of measures to assess educational outcomes. Some of these 
will be the common measures of achievement that are already being used within 
the participating schools. Other measures, criterion-referenced to the outcomes 
sought by the project, will be used to assess conceptual development, attitude 
formation, critical thinking, and the teaching and learning of literacy. Research 
instruments and methods in these areas will come primarily from our research 
partners and consultants. Some are currently being developed and piloted, while 
others have been used by them in previous research. Examples are performance 
measures of knowledge and skills, conceptual-mapping exercises, and problem
solving measures. The project will favor measures involving the use of curriculum
embedded tests, i.e. activities and exercises that can serve as a learning experience 
but can also be analyzed as a source of information about student achievement or 
performance. 

In addition, the American Forum in collaboration with the Educational Psychology . 
Department at the University of Minnesota will, over the next year develop and 
pilot test another common measure of outcomes for the project: a test of global 
literacy (TGL). The TGL will reflect the conceptual framework for curriculum 
development that is at the center of Education 2000. The test items will assess both 
knowledge and attitudes with a focus not only on specific information, but also 
conceptual attributes, systemic relationships, cause and effect, and time and space 
related to human values and cultures, world systems, persistent problems and 
issues, and world history. We intend for the TGL to be ready for use in the project 
beginning in the Fall of 1990. 

RESEARCH PARTNERS 

For each of the existing partnerships that comprise the Education 2000 network, we 
have identified a research partner to coordinate and carry out the evaluation 
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activities locally. As we add two additional partnerships to the network by the Fall 
of 1990 we will identify similar research partners for those sites. 

Through subcontract, responsibility for the local research activities will be delegated 
to these partners. Specifically, they will be asked to participate in refining the 
research design, to assist in the development of research instruments and 
procedures, to be responsible for the collection of data related to each of the project's 
research questions, to compile and analyze data and information for the local 
partnership, to provide the data and analysis to the national research coordinator, 
and to participate in the project-wide analysis and dissemination of the results of the 
project. 

In Minnesota, the research activities will coordinated and carried out through the 
Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement (CAREi) at the 
University of Minnesota. Since each of the local districts has formed a partnership 
with a nearby state university, some of the research activities will be undertaken in 
collaboration with interested professors from those universities. 

The Institute for Literacy Studies (ILS) a research unit of the City University of New 
York located on the campus of Lehman College had been identified as the research 
partner for both Weston, Connecticut and Yonkers, New York. Because Weston,as a 
pilot site for the process is well into the project, the research design will be 
somewhat modified to fit that circumstance. In Yonkers, the ILS will work 
collaboratively with professor from Pace University, the partner university to the 
school district. 

For the Chicago partnership, the Chicago Panel on Public School Policy and Finance 
has been identified as the research partner. The Panel will work closely with 
researchers from Northwestern University and with professors from the local 
partner universities for each of the participating school cluster sites. 

Each of the research partners brings their own particular perspective and strength to 
the Education 2000 research collaborative. For example, CARE! emphasizes applied 
research in cooperation with school personnel. ILS is a leader in developing 
alternative assessment and research methods, particularly in assessing critical 
thinking and literacy development. The Chicago panel has a long history in 
researching organizational structures, school finance, and educational outcomes. 

In addition, the American Forum, as overall coordinator of the evaluation, will 
have the services of two outstanding evaluation consultants. Dr. Judith Torney
Purta of the University of Maryland will continue to work with us in refining the 
overall research design and in reviewing instruments and procedures for collecting 
data as they are developed. In addition, she will play a major consultative role in 
the development of the Test of Global Literacy. 
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Dr. Giselle Martin of Stanford University will provide on-going oversight of the 
research and evaluation process over the life of the project. She will oversee and 
coordinate the development of instruments and procedures as well as the 
centralized compilation and analysis of data at the national level. She will visit 
each of the partnership sites periodically to assess how well the research design is 
being implemented and to offer advice and suggestions for more effective 
implementation and compilation of data. She will also be on call to the project 
director and to the local partners for guidance and advice as needed. 

To take advantage of the strengths of the research partners and consultants both in 
refining the overall design and in designing methods and procedures, we will host a 
research planning-conference during October 1989, to be held in Chicago or 
Minneapolis. The conference will involve the project director, the directors of each 
existing partnership, the lead researchers from each of the research partner, and the 
national research consultants in designing the research processes and procedures 
which will provide the necessary uniformity in data collection. In addition, we 
hope to be able to delegate responsibility for developing certain procedures and 
instruments to our research partners appropriate to their interests and expertise. 
This conference will result in a research agenda owned by all the sites, a 
communications structure for data collection and analysis, and coordination of 
specific research and evaluation projects. 

TIMELINE AND PRIORITIES 

In developing the research and documentation timeline for the project, we have 
attempted to accommodate several needs. One is to spread the tasks over a time 
frame that is manageable. Another is to establish an order to the tasks that will 
maximize the usefulness of the collected data both for formative evaluation as the 
project unfolds and for answering the principle research questions when the project 
is completed. 

An overview of the timeline is presented on the last pages of this document. The 
duration of 12 quarters corresponds to the three phases of the project, each lasting 
approximately one year. The lines opposite each of the research tasks is intended to 
show the approximate beginning point for each and, more importantly, the point by 
when the task should be completed to ensure either the usefulness of the data for 
formative assessment or their validity in determining effects. 

The timeline place a high priority on collecting the majority of the data on the 
community and educational contexts during the first phase. Much of this 
information will be useful to those leading the project, especially in adapting the 
processes to the local contexts. Moreover, to complete this major task during the 
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early stages of the project will allow the researchers to focus more fully on the other 
priorities during the following years. 

Documenting the process will be a continuous task throughout the project. 
However, as the project progresses this task will become more complex. The first 
phase of the project will primarily involve monitoring the decisions of the project 
steering committee. In Phases II and III, community groups, additional working 
committees at district, school and grade levels, as well as boards of education will 
increasingly become part of the process, making decisions that are likely to effect 
project outcomes. 

Timing is of special importance in undertaking the impact measures for the project. 
The major consideration in developing the timeline is to ensure that baseline data 
is collected in each of the areas of impact before project activities have had an effect. 

The area where activities are expected to have the earliest impact is that of 
structures. By virtue of joining the project - a process that required the assent of 
boards, administrators, and teachers -- a district may have already begun to alter its 
decision-making structures. Moreover, the process itself calls for the steering 
committee to give attention, during the development of a strategic plan, to those 
district support structures necessary for the project to succeed. For these reasons, we 
feel that collecting the baseline data on support structures should be completed by 
the end of Phase I. 

We expect to see an impact on programs begin to emerge during the second half of 
Phase II with the development of the curricular blueprint. Therefore, our timeline 
specifies that baseline data be collected prior to the beginning of that part of the 
process. Similarly, we do not predict a widespread impact on classroom practice 
until after staff development activities take place following completion of the 
baseline data in this area. 

The last area likely to be impacted is student outcomes. In fact, it is probably not 
reasonable to expect a measurable impact until several years after new programs 
have been put in place. Thus our timeline provides until early Phase III for 
completing the collection of baseline data in this area. 

In thinking of the logistics for carrying out the data collection related to each of the 
research questions, it should be noted that certain instruments and procedures will 
provide information in several areas. For example, survey instruments can be 
designed to provide contextual information on teacher attitudes toward world 
issues and baseline data on teacher perceptions of decision-making and support 
structures. By using instruments and procedures that are multi-purpose we will 
decrease the complexity of managing the research tasks while making more efficient 
use of the resources of our research partners. 
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It should be also noted that the evaluation and research design will remain flexible 
enough to accommodate unanticipated outcomes which are likely to occur given 
the openness of the model being used in the project. One way that we will 
accommodate this need will be through the on-going documentation of teachers' 
changing knowledge, skills, attitudes and perceptions through the life of the project. 
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TIMELINE AND INSTRUMENTS USED BY EDUCATION 2000 

Community Context 

Timeline: 

Variables: 

Measures: 

School Context 

· Timeline: 

Variable: 

Measures: 

Time lines: 

Variables: 

Measures: 

CONTEXT VARIABLES 

Quarters 1-4 

Demographics of the community (income, age, ethnic make-up, 
economics base); attitudes towards local, national and world 
issues; attitudes towards education. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

Surveys of community concerns, educational goals and 
attitudes towards education. 
Documentation and statistical information 
Interviews of principals and teachers 

Quarters 1-4 

Demographic data (ethnic distribution, gender distribution, staff 
age and experience); history of change and innovations, 
relationship between school and other entities. 

1. Survey of school concerns, educational goals and attitudes 
towards education . 

2. Documentation and statistical information 
3. Interviews of principals and teachers 

PROCESS VARIABLES 

Quarters 1-12 

Changing roles and responsibilities, decisions made and actions 
taken of decision-makers and other stakeholders (including 
Board of Education, district and school administration, teachers 
union, PTA, funders, universities, and stake agencies). 

1. 
2. 

Documentation via log records of meetings 
Survey of steering committee members (with the 
inclusion of teachers by Quarter 8). 
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Structures 

Timelines: 

Variables: 

Measures: 

Programs 

Timeline: 

Measures: 

Variables: 

Classroom Practices 

Timelines: 

Variables: 

Measures: 

Educational Outcomes 

Timeline: 

Variables: 

Measures: 

IMPACT VARIABLES 

Pre-measures:l-4 Post measures: Quarters 6-8 

Decision-making and support structures 

Document analysis of manuals and supervision documents, 
observations, interviews and surveys of teachers and 
administrators. 

Baseline: Quarter 2-6 Impact: Quarters 9-12 

Content analysis of curricula, interviews and surveys of teachers, 
classroom observations, document analysis of teacher portfolios 
and student-generated materials. 

Curriculum content, processes generated by using or learning 
the curricula (e.g. student participation in certain activities, 
interest in the curricula, etc. ), and curriculum outcomes. 

Baseline: Quarters 5-8 Impact: 10-12 

Use of interactive teaching strategies, student-centered methods, 
attention to multiple abilities, use od divergent questions. 

Classroom observations, pre- and post-surveys, interviews of 
teachers. 

Baseline: Quarters 6-8 Impact: Quarters 10-12 

Students' and teachers' knowledge, skills, and attitudes, 
conceptual development, attitude formation, critical thinking, 
and literacy skills. 

Performance measures of knowledge and skills, conceptual 
mapping exercise, problem-solving measures, curriculum
embedded tests. 
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CHAPTERS 
EDUCATION 2000: PROJECT MANUAL 

APRIL 1990 

BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT 

Education 2000 is an initiative of the American Forum for Global Education. It is a 
national project which supports and links school districts who are engaged in 
designing educational programs that will provide the kind of learning 
environments and experiences needed by students in a rapidly changing world. Our 
goal is to facilitate the design of local models which can be shared with the larger 
educational community. 

The Education 2000 project has its origins in the recommendations of the National 
Commission on Global Education contained in the report, The United States 
Prepares for its Future. Rooted in the perspectives of global education, this school 
change project features a process for engaging educational stakeholders in designing · 
the kinds of schools and schooling children will need for their life in the twenty-
first century. 

The Education 2000 process incorporates the best of what we know from experience 
and research about the very difficult process of educational change and renewal. At 
its core, the process has been specifically designed to address one of the major 
deficiencies of schools today -- the lack of an overarching blueprint to guide 
educational planning and decision-making. As John Goodlad has pointed out, 
"what students take as curriculum in school is rarely guided by some kind of 
overarching conceptual framework (a curriculum document, if you will) that 
defines the domains and both the comprehensiveness and the balance that each 
student's curricular encounters should reflect."1 

This deficiency is addressed in the Education 2000 project by centering local efforts 
on the development of an education "blueprint," an overarching curricular 
document which responds to the questions: What should students be learning, and 
schools in our community be teaching, in preparation for life, work, and citizenship 
in today's changing world? This blueprint is intended to meet the need for a 
guiding document that will aid in making decisions about substance, practice, and 
structures as educational design strategies are implemented locally. 

While the process involves creating a district-wide infrastructure in support of 
educational change, the ultimate target in the Education 2000 project is the 

1. Goodlad, John. "A New Look at an Old Idea: Core Curriculum." Educa tional Leadership. 
January, 1987. 
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individual school -- the unit that a growing body of literature on school renewal has 
identified as the most promising for mounting and maintaining programs for. 
quality and equitable education. Our strategy, following this approach, treats the 
school as a total culture in which administrators and teachers must, if change is to 
occur, be attuned to the social context (not just locally, but broadly) beyond the 
school system and connected to the relevant sources of knowledge regarding 
teaching and learning.2 

This strategy engages educational stakeholders in a process of critical inquiry 
characterized by reflection on current practice and identifying needs for additional 

. knowledge. In the Education 2000 project, this process is extended beyond critical 
inquiry about practice to include questions of what we are teaching, why we are 
teaching it, and what additional knowledge is needed to aid in making decisions 
related to what students should be learning and schools teaching. To facilitate this, 
the model provides a conceptual framework which is designed to stimulate 
thinking about what students need to know about contemporary world systems, 
human values and cultures, the persistent problems and issues of our time, and the 
historical antecedents that have lead to today's globally interdependent world. 

Applying an "ecological" view of school renewal, Education 2000 promotes change 
from within the school rather than attempting to impose it from outside. However, 
as research and experience illustrates, schools experience great difficult in changing 
by themselves, even when the impetus for change comes from within. One of the 
necessary conditions for bringing about educational change is the support of a hub
like agency, like The American Forum, for sustaining inquiry and renewal in the 
schools.3 

In addition, the research cited above has identified six additional conditions for the 
process of critical inquiry within schools to result in educational change that reaches 
beyond the classroom door. These conditions, and the ways in which the project 
will meet each of them, are summarized below: · 

• Norms and support mechanisms for renewal must exist outside a single 
school. 

ED 2000: Meets this condition by creating a national network of six 
partnerships and locally, by community involvement, by developing a 

2. Goodlad, John, ed . Th e Ecology of School Renewal. National Society for the Study of 
Education. University of Chicago Press. 1987. 

3. Heckman, Paul. "Understanding School Culture." in Ecologtj of School Renewal . 
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district-wide blueprint, and by attending to organizational support 
structures. 

• The district and others must accept the school as the focus for educational 
reform. 

ED 2000: major elements -- strategic planning, blueprinting, and 
program implementation strategies -- are all focused on school- and 
classroom-level change. 

• The hub-like agency, as a stimulant for thinking beyond artificial 
improvement, must serve as an alternative drummer. 

Ed 2000: The American Forum plays this role. The model is designed 
to stimulate new ways of thinking about the needs of students in a 
changing world. 

• Because schools are systems, solutions must be aimed at more than single 
problems. 

ED 2000: The local blueprint for curriculum is designed to take the 
broadest systemic view rather than focusing on single problems. 

• The means for describing current practice and assumptions must be 
available. 

ED 2000: Features a research partner for each local district in this role. 

• Ways of identifying new knowledge for promoting renewal must be 
available. 

ED 2000: University partners to local schools fulfill this function. 

The most basic of the assumptions, then, upon which Education 2000 is built has to 
do with how school change takes place: that if educational stakeholders are 
empowered to change -- through a process of self-education, critical inquiry, support 
of partners, adequate time and resources -- change can occur. 

The project is being carried out through a network of local partnerships. The 
American Forum is the coordinating hub of this network. Locally these 
partnerships involve the participating school districts and their communities; 
institutions of higher education; educational resource centers; and state departments 
of education. 
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The most immediate and obvious results of the project will be the new and 
modified programs experienced by students in Education 2000 schools. But since 
research, documentation, and dissemination are central to Education 2000, the 
broader, long term effect will be to influence and strengthen school improvement 
efforts throughout the nation. 

Those involved in Education 2000 utilize the process for curriculum development 
outlined in the American Forum's recent publication, Next Steps in Global 
Education: A Handbook for Curriculum Development. This publication, a 
companion to the commission's report, provides a framework and a process for K-12 
curriculum development t the local level. It is designed to result in an overarching 
curriculum plan that crosses subject lines and grade levels. 

In this process for curriculum development, school districts involve their 
communities in dialogue about local, state, national, and global realities as a basis 
for shaping the mission and goals of school programs. They develop curricular 
blueprints, set priorities for educational outcomes, develop plans for staff 
development to meet local needs for program planning and implementation, and 
provide support and resources for implementation. 

Locally, the project proceeds through three phases. The first phase, which results in 
a strategic plan for the project, will be completed in the f'irst year of the project. The 
second, in which an educational blueprint is designed, will generally require at least 
12 months to complete. In some cases more time will be required depending upon 
the time and resources made available to those available. The final phase -
implementation -- may begin at the end of the second year as staff development and 
curriculum writing activities are initiated to carry out the blueprint. Because of the 
nature of the blueprint as a long-term guide to programmatic design and decision
making, implementation will necessarily be a long-term and open-ended process 
encompassing three to five years or even longer. 

The activities of Phase I are intended to result in a strategic plan for carrying out the 
program design and implementation of activities of Phases II and Ill. In this phase, 
the project's primary actors are the members of the project steering committee . . This 
committee is charged with transforming itself, through self-education activities, 
into a panel of experts, with developing a project resource center, and with 
developing a plan and supportive infrastructure for program design and 
implementation. The specific tasks and activities of Phase I are outlined in part 
three of this document. 

The outcome of Phase II is an educational blueprint which will be used to design 
curricular programs, to guide instructional practice, and to organize institutional 
structures. In this phase the focus shifts from the internal work and preparation · of 
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the steering committee to broad involvement of the professional staff and 
community in developing the blueprint. The success of the project requires the 
broadest possible involvement in setting the schools' mission and goals; assessing 
needs and collecting baseline data; program planning' and designing curriculum 
and staff development. The specific components of the blueprint, and the tasks 
necessary to their development, are outlined in part four of this document. Phase 
III of this project involves the on-going work of implementing the educational 
blueprint. The specific tasks to be undertaken in this phase will depend upon the 
specific elements of the local blueprint. However, each will require on-going staff 
development; curriculum writing; selection and development of instructional 
resources; piloting and revision of courses and resources; on-going data collection; 
and on-going oversight and monitoring of implementation strategies. 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN EDUCATION 2000 PARTNERSHIPS 

The School District 

Throughout the life of the project, it will be the responsibility of the school district 
to ensure that the Education 2000 project remains as the highest priority for 
curriculum development and school restructuring. Operationally, this means that 
as the district engages in on-going curriculum efforts, policy initiatives, 
organizational changes, and other special projects it should, to the extent possible, 
avoid duplication or conflict with the aims and tasks of the project. 

The school d istrict will identify a project coordinator to give leadership to the 
project and coordinate its activities with other project partners and the Education 
2000 network. The district will assemble a steering committee for the project which 
will be responsible for planning and for coordinating project activities within the 
district. The district will be responsible for assuring the widest possible 
involvement of the community and district professionals in project activities. To 
the extent possible, the district will allocate existing resources to planning and staff 
development activities. Grant funds will be sought to supplement the district 
commitment to project activities. 

The project steering committee should be broadly representative of the educational 
stakeholders within the district and the larger community. The steering committee 
should include representatives of the various levels and interests of the teaching 
staff, building and district administration,, the board of education, parents, 
businesses and other community interests. In addition each of the partners to the 
project should hold a seat on the steering committee. 

The steering committee holds the responsibility for guiding the project. Its goal will 
be to oversee and facilitate the development and implementation of an 
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"educational blueprint" for the project. During the first year of the project the 
committee will undertake a number of self-educational and critical inquiry activities 
to transform itself into a panel of experts on demands of the twenty-first century on 
schools and schooling, on approaches to organization and school change, on state-of
the-art practice in curriculum and instruction, and on existing district and 
community structures and needs. At the same time the committee will be expected 
to develop a "strategic plan" which will spell out the process to be used in designing 
an educational blueprint for the district. The committee will oversee the process for 
design of the blueprint during the second year of the project and its implementation 
in the final phase of the project. 

The steering committee will be granted full autonomy to carry out its 
responsibilities to the project. However, the final authority for adopting structural 
and programmatic changes remains with the board of education and district 
administration. It will be the responsibility of the steering committee, therefore, to 
keep the administration and board apprised of their plans and progress and to 
recommend for their approval and adoption, at appropriate times in the project, 
documents, policies, and changes in program and structures resulting from the 
project's efforts. 

The district coordinator of the project will function as the executive director for the 
project's steering committee. She/ he will be responsible for facilitating the work of 
the committee, for communicating with the other partners, with the administration 
and board, and with other stakeholders in the district and community. The 
coordinator will oversee the development of a district resource center and the 
financial affairs of the project. In addition, she/he will coordinate and facilitate the 
project's documentation and research tasks within the district, the training and 
leadership functions of The American Forum, and self-education activities of the 
steering committee. 

The American Forum for Global Education 

The American Forum brings to the project the conceptual model and the process for 
school change that drive the Education 2000 project. Throughout the project, the 
American Forum assumes responsibility for interpreting the model and process 
through the project's handbook, Next Steps in Global Education, and through a 
project leadership manual and other documents as needed. The American Forum 
will, through individual consultations and training sessions, work with district 
personnel and representatives from the other partners to ensure a common 
understanding of the project and its aims. 

The American Forum will, as appropriate, assist the other partners in proposal 
writing and other means of finding external funding for the project. In addition, 
representatives from The Forum will make periodic site visits to assess progress, to 
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work with the other partners in assuring the integrity of the Education 2000 model, 
and to gather information that will lead to further refinement of the mode. During 
those visits, the representative will, whenever possible, participate in meetings of 
the steering committee both to assist in whatever ways are possible and to foster the 
sense that the project is not only a local effort but is part of national network. 

As the coordinating center of the Education 2000 network of local partnerships, the 
American Forum will facilitate communication among all the partners through an 
electronic network, through a project newsletter, and through annual meetings 
which will bring representatives from each of the sites together for mutual learning 
and problem solving. It will also provide a design for the research and 
documentation efforts of the project and oversee these efforts within each of the 
partnerships. Dissemination of the project's results to the larger educational 
community will be part of these efforts. 

The Local Coordinating Partner 

In most Education 2000 partnerships, a local educational resource center will serve 
as the coordination and resource partner within the Education 2000 partnership. A 
representative from that organization will act as the local or regional director of the 
Partnership for Education 2000. (Note: in the Yonkers Education 2000 partnership, 
this role is being played by the American Forum.) 

Operationally, the coordinating partner will represent the American Forum and the 
national project in day-to-day activities within the district. They will be responsible 
for coordinating the activities of the school districts with the American Forum's 
national model schools network and will serve as the communication link from the 
national project to the local effort. They will also take a lead role in finding external 
funding in support of project activities. 

The coordinating partner will provide on-going consultation and training to the 
local project leadership and to the steering committee especially in effective 
organization, collaborative decision-making, team-building, and strategic planning. 
In addition, they will have major responsibility for ensuring the integrity of the 
Education 2000 model as it is played out through the activities of the participating 
districts. They will assist the other partners in identifying human resources within 
the area for self-education, consultation with process and structure, and staff 
development. 

The coordinating partner will work with the other partners -- especially the 
university partner, the state department of education, and the research partner -- to 
ensure a common understanding of the project and its aim and to facilitate an 
effective role for each of them. They will be responsible for communicating the 
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needs and progress of the local partnerships to the American Forum and for 
communication and networking among the local partnerships. 

The Partner University 

The school district, in cooperation with the coordinating partner and the American 
Forum, will identify a partner university for the project. The university's activities 
will be coordinated through the college of education which will provide at least one 
faculty member to serve on the district steering committee. The partner university 
will be asked to provide the district access to its resources and give leadership to staff 
development and curriculum development efforts. 

State Department of Education 

The project will invite the State Department of Education to become a partner in the 
project in order to establish linkages with the multiple resources it has to offer for 
staff development, resource and material selection, and curriculum development. 
The project's projected outcomes may be utilized in school renewal efforts within 
the state' s schools. In addition, the Department can play a major role in the 
dissemination of project results to other schools throughout the state. 

OVERVIEW OF TASKS AND EVENTS: PHASE I 

The central task of Phase I is the development of an Education 2000 strategic plan. 
The strategic plan, which will identify the strategies, events, participants, and timing 
involved in developing an educational blueprint for the district and for its 
implementation, will be developed by a project steering. However, before this 
central task can be undertaken there are a number of preliminary and intermediate 
tasks to be completed by the administration and project leadership and the 
committee itself. 

Preliminary Tasks 

The first step towards accomplishing the tasks in Phase I are to appoint a steering 
cornrilittee and to provide them with orientation and training for the Education 
2000 project and their roles and responsibilities. The selection and appointment of 
the steering committee will be the primary responsibility of the local administration 
while orientation and training will be provided by the American Forum in 
cooperation with the local coordinating partner. 
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1. Forming a district steering committee 

Developing procedures for identification and selection of members of the 
steering committee is the responsibility of administration in cooperation 
with the American Forum and the local coordinating partner. The 
procedures may involve leadership from bargaining units for teachers and 
administrators. They should ensure broad representation of teachers and 
administrators and should provide for representation from parents and 
community groups, business, and other stakeholders. Numbers should 
not exceed twenty-five, if possible. Final appointment should be made by 
the local board of education. 

2. Orientation 

Soon after their appointment, the steering committee should receive 
orientation to the Education 2000 project and to their roles and 
responsibilities. This orientation is most effective when done in an 
informal setting. It should emphasize the goals of the project and its 
importance to the district and to transforming educational programs at the 
school and classroom level. Jointly planned by the school district, the 
American Forum, and the coordinating partner, the orientation session 
should communicate to committee members that this project holds the 
highest priority for the district and that the committee is being granted 
sufficient autonomy and resources to complete their work. 

3. Providing initial training 

As part of their preparation for undertaking leadership in the project, the 
steering committee will be provided initial training in visioning, group 
processes, team-building, and shared decision-making. This training will 
be provided at an intensive two day retreat which will be planned and 
facilitated by the American Forum in cooperation with the local 
coordinating partner. 

Intermediate Tasks 

Before the steering committee begins the process of developing its strategic plan for 
the project, they will be asked to complete a number of intermediate tasks to provide 
effective organization and structure for completing their tasks and to ensure that 
their work is informed by self-education and critical inquiry. 
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1. Organization and structure 

At an early stage in their work the committee will need to develop 
procedural and organizational structures to facilitate their work. Included 
will be the following tasks: 

Deciding on decision-making procedures. 

Setting goals, both for the project and for the work of the steering 
committee. 

Deciding on working structures, including forming an executive 
committee and identifying and forming sub-committees. 

2. Self-education. 

The steering committee is to become the in-district panel of experts in a 
number of areas related to the goals of Education 2000. Therefore, the 
steering committee is expected to develop and carry out an agenda of "self
ed ucational" activities that will inform their deliberations and planning. 
These areas should include the following: 

Local/national / global trends that impact on educational planning. The 
framework in Next Steps in Global Education suggests four areas for 
attention in self-education activities --1 ) global systems; 2) human values 
and cultures; 3) global problems and issues; and 4) a historical perspective. 

The latest in research, theory, and practice of organizational and school 
change. 

Innovative and state-of-the-art educational practke, including curriculum 
development and organization and current research on teaching and 
learning. 

Community and district needs, structures, organizations, resources, and 
programs relevant to the project. 

Other areas in which the committee feels the need for self-education. 

The Strategic Plan 

The most important outcome of the first phase of the project will be the strategic 
plan for developing an educational blueprint for the district. Before undertaking 
this task, it will be important for the steering committee to have a thorough 
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understanding of the process of strategic planning and of the components of the 
educational blueprint. To ensure this understanding, the steering committee will 
participate in a second training retreat which will be planned and facilitated by the 
American Forum in cooperation with the local coordinating partner. 

The strategic plan will spell out how each component of the educational blueprint is 
to be developed. It will describe the objective, participants, and timing for each 
event or activity that will lead to the development of the blueprint's components. 
Upon its completion, the plan will be presented to the District's administration and 
board of education for their acceptance. 

In constructing the strategic plan, the steering committee needs to keep in mind the 
goal of the project: to identify the attitudes, knowledge, and skills people will need 
to competently function as citizens in the 21st century and to recommend 
educational programs, instructional services, and organizational structures needed 
to meet these challenges in the district's schools. The steering committee's purpose 
is to develop and manage a process (a strategic plan) for achieving that goal. 

The activities that will be part of Phase II of the project -- the objects of the strategic 
plan -- are designed to result in a curricular blueprint with the following attributes: 

It will clearly articulate the mission of the public schools in the community. 

It will state as goals the outcomes the district desires for all of its students. 

It will identify the means the district will employ in pursuit of those goals, 
including programs (what is taught in the schools), practice (the preferred 
methodologies used in the schools), and support systems (the structures and 
organization to support the work of the professionals in the schools). 

It will articulate and differentiate the relationship among goals and 
educational programs in elementary, junior high, and high schools. 

It will include a plan that sets priorities, identifies activities, and established a 
time-line for implementing the blueprint through curriculum development 
activities, staff development, and recommended structural and 
organizational changes. 

An overview of the tasks and suggested process for developing the blueprint is 
included in the next section of this document. In developing the strategic plan for 
accomplishing the tasks that will result in a blueprint, the steering committee will 
need, at a minimum, to address the following questions: 
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Involvement: Who needs to be involved and at what level? in planning? as 
a participant? as a contributor? 

Timing: When should the event or activity take place? By when should the 
tasks be completed? What has to happen before or subsequent to the 
completion of the activity or task? 

Support: Whose support is needed to ensure success? Does it require the 
sanction or endorsement of the Board? Of others? Are financial resources 
needed? 

Communication: Who needs to be informed of the activity or task? Who is 
responsible? Media to be used? 

The resource manual for the project, Next Steps in Global Education, has been 
provided as a major resource to the steering committee in putting together and 
carrying out its strategic plan. Chapter Three, for example, provides suggested 
strategies for developing a mission statement (see pages 53-59) as well as background 
readings to guide the process of developing a mission statement. Similarly, Chapter 
Five (pages 111-114) provides strategic considerations in the· process of goal setting. 
Specific sections and chapters have been cross-referenced to the elements of the 
blueprint in the following section. 

In summary, upon completion of Phase I the steering committee should have in 
hand a written strategic plan that will outline the activities, their objectives and 
outcomes, the participants, the strategies to be followed, and the timeline for 
constructing a curricular blueprint for the district's schools. The plan should reflect 
the goals of the project and the vision, insights and expertise the steering committee 
has developed through self-education activities. The plan should be in such a form 
that it serves as a means for communicating with the board, administration, and 
teachers about the directions of the project as well as serve as a guide to the 
continuing work of the steering committee itself. 

COMPONENTS OF THE EDUCATIONAL BLUEPRINT 

Mission Statement 
(see Next Steps. Chapter 3) 

Based on broad input (self-education activities, community forums, etc.) the 
"mission statement'' should address the questions: What is the mission of schools 
in this community? In addressing that question, the mission statement should 
achieve that following: 
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1. Describe the conditions of the contemporary world (including local, state, 
and national conditions) that motivate the mission of the schools, 

2. Describe a vision of the world of the future in which the community's 
children will be Ii ving, 

3. Identify the needs of students in terms of developing the necessary 
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values to function in the twenty-first 
century, 

4. Define the role and responsibility of schools in meeting those needs, 

5. Identify the other actors - parents, community, business, governments, etc. -
and their roles and responsibilities in enabling schools to accomplish their 
mission; and 

6. Identify the basic assumptions about the nature of knowledge, human 
development, and teaching and learning that are to be applied in carrying out 
the schools' mission. 

District Statement of Primary Goals (Educational Outcomes) 
(see Next Steps Chapters five and seven) 

The Statement of Primary Goals should reflect and build on the district's mission 
statement. The goals should be state as the desired outcomes to be achieved by all 
students as a result of their experience in the school's educational programs. The 
statement of goals, when completed should reflect the following principles: 

They should be limited to those goals deemed essential or most important for 
all students. 

They should be state in terms of the desired characteristics of students 
resulting from their experience in educational programs. 

They should be stated in terms of learning outcomes rather than as the means 
(institutional goals) for achieving them. 

They should be comprehensive; that is, they should account for agreed upon 
domains of living (e.g. vocational, personal, academic, social / civic); domains 
of knowledge (e.g. human values and cultures, systems, problems and issues, 
historical perspectives, etc.); and domains of learning (e.g. knowledge, 
abilities, values, social participation). 
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Statement of Means (Intermediate Goals) 

This section of the blueprint will identify the means for achieving the district's 
primary goals. The means, which may be though of as enabling or intermediate 
goals, need to be focused in three areas: 

Program 

Practice 

Structure 

The programmatic means will address questions related to 
what schools should be teaching to meet the state primary goal. 
These program goals will be most helpful if state in terms of 
themes, concepts, or domains rather than simply as subjects or 
disciplines. 
{see Next.Steps. Chapters four, six, and eight) 

The means identified within this category will address 
questions related to how teachers should be teaching if the 
stated primary goal is to be reached. These statements will be 
most helpful if they identify the preferred instructional 
strategies or methods consistent with the mission and goals 
and proceeding from program content. 
(see Next Steps, Chapters two, ten, and eleven) 

Intermediate goals within this category will address questions 
related to the organizational and support structures needed to 
accomplish the primary goals and to support the 
implementation of other intermediate goals .. 
(see Next Steps. Part IV) 

This part of the blueprint will be most effective, and is most likely to be 
comprehensive, if it is organized in two different ways: 

a. Organized by goals: specifies the programs, practice and structures needed 
for each primary goal. 

b. Organized by program practice, and struc;tures: identifies which of the 
primary goals are addressed by each intermediate goal. 

In specifying the means for achieving the primary goals, the blueprint will articulate 
the unique role and responsibilities of each level or area of education. For each 
level or area the blueprint will identify the following: 

a. The priorities related to the mission statement 

b. Unique goals 
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c. Unique program responsibilities 

d. Unique professional practice 

e. Unique structural/ organizational needs 

f. Means for assessing success 

Implementation Plan 

The implementation plan identifies the priorities (goals and means), activities, and 
timelines for achieving the district's primary and intermediate goals. It will rank 
order and sequence the goals in terms of their projected order of achievement, 
identify the specific tasks and activities needed for achievement, and assign 
responsibility for carrying out the activities and tasks. The primary areas for 
activities and tasks will include the following: 

a. School-wide/Level Curriculum Development Activities 

b. Staff Development Activities 

c. Structural and organizational change 

d. Extending the process of critical inquiry. 
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BLUEPRINT: TASKS AND PROCESSES 

TASK 

Develop Mission Statement 

Generate District Goals 

Identify Means for Primary Goals 

PROCESS 

Community discussion and input 

Broad professional discussion and input 

Assign to "professional" writer 

Board of Education ratification 

Identify domains/ categories for goals 
(see Next Steps ) 

Develop process for generating goals, e.g. steering committee, 
faculty workshops, etc. 

De-link means from ends (but save those that are statements of 
means for later steps) 

Combine/ refine 

Sort and categorize by agreed upon domains; identify gaps; add 
as appropriate 

Rate the priority of each statement (e.g. essential for all 
students; desirable for all students; important for most students, 
etc. ) 

Draft final set of goal statements (limited to those identified 
as first priority) 

Submit to Board of Education 

For each goal identify (or re-link) means for achieving. May be 
stated as intermediate or enabling goals. 

Categorize each of the identified "means" as program, 
practice, or structural 

Develop a statement of means for achieving primary goals: 

Programmatic means - addresses "what's worth 
teaching?" based on mission and goals. May be 
organized thematically, by subjects, or domains (c.f. 
Next Steps, or Good lad's domains.) 

Professional Practice - addresses the preferred 
instructional strategies/methods consistent with 
mission and goals and proceeding from program content. 
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Differentiate goals and priorities for 
elementary, middle, and high school 

Needs Assessment 

Implementation Plan 

Structural/o rganizational - addressed the 
organization and support structures needed to 
accomplish mission and goals and to achieve the other 
intermediate goals. · (c.f. Next Steps. Chapter 9) 

(Note: Steering committees may wish to delegate all or pat of 
the above tasks to representative sub-committees working under 
their direction) 

Form task group that is representative of all levels of 
education in the district 

For each level of education, i.e. Elementary, Middle (or Junior 
High), and High School develop a statement of the unique 
mission and priorities for that level including how it relates to 
earlier or subsequent levels. (c.f. Next Steps. Chapter 6) 

For each level, identify the following: 

Unique goals (outcomes) 

The unique means for achieving those goals, including 
program, practice, and structures 

Plan for assessing success in achieving goals 

Develop and carry out a plan for critical inquiry with the 
following elements: 

Description of current programs, practice, and structures 

Assessment of congruence between intermediate goals 
(means) and current programs, practice, and structures 

Projection of needed inputs and strategies to achieve 
congruence 

Develop a "strategic " plan - including events, act ions, and 
timeline -- for achieving each of the intermediate goals 
(means) comprising the blueprint. The plan should include the 
following: 

A three-to-five year timeline for phasing in the 
various clements of the blueprint. 

A plan for staff development focused on both program 
and practice. 

A strategy for curriculum development including 
curriculum writing, resource selection, etc. 
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Recommendations for structural and organizational 
change. 

A plan for extending the process to the building and 
classroom level. 

Assessment strategies for both intermediate goals 
(means) and primary goals (outcomes). 
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THE RESEARCH PLAN 

In order to test the hypothesis that implementing the Education 2000 model does, in 
fact, lead to change, then the research design for the project must achieve a common 
set of tasks for addressing the project's central research questions within each of the 
partnerships. The Education 2000 research design is focused on three central 
questions for evaluating the results of the project: 

How does the community and educational context in which the model is 
implemented affect the outcomes of the project? 

How does the Education 2000 model lead to decisions for changing (or not 
changing) schools and their programs? 

To what extent does the Education 2000 model impact on district-wide 
structures, school programs, classroom practice, and educational outcomes? 

The following paragraphs describe the strategies for answering each of these 
questions. Our goal in this design is to provide information that will not only help 
assess the effects of the project in each of the communities but also to provide the 
basis for generalizing about the effects across community borders and for identifying 
the circumstances and conditions that materially effect the project outcomes. 

Context Measures 

Within each of the partnerships we need to describe the context in which the project 
is undertaken. For the purpose of our research design we are limiting the con text to 
the local community of which the schools are part and the educational context in 
which the project unfolds. 

In describing the community as context, we will limit our measures to those 
variable holding the greatest promise for impacting on the success of the project. 
These include the demographics of the community (e.g. income, age, ethnic make
up); the community's economic bases; attitudes toward local, national, and world 
issues; and attitudes toward education and the local schools. 

In describing the educational contexts for the project we will gather information 
about the people (demographics and attitudes) who make up the schools system, the 
schools' history of change and innovation, and the relationship between the local 
schools and the state's support for and control of education. As with information 
about the community much of the demographic data that is needed is available 
locally or from state agencies. Attitudinal data wil.l be collected by survey. Historical 
data will be gathered through selected interviews and document analyses as will the 
needed information about state mandates and levels of support. 
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Process Measures 

The process measures employed in our research plan are aimed at three outcomes: 
documentation of how the steps in the Education 2000 process are followed and 
adapted in each site; a description of how decisions affecting project outcomes are 
made; and an analysis of the decisions that are made -- both inside and outside the 
formal process -- in terms of their staying power and effects. 

The nature and complexity of documenting these outcomes require the use of 
combined qualitative and quantitative methodologies. Therefore, we are 
developing protocols for documenting the process and for tracking local decisions 
that will enable us to understand and interpret quantitative data, such as shifts in 
knowledge or attitudes nature of decisions made. Among the mixed methodologies 
to be used as process measures will be anecdotal records of meetings and decision 
logs combined with surveys and interviews of program participants and decision
makers. 

An additional part of describing the process will be to document the interventions 
that are made from outside -- e.g. consultations, workshops, etc. -- and to determine 
their effects. Some of these interventions will come from the American Forum and 
the leadership of the project while others may come from other project partners, 
such as the partner university, resource center, or state department of education. 
Our strategy will be to ensure that all such interventions, regardless of their source, 
are evaluated, with the resulting data used as both formative information and as 
part of the overall procedure of documentation and research. 

Impact Measures 

Ultimately, to test the hypothesis that implementing the Education 2000 model 
leads to change will require measurement and description of its impact in four 
broad areas: structures, programs, practice, and educational outcomes. To accurately 
measure and describe the impact of the project in these areas will require the 
collection of baseline information and data at early stages in the project and the 
collection of follow-up data at appropriate times after decisions and innovations 
have been made and implemented. 

One area of interest related to impact is in the extent to which the project will affect 
the organizational structures within participating schools and districts . We are 
particularly interested in the impact on decision-making structures (e.g. do these 
structures become more participatory as a result?); on social structures (e.g. do the 
ways that people within the schools work together change?); and on educational 
support structures (e.g. are approaches to staff development and personnel 
supervision and evaluation affected by the project?). 
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The second area of interest is in the impact of the project on programs. In fact, this 
may be the most important variable in the research design since the central 
questions in the Education 2000 process is that of substance: What should schools be 
teaching to prepare their students for the 21st century? Moreover, the project has 
been conceived to reflect a principle of consistency that posits that structures and 
practice should follow from and reflect what is being taught. 

On one level, our strategy will be to undertake a comparative analysis of the formal 
curriculum as it exists when the project gets underway and as it nears completion. 
The pre-intervention measures will involve analysis of the general aims of the 
intended curriculum as manifested in mission and goals statements and curriculum 
guides and of adopted textbooks for content and objectives. The post-intervention 
analysis will follow Lewy's4 stages curriculum development and evaluation and 
will focus on the curricular blueprint that is the product of the project's second 
phase and on materials and documents that are developed and acquired in 
subsequent stages of the project. This evaluation will include criteria related to the 
goals of the project, the methods and processes embedded in the blueprint (e.g. 
student-centeredness) and the fit of the resulting curricula to standards-based 
pedagogical, communications, and curricular principles. 

Our strategy will also include a pre-/post analysis of the "real" curriculum. the 
methods will include content analysis of course planning documents, repeated 
classroom observation over the life of the project; student records, worksheets, and 
projects; teacher interviews and portfolios; and project-generated tests. 

The third area of interest is in the impact of the project on classroom practice. We 
are particularly interested in the impact on the instructional strategies used by 
teachers including such techniques as interactive strategies, the use of cooperative 
groups, use of divergent questions, attention to students' multiple abilities, and 
student-centered methods. Our research methodologies will include collection of 
baseline data and repeated measure of teaching practices using observation 
protocols, interviews, and surveys of students and teachers. 

The fourth area of interest is educational outcomes, the ultimate test of the project's 
impact. While the primary focus of our assessment will be on the knowledge, skills 
and attitudes of students, we are also interested in the impact of the project on 
teachers' knowledge, skills, and attitudes as well. 

We will use a variety of measures to assess educational outcomes. Some of these 
will be the common measures of achievement that are already being used within 
the participating schools. Other measures, criterion-referenced to the outcomes 

4. Lewy A. Handbook of Curriculum Evaluation. UNESCO. 1977. 
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sought by the project, will be used to assess conceptual development, attitude 
formation, critical thinking, and the teaching learning of literacy. Research 
instruments and methods in these areas will come primarily from our research 
partners and consultants. Some are currently being developed and piloted, while 
others have been used by them in previous research. Examples are performance 

· measures of knowledge and skills, conceptual-mapping exercises, and problem
solving measures. The project will favor measures involving the use of curriculum
embedded tests, i.e. activities and exercises that can serve as a learning experience 
but can also be analyzed as a source of information about student achievement or 
performance. 

RESEARCH PARTNERS 

For each of the existing partnerships that comprise the Education 2000 network, a 
research partner is identified to coordinate and carry our the evaluation activities 
locally. Responsibility for the local research activities is delegated to these partners. 
Specifically, they participate in refining the research design, assist in .the 
development of research instruments and procedures, are responsible for the 
collection of data related to each of the project's research questions, compile and 
analyze data information for the local partnerships, provide the data and analysis to 
the national research coordinator, and participate in the project-wide analysis and 
dissemination of the results of the project. 

Dr. Giselle Martin of Stanford University, the project's national research 
coordinator, provides on-going oversight of the research and evaluation process of 
the project. She provides oversight and coordination for the development of 
instruments and procedures as well as the centralized compilation and analysis of 
data at the national level. She will visit each of the partnership sites periodically to 
assess how well the research design is being implemented and to offer advice and 
suggestions for more effective implementation and compilation of data. She is also 
on call to the project director and to the local partners for guidance and advice as 
needed. 

TIMELINE AND PRIORITIES 

In developing the research and documentation timeline for the project, we have 
attempted to accommodate several needs. One is to spread the tasks over a time 
frame that is manageable. Another is to establish an order to the tasks that will 
maximize the usefulness of the collected data both for formative evaluation as the 
project unfolds and for answering the principle research questions when the project 
is completed. 
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The timeline places a high priority on collecting the majority of the data on the 
community and educational contexts during the first phase. Much of this 
information will be useful to those leading the project, especially in adapting the 
processes to the local contexts. Moreover, to complete this major task during the 
early stages of the project will allow the researchers to focus more fully on the other 
priorities during the following years. 

Documenting the process will be a continuous task throughout the project. 
However, as the project progresses this task will become more complex. The first 
phase of the project will primarily involve monitoring the decisions of the project 
steering committee. In Phases II and III, community groups, additional working 
committees at district, school and grade levels, as well as boards of education will 
increasingly become part of the process, making decisions that are likely to effect 
project outcomes. 

Timing is of special importance in undertaking the impact measures for the project. 
The major consideration in developing the time line is ensure that baseline data is 
collected in each of the areas of impact before project activities have had an effect. 

The area where activities are.expected to have the earliest impact is that of 
structures. By virtue . .o:f. joiuing-the project -- a process that required the assent of the 
boards, administrators; am:i teachers -- a district may have already begun to alter its 
decision-making structures. Moreover, the process itself calls for the steering 
committee to give attention, during the development of a strategic plan, to those 
district support structures necessary for the project to succeed. For these reasons, we 
feel that collecting the baseline data on support structures should be completed by 
the end of Phase I. 

We expect to see an impact on programs begin to emerge during the second half of 
Phase II with the development of the curricular blueprint. Therefore, our timeline 
specifies that baseline data be collected prior to the beginning of that part of the 
process. Similarly, we do not predict a wide spread impact on classroom practice 
until after staff development activities take place following completion of the 
blueprint. Hence, we have targeted the end of Phase II for completing the collection 
of baseline data in this area. 

The last area likely to be impacted is student outcomes. In fact, it is probably not 
reasonable to expect a measurable impact until several years after new programs 
have been put in place. Thus are timeline provides until early in Phase III for 
completing the collection of baseline data in this area. 

In thinking of the logistics for carrying out the data collection related to each of the 
research questions, it should be noted that certain instruments and procedures will 
provide information in several areas. For example, survey instruments can be 
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designed to provide contextual information on teacher attitudes toward world 
issues and baseline data on teacher perceptions of decision-making and. support 
structures. By using instruments and procedures that are multi-purpose we will 
decrease the complexity of managing the research tasks while making more efficient 
use of the resources of our research partners. 

It should also be noted that the evaluation and research design will remain flexible 
enough to accommodate unanticipated outcomes which are likely to occur given 
the openness of the model being used in the project. One way that we will 
accommodate this need will be through the on-going documentation of teachers' 
changing knowledge, skills, attitudes and perceptions through the life of the project. 
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CHAPTER6 
REDWOOD FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT 

THREE YEAR SUMMARY 1988-1991 

BACKGROUND 

The Rural Minnesota in the World-Education 2000 project began in September, 
1998, as a three-year school renewal effort involving a partnership consisting of the 
University of Minnesota, Mankato State University, the American Forum for 
Global Education, the Minnesota Department of Education, and three rural 
Minnesota school districts (Redwood Falls, Laporte, and Brainerd). 

The project was developed by Dr. Willard Kniep, Vice President of the American 
Forum for Global Education. It is based on his book Next Steps in Global Education: 
A Handbook for Curriculum Development which grew out of the work of the 
National Study Commission on Global Education and its 1987 report, "The United 
States Prepares for its Future: Global Perspectives in Education." The Commission 
was chaired by educators Clark Kerr, Harlan Cleveland, and John Goodlad. Willard 
Kniep served as the Commission's project co-director. 

The Commission identified that students need an increased knowledge about the 
world, refined skills in coping with and managing the complex problems and issues 
facing the planet, and the development of multiple perspectives in order to be 
effective democratic citizens living and working in the twenty-first .century. It also 
acknowledged that past attempts t add this dimension to classrooms have focused 
almost exclusively on influencing individual teachers participating in them. Most 
students are still denied such experiences because their schools lack curricula and 
programs which ensure that all students systematically receive an education that 
will help them to understand how they are connected through global economic, 
political, technological, and ecological systems to the rest of the world and, through 
that understanding, to more rationally choose the directions of their own and their 
communities' future. 

This project is utilizing the process for curriculum development outlines in Next 
Steps .... The handbook provides a framework for K-12 curriculum development at 
the local level designed to result in an overarching curriculum plan to 
internationalize a local school system across subject lines and grade levels. 

In this process, school districts are involving their communities in assessing local 
needs for international understanding as a basis for shaping the mission and goals 
of school programs. They are developing a curricular blueprint, setting priorities for 
educational outcomes, developing plans for staff development to meet local needs 
for program planning and implementation, and providing support and resources 
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for implementation. 

The project is proceeding according to the following three phases: 

Phase I: Organizing and Planning 

Forming a project steering committee. 
Conducting a steering committee self-service program resulting in a 
common understanding of education for the 21st century. 
Establishing a resource center for staff and community members. 
Establishing goals for the project. 
Creating a strategic plan to accomplish the project goals. 

Phase II: Carrying Out the Strategic Plan 

· Conducting four community forums. 
· Writing a district vision-mission statement. 

Identifying major district learner outcomes. 
Developing intermediate goals (means) in terms of program, instructional 
practices, and supporting structures. 
Conducting a needs assessment. 
Developing a three to five year implementation plan to adjust the district's 
programs, instructional practices, and supporting structures. 

Phase III: Implementing Change 

Phasing in curriculum changes. 
Conducting staff development programs that reflect instructional practice 
changes. 
Phasing in structural and organizational changes. 

· Evaluating the impact of the new changes. 

The project is facilitated at the national level by Dr. Willard Kniep, Vice President of 
the American Forum for Global Education. State co-directors are Dr. Walter Enloe, 
Director of Global Education at the University of Minnesota (CAREI), and Mr. B.ob 
Erickson, Director of the Minnesota State Department's Global Resource Center. 

Funding was provided by the Charles Blandin Foundation, Otto Bremer 
Foundation, Regional Initiative Funds, and each local school district. 

The three Minnesota schools inake up the rural component of the American 
Forum's national model school program. Other school districts in the nation that 
are following a similar research and development process include districts in New 
York, Illinois, and California. 
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The entire project is being carefully documented by researchers at the University of 
Minnesota's Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement (CARED 
and Mankato State University's Education Department. 

THE REDWOOD FALLS EDUCATION 2000 PROJECT 

The Education 2000 project in Redwood Falls is entering its fourth year. The project 
has worked since its inception toward an inclusive, and community-based model 
for school change. Indeed, as vital as having teachers involved in the design and 
implementation of changes, is the necessity of providing the community with input 
into the project, and the desire to have the community and teachers move forward 
as partners. 

The Education 2000 project was designed as a three year, three phase project. That 
time frame has proven difficult to maintain, especially when the steering 
committee is seeking real input and meaningful involvement of teachers, students 
and community. The desire to complete work on the project is tempered by the 
need to provide time for that input. 

The Education 2000 Rural Minnesota in the World project is deeply indebted to the 
Charles Blandin Foundation, the Otto Bremer Foundation, the Southwest 
Minnesota Initiative Fund, and Independent School District 637, for funding this 
project. 

PHASE I: ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING 

The major tasks of the first phase of the project were to establish a project steering 
committee, conduct a self in-service program, and to develop a strategic plan to 
accomplish the project goals. · 

Formation of a Project Steering Committee 

A Steering Committee was formed in the fall of 1988. It was established to have 
membership consisting of a wide range of perspectives. The committee includes 
three elementary teachers, three middle school teachers, three high school teachers, 
three building administrators, the district superintendent, one school board 
member, three parents and community leaders, two high school students, the 
district's Early Childhood Director, the district's community/school director, and a 
Mankato State University professor. The Steering Committee meets during the 
afternoon of the second Tuesday of each month during the school year and when 
necessary during the summer months. 
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Decisions are made by consensus. Meetings are conducted in a manner to promote 
shared leadership by having members volunteer to perform the role of processor, 
summarizer, clarifier, recorder, and agenda manager. Meeting evaluation forms are 
completed at the end of each meeting to provide feedback to the committee about 
how the committee functions. 

Members of the Steering Committee are: 

Gary Swenson 
Lance Zellmann 
Yvonne Janning 
Sue Jones 
Shirley Espeland 
Sue Baldwin 
Dave Eberhardt 
Ann Warner 
Gale Morley 
Dave Madson 
Rick Ellingworth 
Dale Erickson 
Diane Busack 
Larry Gavin 
Iver Christopherson 
Tom Gross 
Royce Heffelfinger 
Roll en Halvorson 
Kevin Passe 
Bob Laufenburger 
Sheldon Brown 

Superintendent of Schools 
Project Coordinator 
Early Childhood / Family Education 
Elementary Teacher 
Elementary Teacher 
Elementary Teacher 
Elementary Principal 
Middle School Teacher 
Middle School Teacher 
Middle School Teacher. 
Middle School Principal 
Secondary Teacher 
Secondary Teacher 
Secondary Teacher 
High School Principal 
School Board Member 
Community Member 
Community Member 
Community Member 
Community / School Director 
Mankato State Professor 

An Executive Committee was organized to provide direction to the Steering 
Committee and be responsible for carrying out decisions. This committee consists of 
two secondary teachers, two middle school teachers, two elementary teachers, the 
three school level principals and the district superintendent. It meets twice 
monthly. 

A Project Coordinator position was established to coordinate the activities of the 
project, provide direction to the Executive Committee, handle communication with 
state and national leaders, and conduct day-to-day project business. 

The Steering Committee created sub-committees to complete specific tasks and to 
allow for additional faculty and community participation in leadership roles. The 
following sub-committees have been used to date: 
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Resource Center Committee 
Community Forum Planning Committee 
District Mission Statement Writing Committee 
District Goals Committee 
District Means Committee 
Grant Writing Committee 
1990 Summer Institute Planning Committee 
1991 Summer Institute Planning Committee 

Steering Committee In-service Program 

The Steering Committee conducted a self in-service program that began in 
November of 1988 and culminated with a consensus statement about education for 
the twenty-first century in May of 1989. The Executive Committee planned and 
organized the in-service content and methods. The following articles, videos, and 
people were used to simulate thinking and understanding about educating young 
people for the future. · 

1. "The World We're Preparing Our School Children For" 
by Harlan Cleveland 

2. "A New Look at an Old Idea: Core Curriculum" 
by John Goodlad 

3. "Clarifying the Essential Elements of a Global Education" 
by Willard Kniep (Chapter 4 of Next Steps in Global Education: A 
Handbook for Curriculum Development 

4. Roger Wangan, Minnesota State Department of Education 
5. Dr. Walter Enloe, University of Minnesota 
6. Dr. Sheldon Brown, Mankato State University 
7. "Discovering the Future: The Business of Paradigms" 

A video presentation by Joel Barker 
8. · "The Contemporary International System: A World in Transition" 

by Steven Lamy 
9. "An Attainable Global Perspective" 

by Robert Hanvey 
10. "Education for the New Century" 

A speech presented by Ernest Boyer at Mankato State University 

During the steering meetings from November 1988 through March 1989, a major 
portion of the meeting time was used to discuss these articles, speeches, and videos. 
Frequently committee members were assigned to read and teach various parts of the 
written articles to others in small groups. each committee member wrote their 
personal understanding of education for the twenty-first century in April of 1989. 
The Steering Committee was organized into four groups and each wrote a group 
"common understanding" of education for the twenty-first century. A Steering 
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Commit_tee "common understanding'' was developed from the four group 
presentations and adopted in May of 1989. 

STEERING COMMITTEE'S 
COMMON UNDERSTANDING OF EDUCATION 

FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 

It is our common understanding that education for the twenty
first century needs to be accessible to all students, ongoing and open
ended, active and relevant, and reflective of current world realities. 

Education should be comprehensive with a strong basic core. 
The learning environment of the twenty-first century should allow 
students to personalize the curriculum and be actively involved in 
the learning process~ 

Students should view learning as a process rather than a . 
product. Critical thinking, creative thinking, problem-solving, 
reflective thinking, and conflict resolution should be emphasized. 

The curriculum of the twenty-first century should reflect the 
interdependence and interconnectedness of the people of the world. 
It also should help students understand themselves, their 
community, and their nation as part of a world that consists of inter
related physical, biological, economic, political, and social systems. 

We believe that education for the twenty-first century should 
prepare citizens to live happy, productive, and responsible lives in a 
world that is changing and becoming increasingly more 
interdependent and complex. 

Project Mission and Goals 

After the Steering Committee completed developing a common understanding of 
education for the twenty-first century it established a task force to draft a project 
mission statement and goals. Six members of the Steering Committee volunteered 
to undertake this task. Using the "common understanding" the committee drafted 
a mission and several project goals. These were refined and adopted by the full 
Steering Committee in June 1989. 
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PROJECT MISSION STATEMENT 

We believe that education for the twenty-first century should 
prepare people to live happy, productive, and responsible lives in a 
world that is changing and becoming increasingly interdependent 
and complex. The purpose of this project is to evaluate the 
education system of Independent School District #637 and to adjust 
the system to reflect changing demands for life in the twenty-first 
century. 

PROJECT GOALS 1989-1991 

1. Develop and implement a plan to establish a district mission 
statement and a set of major educational goals for all district 
programs that reflect the demands for living in the twenty-first 
century. 

2. Assess and adjust the entire pre-school, K-12, and adult 
education curriculum-program; teaching methods; and school 
structures, organization and management to reflect the district's 
mission and education goals. · 

Developing a Strategic Plan for a Curriculum Blueprint 

Following the adoption of the project mission and goals the Steering Committee 
developed a strategic plan that involved designing activities that included the 
school staff, school board members, parents, and community members in generating 
a district vision and identifying major district learning goals for all students. Also 
included in the plan was strategy for accomplishing the learner goals in terms of 
program, practice, and structure at each school level. The plan was developed over 
several months and adopted in August of 1989. The plan is included as Appendix 
A. 

PHASE II: DEVELOPING THE BLUEPRINT 

The major activities of phase two included conducting several community forums, 
writing a new vision-mission statement, establishing major district learner goals, 
formulating a means to accomplish the goals, and developing a three to five year 
implementation plan for changing the district's programs, instructional practices, 
and supporting to be congruent to the new goals and means. 
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Community Forums 

The purpose of the community forums was to develop a new district vision
rnission statement and identify the major district learner outcomes for students. 
There were four community forums. They were held in the little theater and 
cafeteria at the Redwood Falls High School, and all of the forums featured a large 
group presentation followed by a sub-committee of the Steering Committee that 
consisted of community members Orin Estebo, Dale Janssen, Dave Reitter, Torn 
Gross, Marilyn Thompson, Donna Schilling, Delano Columbus, Lonnie and Julie 
Sutton, teacher Lance Zellmann, and community school director Bob Laufenburger. 

In an effort to get the entire community involved several methods of invitation to 
these forums were used. Community leaders and business owners were contacted 
through the Chamber of Commerce newsletter. All faculty members, school board 
members, school advisory committee members, area ministerial association 
members, and community organization presidents were invited by letter. Press 
releases were also sent to the local newspaper and radio station. Nearly 500 
community and faculty participated at one or more of the forums. . 

The first was a dinner meeting forum that focused on changes in the world and 
current trends and forces shaping the future. Dr. Willard Kniep was the featured 
speaker. Following his presentation participants were organized into small groups 
and addressed the following questions: 

1. How has the world changed during the past 40-50 years? 
2. What words best describe the world in the year 2000? 
3. How can the Redwood Falls school system better prepared young people 

for citizenship in the twenty-first century? 

The small group ideas were compiled and used to help develop the district vision 
and learner outcomes. 

The second forum focused on local linkages with the world. A group of local 
community members were featured as a panel. Local business members Loran 
Kaardal and Al Kamp, livestock and crop farmer Bruce Tiffany, and Lutheran 
minister Charles Anderson spoke about how the Redwood Falls area is connected 
with the world through business, industry, religion, and agriculture. Small group 
discussions followed and ideas and information were collected for the vision
rnission statement and learner outcomes. 

The third forum featured futurist Earl Joseph. He stimulated participants to think 
about the future and how it will be different than the present and past. Small 
groups generated lists that addressed trends shaping the future and implications for 
the Redwood Falls school system. These ideas were added to previous forum 
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information and used at the fourth forum. 

Writing a new district vision-mission statement was the focus of the last forum. 
after receiving information about the definition and role of a vision-mission 
statement presented by Superintendent Gary Swenson, participants were organized 
into several work groups. Using information from the previous forums and a 
consensus decision-making method each group addressed the questions: What do 
we agree about the world of the future? and What are the needs of students in terms 
of knowledge, skills, attitudes and values for living in that future? At the 
conclusion of the forum each participant submitted a vision-mission statement to 
be used by a committee that was organized to draft a new district statement. 

The writing committee was selected by the Education 2000 Executive Committee. 
The Executive Committee used a list of names submitted by people that attended the 
forums and expressed interest in becoming more involved in the project. The 
writing team consisted of community members, Wayne Haapoja and Donna 
Schilling, teachers Nancy Estebo and Larry Gavin. Lance Zellmann facilitated the 
process. 

A rough draft of the committee's work was presented and approved by the Steering 
Committee. It was presented to all faculty members in small group sessions in both 
school buildings and approved. The statement was published on the front page of 
the Redwood Gazette in conjunction with an announcement of a community 
meeting to approve the statement. The meeting was held and no community 
members attended. It was assumed that the community accepted the statement. 
The school board officially adopted the vision-mission statement in December of 
1989. 

DISTRICT VISION 

Educational opportunities should be accessibly for all learners. 
These opportunities should be ongoing, active, relevant,· and 
reflective of current world realities. 

All learners should experience significant academic, vocational, 
personal, social, and cultural growth. This experience should be 
comprehensive with a strong basic core and flexible enough to 
allow for individual interest and specialization. 

The learning environment should allow learners to personalize 
the curriculum and to be actively involved in the learning process. 
It should enable learners to develop collaborative skills and 
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demonstrate positive competitive behaviors. It should also be 
closely connected and integrated with the community and the . 
world. 

Learners should view learning as a life-long process. Critical 
thinking, creative thinking, reflective thinking, problem-solving, 
and conflict resolution should be emphasized. 

The curriculum should reflect the interdependence and 
interconnectedness of the people of the world. It should help 
learners understand themselves, their community, and their nation 
as part of a world that consists of inter-related physical, biological, 
economic, political, and social systems. 

THE MISSION OF INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #637 IS: 

to provide life-long learning opportunities enabling individuals to 
become confident, happy, productive, and responsible citizens 
living in an interdependent world community. 

Primary District Goals 

The district primary goals were written during a five month period by several 
committees. A 25 member group consisting of educators of every school level and 
discipline area developed fourteen district learner outcomes based on the ideas and 
information collected from the community forums. The outcomes were reviewed 
by the Education 2000 Steering Committee and several refinements, additions, and 
modifications were suggested. A small writing committee was organized and 
drafted a new version. After several additional sessions the Steering Committee 
agreed to a set of 18 learner outcomes organized by knowledge, skills, 
attitudes/values, and social participation. 

The learner outcomes were reviewed and modified by the faculty through several 
institutes, in-service programs, and meetings that covered a four-month period of 
time. After the entire faculty adopted the outcomes they were presented to the 
community at four evening sessions. The school board unanimously accepted the 
primary district goals in February of 1991. 

Secondary Goals 

At the same time the primary goals were undergoing the ratification and approval 
process, groups of educators were working on the means or secondary goals. These 
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goals are grouped in areas of school programs, preferred instructional practices, and 
school infrastructure. 

Through locally designed and Mankato State University (MSU) facilitated workshop 
and in-service classes, teachers and steering committee members wrote and refined 
a list of means statements. The means statements were developed by studying each 
district outcome in terms of what should be taught to accomplish this goal; what 
instructional strategies should be used to accomplish this goal; and what supporting 
structures are needed to accomplish this goal. This information was collected and 
refined into goal statements. 

The program means statements give definition to an overarching curriculum 
blueprint. The K-12 curriculum organizes the learners' experience into studies of 
world systems using a thematic approach. This systems model is based on the ideas 
of Dr. John Goodlad and Dr. Kenneth Boulding. District learner outcomes in terms 
of knowledge, skills, attitudes, and social participation have been developed for each 
world system. these outcomes will be refined for each school level. Achievement 
assessment systems will be designed to assure that all students are successful. 

PROGRAM STATEMENTS 

1. The curriculum programs will be organized according to world systems. (see 
diagram) 

2. The curriculum program will be designed to provide all students with a 
strong common education and will allow learners to advance in areas of their 
personal interest and ability. 

3. The common curriculum will be connected by the study of global themes. 
4. The common curriculum will be transdisciplinary by the study of major 

problems, great ideas, and concepts. 

The preferred instructional strategy means statements will drive instructional 
decisions at each school level. Staff development programs will be designed to train 
all teachers as experts in these strategies. 

PREFERRED STRATE GIES STATEMENTS 

1. Learning strategies will be designed to reflect various learning styles. 
2. Learning strategies will be designed to have learners be involved in active 

learning. (doing) 
3. Learning strategies will be designed to have learners discover knowledge 

through experience. 
4. Learning strategies will be planned and evaluated with collaboration of the 
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learner in terms of goals and process. 
5. Learning strategies will be designed to emphasize higher order cognitive 

skills. 
6. Learning strategies will be designed to connect students learning with the 

community. 
7. Learning strategies will be designed to involve learners in real world tasks. 
8. Learning opportunities will be structure cooperatively, competitively, and 

individually with an emphasis on cooperative strategies. 

The organization/ structure means statements will establish a supporting 
infrastructure in each school level that assists all learners in accomplishing the 
district learner goals. Each school level will carefully assess existing school 
structures in terms of congruence with these statements. 

STRUCTURE/ ORGANIZATION STATEMENTS 

1. The school and community will form a partnership for mutual learning and 
growth. 

2. Staff and students of the school community will be involved in meaningful 
decision-making affecting in all aspects of school structure, management, and 
organization and will assume responsibility for the implementation of those 
decisions. 

3. All learners will be recognized for their continuous progress and for their 
achievements in all areas. 

4. Learner's progress and proficiency will be evaluated and reported through a 
variety of criteria-based methods. 

5. Time components of school organization will be structured flexibly to allow 
for transdisciplinary planning and learning. 

6. The preferred structure for grouping students will be heterogeneous and will 
allow for multi-age grouping. 

7. School structure and organization will be designed to promote a 
collaborative, supportive, and democratic environment. 

8. The school district will continuously assess the primary goals and related 
means and adjust its programs, instructional practices, and support structures 
to reflect changing needs. 

9. The school district structure and staff will be continuously evaluated to assure 
congruence between the district's goals (primary and intermediate). 

A School Restructuring Sub-committee of the Steering Committee consisting of 
teachers, administrators, and community members began studying the management 
structure of the district during the 1990-1991 school year. A draft of its most recent 
plan which is included here illustrates how the IT).anagement structure will be 
changed. 
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PHASE ill: IMPLEMENTING THE BLUEPRINT 

The Education 2000 Steering Committee is currently developing a 3-5 year 
implementation plan that will phase in curricular changes, instructional strategies, 
and supporting infrastructure. 

CLOSING 

The Redwood Falls site is currently nearing completion of an overarching 
curriculum blueprint that focuses on designing student learning experiences around 
the study of world systems using a thematic approach. It has identified a set of 
school structure and instructional practice statements that will give direction to how 
the curriculum will be taught and the infrastructure that supports learning. 

After the means statements are fully implemented the Redwood Falls school will 
have a curriculum that systematically and effectively prepares young people for 
living and working in the twenty-first century. · 
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APPENDIX A 

STRATEGIC PLAN 

District Mission Statement 

A new district mission statement will be developed with community and staff 
participation in several community forums. The forums will be planned and 
conducted by a subcommittee of the Steering Committee and will stimulate 
discussion about the education needs of people in the twenty-first century. The final 
forum will generate a rough draft of a new district mission statement. The rough 
draft will be refined by a writing committee and then adopted by the Steering 
Committee. The final draft will be presented to the Board of Education in 
December, 1989. 

Major Education Goals 

A committee of community members, staff, and steering committee- members will 
establish a set of district education goals that are consistent with the new mission 
statement. These goals will be presented to the entire faculty for comment and 
reaction in January, 1990. They will be adopted by the Steering Committee in 
January and accepted by the Board of Education in February. 

A committee of community members, staff, and steering committee members will 
determine major global themes that will be infused into the entire curriculum. The 
selected themes will be presented to and adopted by the Steering Committee. This 
should be completed by the end of January. 

Curriculum Assessment 

The American Forum for Global Education and Mankato State University will 
conduct a needs assessment of the district's curriculum, school structure, school 
organization, and management. This will be completed after the district goals and 
global themes have been established. · 

Curriculum Adjustment 

The Executive Committee of the Steering Committee will plan and implement a 
staff development program that will provide opportunities for all faculty (teachers 
and administrators) to develop a global perspective. A 2-3 credit workshop was 
completed by 27 faculty members during the summer of 1989 and a similar 
workshop is planned for the winter of 1990. A cooperative learning workshop was 
held in the spring of 1989 and another is planned for the fall of 1989. These will be 
planned and conducted by the district's Staff Development Committee. 
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A resource center will be established to expose teachers, students, administrators, 
and community members to materials that will help students and faculty acquire a 
global perspective. A subcommittee of the Steering Committee will plan and 
conduct the development of the center. This committee will consist of community 
members, Steering Committee members, and interested faculty. (This 
subcommittee was established during the winter of 1989 and began selecting and 
purchasing materials during the spring of 1989.) The center will be operational by 
December, 1989. 

A curricular blueprint that reflects a global perspective will be developed during the 
period, February-May, 1990 .. The blueprint will be completed in stages and be guided 
and adopted by the Steering Committee. 

School level committees will formulate school level goals for the high school. 
middle school, and elementary school. These committees will consist of 
community members, Steering Committee members, and in-serviced faculty 
members. 

Curricular committees will develop a scope and sequence for curricular strands and 
subject areas across grade levels. 

Individual teachers will develop course outlines, goals, objectives, substantive 
focus, themes and topics, strategies and resources. 

A committee of community members, teachers, and administrators will develop 
and implement a plan to adjust the school structures, organization, and 
management to reflect a global perspective. This committee will plan and 
implement changes in the structure, organization, and management of the school to 
assure that it supports and is consistent with preparing students for the twenty-first 
century. This will be started during the winter of 1990 and completed by the 
summer of 1991. 

A week-long institute will be planned by the Steering Committee for the summer of 
1990. The focus of the institute will reflect the master plan developed during the 
winter and spring, 1990. Enrollees will qualify to participate in the subsequent 
workshop for program planning. 

A program planning workshop for teachers and administrators will be held during 
the summer of 1990 following the institute. Participants will plan specific courses, 
units of study, learning activities and experiences that will be implemented during 
the 1990-1991 school year. Stipends will be provided to workshop participants who 
successfully complete the tasks assigned to them. 
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Professional growth opportunities will be provided for staff members during the 
1989-1990 school year to attend local, state, and national conferences and workshops 
that are related to global and international education. The Steering Committee will 
allocate an amount of the project's funds to be used for these conference and 
workshops. The administration will use district professional leave funds to help 
provide opportunities for faculty members to attend global and international 
oriented conferences and workshops. 

Plan Evaluation 

The Steering Committee will monitor, evaluate, and adjust this strategic plan on a 
monthly basis. Appropriate committee and subcommittee representatives will 
provide monthly reports of progress and recommendation for changes or 
adjustments to the Steering Committee. 

Plan Timeline 

September 

October 

November 

December 

Community Forum: Local Links to the World 
Cooperative Learning Workshop 
Resource Center Development 

Community Forum: The Future 
Cooperative Learning Workshop and Collegial Group Program 
Begins 
Resource Center Development 

Community Forum: Developing a Mission Statement 
Mission refinement Committee 
Adoption of the Mission Statement by the Steering Committee 
Resource Center Development 
Establish District Education Goals Committee 
Establish Global Education Themes Committee 
Present Strategic Plan to the Faculty 

Mission Statement presented to the Board 
Develop District Education Goals--Committee meets and presented to 
Steering Committee 
District Goals adopted by Steering Committee 
Establish School Level Committees 
Global Education Themes Committee selects themes 
Resource Center Completion 
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1990 
January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

Summer 

Steering Committee adopts Global Themes 
Needs Assessment begins by American Forum and MSU 
Faculty comment and reaction meeting on the district education goals 
District Goals presented to the Board for acceptance 
Global Perspective Workshop begins 
Establish School Structure, organization, and management 
committee 
Establish Curricular Strand Committee 

School Level Committees develop a scope and sequence for each 
school 

Steering Committee adopts School Level Goals and Scope and 
sequence 
Curricular Committees meet to develop scope and sequence across 
grade levels 
School Structures Committee meets 

School Level Committee meet to ratify the Curricular Committee's 
scope and sequence 
Individuals, grade level teams, and interdisciplinary groups 
determine course outlines, objectives, theines, topics, strategies, and 
resources 
School Structures Committee meets 

Curricular Strand Committees ratify individual courses and etc. 
(see above) 
Steering Committee ratifies Curricular Committee's goals and scope 
and sequence 
Complete plans for the Summer Institute and Workshop 
School Structures Committee meets 

Steering Committee ratifies the Blueprint 
Summer Institute for Staff Development 
Summer Workshop for Program Planning 
School Structures Committee meets 
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APPENDIX B 

WORLD SYSTEMS: LEARNER OUTCOMES 

GLOBAL VILLAGE -- SOCIAL, POLffiCAL, AND ECONOMICS SYSTEMS 

Knowledge 

· The way human beings manage their lives sociologically, economically, and 
politically. 

· Human relationships. 
World cultures. 
Cultures and cultural change. 
Local, state, and national culture. 
History of nation/state. 
Inter-nation relations. 
Economic systems. 
Political ."ystems. 

· Global economic system, primarily capabilities. 
· Two kinds of national economic command or market economics. 
· Nature of treaties, coalition, alliances. 

Current and historical role of U.S. in Global Village 
Development of human sciences. 
Development of human societies. 
Evaluation of social systems: hunting and gathering plants to agriculture, 
trading, and industrial. 
Conflict management. 
Multinational corporations as political decision makers. 
History of democracy. 
History of systems: 
History of changing family structures. 
Methods of political change. 
Global interdependence. 
Systems theory. 

Abilities 

Conceive the global village as in interdependent system. 
Get along with others. 
Resolve conflict in non-violent ways. 
Perspective taking. 
Analyze and describe the parts and relationships of systems. 
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Values 

Identify connections to other people and places and analyze their mutual 
effects. 
Understand roles and responsibilities of citizenship. 
Make economically prudent decisions for yourself and others. 
Make politically informed decisions and act upon them. 
Skills of social inquiry. 

Constructive diversity. 
Eager to participate in the political process. 
An independent thinker and decision maker. 
Respect for the law and for the democratic process. 
Positive feelings towards one's own country. 
Responsible towards the human family. 
Values universal human rights (mutual respect, equity, tolerance, 
empathy.) · 
Appreciate the ramifications of personal decision making. 
Appreciate societal decision. 
Enjoy learning about people different from ourselves. 
Financially responsible. 

Social Participation 

Active in political, social, and civic processes. 
Works on human and social problems. 
Travels widely. 
Collaboration and cooperation are second nature. 
Helping organizations -- volunteering. 
Service (community). 
Continuous learning. 
Economic contributions to community and nation. 
Productive citizen contributing to the well-being of the community. 
Striving to increase their capacity to contribute to group goals. 
Display global thinking through action. 

EVALUATIVE AND BELIEF SYSTEMS 

Knowledge 

Beliefs and values systems plus other systems are interrelated. 
Recognition of one's own frame of reference is necessary to objectivity. 
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There's evolution of universal value of what it means to be human 
(human rights). 
Core values on which this nation was based and have become point of 
debate of what it is / means to be human. 
Schools reflect the values of a democratic society. 
Roles of schools, families, and other institutions the core values. 
Philosophical tradition. 
Interlocking nature / relationship between belief systems and cultural and 
evaluative systems. 

Abilities 

Values 

Able to describe behavior in terms of their belief/ evaluative system. 
Analyze cultures in terms of underlying belief systems. 
Accept the discrepancy between philosophical ideals and behavior. 
Analyze, understand, and accept "the difference" diversity. 
Make timely, thoughtful choices / decisions. 
Evaluate by our beliefs, a career / profession. 
Problem-solve, collaborate, adapt to change. 
Identify one's own values. 
Know yourself. 
Direct and design change. 
To be comfortable with one' s own values and decisions. 

Diversity of belief system. 
Respect (but not necessarily agree) with other belief/ evaluative system. 
The Bill of Rights and democratic process. Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights and United Nations. 
Take pride in one's own ethnicity /racial / gender status and belief system. 
Value the importance of a value system. 

Social Participation 

Practice their values. 
Actions that reflect their values -- except when to do so is 
injurious / infringement on other values. (Do unto others as we would 
have them do unto us). 
To eliminate violations of human rights through social participation to act 
upon what you value. 
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THE WORLD AS A BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM 

Knowledge 

Body function as one system; homeostasis. 
Characteristics of living organism vs. non-living organisms. 
Co-dependence of organisms i.e. ecosystems. 
Relationship between living things and their environment. 
Classifications of living things. 
Cause/effect relationships (behavior to organism response). 
Humans have greatest potential to change the ecosystem. 
Theories of species development over time. 
Relationship between cultural values and use of the environment. 
Individual, community, and global well-being are dependent on healthy 
ecosystems. 
Exponential growth potential of population. 

· Organisms are open systems characterized by organization, adaptation, and 
' self-regulation. 
· Knowledge of parts/ actors of the system. 

Career opportunities of parts/actors of the system. 
Knowledge of the current "state of the planet." 
Understanding of self as a biological system. 

Abilities 

· Trace connection and see cause and effect. 
· Think holistically (systematically). 
· Using scientific method of procedure. 
· Monitor and maintain one's own heal th. 
· Provide basic first aid for others. 
· Analyze and describe an ecosystem. 
· Grow and raise plants and animals properly. 
· Care for environment-conservation techniques. 

Values 

Value all parts of the biological system and accept responsibility for 
ecological balance. 
Accept responsibility for one's own well-being. 
Value the aesthetics of the infinite complexity of ecological system. 
Values the need for ethical decision making. 
Accept the responsibility for well-bring of the ecological system (i.e. students 
caring). 
Value human life. 
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Love of nature and of the outdoors. Trace connection and see cause and 
effect. 

Social Participation 

· Join with others in promoting sound environmental practice. 
Conduct one's own life in a sound environmental manner. 
Consistently display reasoned and informed decision making on 
environmental / biological issues. 
Consider environmental consequences of political and economic decisions 
that one makes. 
Actively participate in solving social and environmental problems in the 
community, nation, and the world. 
Participate in healthful, lifelong activities. 
Consider environmental consequences of career decisions. 
Engage in lifelong learning regarding environmental / biological issues. 

THE WORLD AS A PHYSICAL SYSTEM 

Knowledge 

Subsystems making up our physical systems e.g. weather systems, oceans, 
land masses, universe. 
History of the above. 
Actors, relationships, functions of these systems. 
Numbers / measurements relates to the physical systems. 
Rules, laws, principles that govern the interaction within and among the 
physical systems. 
Energy use: past, present, future. 
Current resources in physical systems. 
How physical systems change. 
Career opportunities / demands of careers related to physical systems. 
How time is determined. 
Relationship between human behavior and physical realities (weather, and 
masses). 
Impact of social, economic, and political systems on the physical system. 
Change involves trade offs. 
Interdependence between physical / biological systems. 
Personal connection/impact on the physical system. 
Nonrenewable nature of the earth's physical system. 
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Abilities 

Values 

Observe, measure, compute, predict. 
Experiment and interpret. 
Build/ construct to solve problems. 
Take care of their physical environment. 
Trace connections/ analyze relationships with and among systems. 
Use physical system in ways beneficial to hwnanity (long term). 
Conserve natural resources (and manage). 
Adapt to changing world and differing physical environment. 

Physical systems as part of other systems. 
Accepting responsibility for conserving the physical system for future 
generations. 
One's personal physical system. 
Accept responsibility for one's own physical well-being. 
Being responsible for waste management. 
Value the beauty, size, complexity, diversity of the physical system. 

Social Participation 

· Join with others in promoting sound conservation and management 
practices. 
Conduct one's own life in a sound and conserving manner. 
Continuously develop understanding of one's environment. 
Refer to social participation under biological systems. 

THE WORLD AS A COMMUNICATIVE AND EXPRESSIVE SYSTEM 

Knowledge 

Multiple literacy. 
Communication is the exchange of information between systems. 
History of communications systems. 
Arts are a basic system for communicating feelings through time, place, and 
circumstance. 
Humans are meaning makers. 
Humans are creators and consumers of symbolic forms: arts, myths. 
Communication systems differentiate human from other animals. 
Effects of technology on modern communication. 
Characteristics of information age. 
How to find information. 
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Forms of communication. 
Career opportunities in communication. 
Knowledge of parts/actors of communication system. 
Symbolic functions of communication. 
Power of symbols. 
Relationship between parts of communication system. 
Contributions of various cultures to literature and other expansive forms. 
How cultures express ideas. 
Know information systems. 
Research methods. 
Various ways information is communicated over time/ space. 
Oral literacy tradition connects communication and expressive systems. 
Knowledge of propaganda techniques. 

Abilities 

Values 

How to find information. 
How to communicate well in various formats. 
Express one's self through the arts for personal satisfaction. 
Use state of the art technology for communication. 
Research critically, analyze, and interpret information. 
Use humor appropriately. 
Analyze and describe the relationship between the parts of communication 
systems. 
Engage in cross cultural communication. 
Describe relationship of communication system to other parts. 
Engage in effective interpersonal skills. 
Apply aesthetic standards. 
Make connections between self, society, and others in literature. 

Appreciate communicative diversity. 
Appreciate well-crafted forms of communication. 
Appreciate folk arts of all people. 
Appreciate local artists. 
Value creative expression. 
Enjoy expressing one' s self. 
Enjoy communicating / relating with others. 
Support the rights of others to communicate. 
Strive to value the truth. (THE BIG TRUTHS). 
Value the role of communication with all systems. 
Value the role of debate, discourse, discussion, disagreement in a 
democracy. 
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Social Participation 

Cooperate with others. 
Take the opportunity to communicate. 
Read as a leisure time activity. 
Ignore dishonest / misleading messages. 
Attend / perform in expressive performance. 
Support the arts. 
Participate in public debates / discussions. 
Continuously upgrade their expressive abilities. 
Advocate communication as a means of conflict resolution. 
Use communication as a way to alleviate stress. 

THE HUMAN SPECIES 

Knowledge 

Knowledge of traits and characteristics of human beings. 
History of human kind as a record of cultural contact. 
Differences and similarities of human cultures. 
World religions and spirituality. 
Literature as a reflection of human experience: folk art, stories, oral 
traditions. 
Understanding of one's self, others. 
What motivates people to do what they do. 
Human sexuality. 
Uniqueness of every person. 
Limitation in sciences (psychology, history). 
Interaction of mind and body. 
Knowledge of human development and behavior. 
Basic human need to create and organize socially, create social systems, 
family, community. 
Norms of human behavior. 
Potential of human behavior. 
Relationship to other species. 

Abilities 

Act human. 
Describe the past and anticipate the future. 
Thoughtful decisions. 
Communicate within and across cultures. 
Motivate others and self to take positive actions. 
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Think globally and act locally. 
Collaborate and cooperate. 
Maintain emotional equilibrium. 
Self-control. 
Manage change. 
Respect individuality. 
To be an individual. 
To are, love, serve others. 

Values 

· Human knowledge. 
Self-respect, others. 

· Individuality. 
· Community. 

Their place in the human drama history. 
· Human diversity. 
· Creativity and change._ 

Universal human rights. 
Family heritage. 
Spirituality. 
Accepts responsibility for one's actions. 

Social Participation 

· Treat others with respect. 
Participates actively in the human conditions. 
Displays concern for others. 
Displays self-confidence and individuality. 
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The World's Systems and the Scope of School-Based 
·Curricula for Expanding Student's Views of Their World· 
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,District Leamer Goals 

Skills 

• Attain the basic skills 
for life-long learning 

• Locate, evaluate, and 
apply information 

• Communicate effectively 
• Use creative expression 

Knowledge 

The 
Learners 

Will 

Attitudes/Behaviors 

• Have self respect 
• Value the creativity of others 
• Choose a healthy lifestyle 
• Be able to manage change 

Social Participation 
• . .:..;:quue cssc;iua.i i;:nowieage ~ 

of the characteristics of humans 
Acquire essential knowledge of the • Relate positively to others 
world as an inter-related social, • Contribute to the well-being of their community 

' political, and economic system. • Actively participate as responsible 
• Acquire essential knowledge of the members of our American society 

world as a physical system • Actively participate as responsible 
• Acquire essential knowledge of the members of an interdependent 

world as a biological system world community 
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·school District Reorg·anization Plan - Draft #2 
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CHAPTER7 
TO THINK WELL GLOBALLY IS TO ACT WELL LOCALLY 

School Renewal in Greater Minnesota 

Rural Minnesota in the World-Education 2000 is a multi-year model school 
transformation effort with an international and global perspective. Supported 
generously by The Blandin Foundation and The Bremer Foundation in Minnesota, 
this education renewal project involves three school districts in developing 
educational programs which include a global perspective. Additional sites in 
Yonkers, N.Y., Chicago, and San Francisco form the National Education 2000 
network organized by the American Forum: A Global Perspective in Education Inc. 
In each Minnesota community--Brainerd, Laporte, and Redwood Falls--the major 
goal of the project is to provide students with an education that will help them 
become productive and responsible citizens in a world that is becoming increasingly 
more complex, changing, and interdependent. The schools are paired with state 
universities--Mankato State, Bemidji State, and St. Cloud State--as well as with the 
University of Minnesota and the Minnesota Department of Education. The concept 
of this project is that each district will develop a community participation model of 
school improvement and renewal at the local level that can be replicated in other 
schools. 

FORMULA TING A LOCAL-GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 

Many people who hear of the Education 2000: Rural Minnesota in the World project 
assume that it is simply infusing curricula with a global or international 
dimension. That is partially correct, in that one result of the project will be greater 
world-centered content- Chinese folktales in the third grade reading program and 
foreign language instruction school-wide along with studies of global issues and 
trends, among many other examples. But the key is also to ensure that there is a 
global perspective in education and that the education in each district is reciprocally 
global-local, local-global. It takes commitment and belief in the value of a world and 
multicultural perspective in every subject area, the same commitment it takes for 
math and science teachers to acknowledge their interdisciplinary connections, and 
their links to language arts skills. 

In the past, attempts to add this global dimension to schools have focused almost 
exclusively on influencing individual teachers to bring a global perspective to the 
classrooms of teachers participating in them. However, most students are still 
denied such experiences because their schools lack curricular content and processes, 
and corresponding programs which will ensure that all students systematically 
receive an education that will help them understand how they participate in an 
interconnected world of interactive systems: ecological, economic, sociopolitical, 
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multicultural, and technological. And that by understanding their global 
interconnections, they will more reasonably choose the directions of their own and 
their local communities' future. 

A global perspective, however, is much more than international connections and 
appreciation for other cultures. "Global" serves as a catalytic concept to help 
communities think about the nature of the contemporary world and the 
possibilities of the whole, and to ground that understanding in the embeddedness of 
a local, lived experience. In Rene Dubos' terms, "Think globally, but act locally." The 
Education 2000 process encourages communities and school staff to reflect critically, 
and through a consensus approach, determine what students need to know about 
these global themes: a) human values and cultures; b) global systems (from 
ecological to economic to technological); c) persistent global issues and problems 
(including local contexts); and d) the historical antecedents to global 
interdependency and future possibilities. 

CONCERNS . 

There is a down side to the global education movement. It is controversial, and that 
scares some people. Steve Lamy, a major theorist of global education who heads the 
Center for Public Education in International Affairs at the University of Southern 
California, insists that there are a number of worldviews on global education and 
that there are a number of sociopolitical perspectives held by people and groups who 
want to influence what happens in schools. There are people who believe that there 
are no "sides" to issues--that there is one perspective, one worldview, one set of 
truths. They can be absolute relativists, utopian leftists or rightists, nationalists, 
internationalists or transnationalists. Westerners tend to be either I or categorizers 
and interpreters, so that thinkers at the center of conceptual movements tend to 
become parochial and chauvinistic. Instead of looking for commonalities and 
interconnections better to understand diversity, many proponents of global, 
international, peace, environmental, multicultural and global education(s) tend to 
define and defend themselves to the detriment of educational transformation. 

NEW PARADIGMS AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS 

John Goodlad, the United States' preeminent educational reformer, argues in The 
Ecology of School Renewal (1988) for two systemic or global concepts that are 
essential to understanding the unique character of the Education 2000 project in 
Minnesota. First, schools will not change fundamentally until they abandon the 
traditional factory-production model of schooling (mechanistic system paradigm) 
and embrace an ecological (organic system) paradigm. The problems of schools are 
the problems of ecosystems. "Rather than viewing the environment as hostile, 
which requires school people to create shells around the schools to protect them, the 
ecological viewpoint embraces an open, interdependent view in which school 
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boundaries are positive bonds between schools and the communities they serve." A 
fundamental key to the Educational 2000 project is an openness to and involvement 
of the community in decision making about what they value and believe schools 
should be; second, it is also the building of trust and understanding and equal 
stature across roles, buildings, and grade levels. 

A second point Goodlad and his colleagues make that is intrinsic to our project is 
that what kids study in school is rarely guided by "some kind of overarching 
conceptual framework (a curriculum document, if you will) that defines the 
domains and both the comprehensiveness and the balance that each student's 
curricular encounters should reflect." This 'framework' or 'blueprint' or 'concep
tual system of systems' is at .the center of our collective efforts at present. 

DEVELOPING A NATIONAL MODEL 

Early in 1987, the American Forum initiated steps to form a National Model Schools 
Network. This effort was the outgrowth of the recommendations of the National 
Commission on Global Education contained in its report, The United States 
Prepares for its Future. The purpose of the network (Education 2000) is to bring 
together in selected communities throughout the United States, the resources and 
talents of local school districts, institutions of higher education and state agencies to 
undertake a long-term development effort focused on providing education for 
citizenship in the twenty-first century. The three-phase process model for project, 
community, and curriculum development is formulated in the American Forum's 
Next Steps in Global Education: A Handbook for Curriculum Development (1987). 

Phase One 

From October 1988 to August 1989, the first phase focused on organizing a steering 
committee, training school and community leaders, and developing local strategic 
plans for the remaining phases. The districts held community forums both to 
inform and be informed by the community. At one forum on how the community 
was linked to the world, the most moving speaker was a sheep farmer, who jolted 
the audience of some 200 community people with the story of how his livelihood is 
affected by events around the globe. Every day, he said, he's aware of being part of a 
global system, not simply ecological, but economic. He sits at his home computer 
and links to the whole world, tracking grain prices in Canada and Australia and the 
price of ewes in Syria and Pakistan. What· happens in one place affects his livelihood 
in rural Minnesota directly or indirectly. 
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Phase Two 

Beginning in September, 1989, the second phase consisted of community 
involvement in setting a mission statement, determining school goals in light of a 
common understanding about the nature of the contemporary world and what the 
community values. This leads to a needs assessment and development of curricula 
and continued staff development. Each of the districts is now concluding this second 
phase by formulating an "overarching conceptual framework." In Laporte, the focus 
has been on a 'blueprint' for curricula. in Brainerd, they have combined their 
outcome based education and global education committees into one Brainerd 2000 
Education Steering Committee to build a "framework" that addresses the goals of 
outcome based education within a global perspective. In Redwood Falls, "an 
overarching conceptual framework" has led to a commitment to school transfor
mation, that is, a change in the educational paradigm. For as soon as a community 
has agreed upon a common understanding of what is valued and what should be 
taught, the inevitable and more difficult question arises as how actually to imple
ment and enact those values and goals. 'What are we going to teach?' is transcended 
by 'How are we going to teach? ' What are the preferred strategies, programs, and 
organizations we need to practice what we preach we value? 

Phase Three 

The third phase of the project focuses on program implementation and continuing 
evaluation and staff development. It will take a number of years to fully realize 
Phase III such that the process of continuing school improvement is irreversible. 
But what is already fully evident in each of these unique ecologies is that each in 
common and differing ways is recapturing the mythic ethos of democratic 
communities: that trust and collaboration, that democratic decision making and 
consensus building, that self-study and long-term strategic planning are not only 
possible, but essential, for school transformation and a healthy ecosystem. A paradox 
of American schooling is that, while its primary role has been to transmit and 
inculcate democratic values, it typically occurs within an organizational scheme of 
at worst, authoritarianism, and at best, oligarchy. In each of the districts, we have 
been witnesses to how the adults reflect upon, justify, and sometimes change their 
definitions of roles, authority and decision making. 

Redwood Falls School District 637, located on the rich prairie of western Minnesota, 
was. an original member of the Education 2000: Rural Minnesota in the World 
Project begun in fall 1988. Education 2000 is a national global education / school 
renewal effort with origins in The United States Prepares for its Future (1987), the 
report of the Study Commission on Global Education led by Clark Kerr, president 
emeritus of the University of California, and John Goodlad, director of the Center 
for School Renewal at the University of Washington, and the United States' 
premier educational researcher (e.g., A Place Called School, 1984). Accompanying 
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the Report was the American Forum for Global Education's publication, Next Steps 
in Global Education: A Handbook for Curriculum Development which provides a 
theoretical framework and community based process for what was then considered 
to be largely K-12 curriculum development. 

Education 2000 is based on a global perspective of the contemporary world and is 
committed to facilitating local models which address what students should be 
learning in our community, and what we should be teaching to prepare them for 
democratic citizenship and life in a world increasingly changing, complex, and 
interdependent, both locally and globally. Education 2000 provides the process, time, 
and resources to question and reflect deeply on our values and to determine 
community consensus about shared goals of education. As Goodlad points out, 
schools are rarely guided by "an overarching conceptual framework," or educational 
blueprint, acting as a guiding framework to make decisions about preferred 
programs, practices, and school organization. In Redwood Falls, we not only asked 
what we are going to teach for the twenty-first century, but how we are going to 
teach (the medium becomes the message), how we are going to organize time and 
space, and how we are going to govern our schools. Thus, we are no longer 
describing a global curriculum project, but a local school change and renewal 
process. 

After three years, Redwood Falls has constructed an educational blueprint that is 
being used to design new curricular programs, guide instructional practice (staff 
development in cooperative learning, learning styles, interdisciplinary teaching, 
global education, experiential learning, and personal and organizat.ional change), 
and organize new institutional structures (e.g., school district reorganization and a 
district-wide steering committee whose membership includes two high school 
students to guide long-term strategic planning). We have discovered that the 
broadest possible community involvement is needed for the success of the project. 
District vision, mission, learner outcome goals, and planning for implementation 
have had broad community input, and serve as value statements to guide the 
community in practicing what it believes. We are now in a three-year process to 
implement fully our educational blueprint. This will require ongoing staff devel
opment, selection and development of instructional resources, curriculum writing, 
revision of courses and learning experiences, and continuous assessment and 
evaluation as the basis for perpetual growth and renewal of this school ecology. 

But Redwood Falls is not heaven and it never will be. Redwood Falls is what 
Goodlad calls a "broken front," in which some people like things just the way they 
are, others don't care, and still others never considered the question. But a critical 
mass of people in the community and school have joined together to make 
Redwood Falls a more democratic and humane community for the adults who are 
part of the school environment, thereby empowering them through lived experi
ence to facilitate the s·ame environment for their children. That's a reasonable 
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expectation for a democratic community whose mission reads "to provide life-long 
learning opportunities enabling individuals to become confident, happy, produc
tive, and responsible people living in an interdependent world community." 
Happy and confident? In a word---YES! 

Two illustrations help clarify the educational blueprint guiding the Redwood Falls 
community. (See illustrations in Chapter 6) Figure 1 is our curriculum design 
model moving upward in an unbroken spiral from kindergarten through twelfth 
grade. Think of each of the concentric circles as isomorphic templates, each recipro
cally informing the others. District mission, learner outcome goals, global themes, 
and world systems act as strands which permeate the K-12 curriculum. They guide 
and inform all curricular, organizational, and preferential learning and teaching 
strategies. The "curriculum" is then delineated in terms of learner outcomes-
knowledge, abilities, skills, values, and social participation. To avoid reductionism 
and the trivialization of the educational whole to meaningless objectives, a process 
of 'backmapping" will be utilized, signifying reciprocity between the whole 
educational experience and objectives or parts. For example, a K-12 outcome-based 
education "maps out the scope and sequence of the curriculum." To implement the 
model appropriately for an individual student, we continually refer back to our 
guiding mission and goals and global themes (the community's shared values) as 
we enact the lived experience of our educational plan, then "map backwards" to 
reconstruct, as a form of evaluative assessment, where the child began in relation to 
how she or he has grown and learned. 

Figure 2 is Goodlad's adaptation of Boulding's World as a Total System. It provides 
the core curriculum framework for a global/international and local education in 
Redwood Falls. In a letter after a May 1991 visit with shareholders in the Rural 
Minnesota Project, Goodlad wrote, "My position in regard to what you refer to as 
'our systemic wheel' is that we cannot sustain a core curriculum based on an array 
of required specific subjects. Instead, the core should be made up of the major 
domains of knowing and knowledge--and this means pushing back to the world's 
systems of organizing that knowledge for human consumption. The late Larry 
Cremin referred to this process as humanizing knowledge--making it accessible to 
humans. Once this is done and in view, teachers and students are left reasonably 
free to sample more specific knowledge (or subjects) representing each of these 
domains. The process of rigor involved should result in an array of courses, each of 
which reaches the roots of knowledge with equal rigor." 

It is this same kind of rigor that permeates this Rural Minnesota in the World 
project. Some critics argue that too much time has been taken up with Redwood 
meetings and forums. Too much talk and too little action. But in order to rediscover 
the sense of community, to build a shared understanding of school innovations, 
reforms and future trends, to understand the world as a global system, to train in 
democratic process and collaborative technique requires time; in some cases we've 
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made mistakes, wasting time and resources. Overall, however, the community 
grows well on a "broken front" with a renewing global and local worldview. 
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Stu d ents that 
Ed uca ti on 2000 
Chance In s titute . 
a re, -b ac k row , 

part i c i p a t e d In the 
Imp le m e nting School 
at the Re dwood In n 

le ft to right: Rachel 

$:;:....; :-;·::: ~y s-.a; ::i n t.J. ace 

Ha a po j a , Tracy L epp e r, Sa r a h Brew er 
Fron t row: St a ce y Ham ~ e rschmi d t, 
W endy Wec kwert h. 2n d K r is LeSa ;ie . 

Students participate in Education 2000 su mmer workshop 
ay Sharon Mac e 
S:af l \Vriter 

Tc·:lc 'r:c--r s h:l\' e re r ~ o : 1:-i. l i : i c· :=. 
lei;s . in secu r ities . ~nd h :l "'C' : \'.'• 
'1 UCY - t hey 3Ce pec•p le ju;t l:k <· 
;.h t,; ~ udc n~.:; . 

Th a t was the 3 :--nnzing C i~CO \ ' · 
ecy mac e by six of t he eig ht ; ; u 
cie nts wh o were o:?r t of :.he 
E duc 2 ti 0 n 2or10 I ~1p l ~ ~ ic· n ti:i~ 
Sch(•(,} Chei nge I n~ :~ : i.;: e ht!: 1::: . .:: : 
C.10C,t0. 

The s:u de nts a n d te ache c; :-.: 
tending the institute shared id• a s 
ond concerns about th e cb s ;.
roo m a n d cu r riculum :i r.C li ::. · 
ten ed to speakers talk " !:>o ut coc p 
era ti \' e l earning and .,-od ing . 

Tre ~tud e n ts felt the tc;ichc· ;~ 

: l : : ~ . the : ~:1 lht- r id.t:- n ti iled him
H·if b,· his :-ul l nJ me an d she 
c ,• u: r::~·t ~: ~..! '." C: ou t w~o w3,; call-
! :": :.! . 

? (· !" ::1'.' !- t ~ : uC t·nt5 a. tc01ch e: r'5 
: : :· ~t n:-i:;: (: 1; >I:- .. >1.:-5., or >ls .. not 
:-i .. . t-. ~ • ..i :.d: vr C\ •:',n: t.' . 

\ \11e: :i t~.c I ns~ i t u:c Et.J r i...ed . ail 
~ h'2' ::~ u.:l e- :--1!...5 s:lt :it one table, bu t 
!.\· ; ~(· t- n ~ c:f the wec·k . the\' felt 
C" ~· !T: '.ci ~ .::Cic C' nc•u c h to sit · :i t a 
: :: '.· ~ -::- : ~ :-i : ::-. cl :.H.! c·d- : (':ic:-i c· :- :t. 

· :- r.e: :-:: .. ~ pt·c:\.·~ \.•t: r 1.."' ;:- :ni c• -:-1 s 
~ ::: :d S: Jc<:y Ham:1: ··:-.::,:hmiCt, a 
j ur. :or a t ?. ~dwood \' a lley High 
St~N· l. · T!le- \· kno\1.' we 3 ; e the 
\\ ;,,· :o d~C' ::.:lu:-c . ~ 

iz.-is ! .. k :OO f;t' , a ;e nio r a t R\1-lS 
C ·:~ c~be ~ ~ :ie ~Ol! ? JS '" a bt.: ~ c~ 
c·f 7"f-\-i =' :c- :~ ~ the :::;imc· lt> \' t-l. wi th 

re~pe c ted t h ~ir opi n ions a r;d :.:, y ~. :-1i.:· ~ ; l.b !·_· :-: 1 . Jl' f·k::ig: ·f1.•r 3 5C' l:J.· 
the end of the fi\'C -d3y ; emin3r, " '' " ·-
'.-:·~~ :1 ~ i :ri:i :- i:>:t r:-" '."":r"' .. " 1 .... \' ,.1 \ \ ..; !.., 

their te acher s. 
But not com fo rl3bl c· r n ot:r, h to 

coll the m by thei r fir s t nn mo; . 
On~ ;::; ;, ud t;' nt :-;1iJ ::- Le U!!.t..·J Ji \· ~ 

0f e: y~ conlac t to gcAt ;:i tcaLhc.-r' :; 
::i t ~c.-n tio n in th e r0und-t :ib1C' ci1 s 
ci::t si::in;. 

0 :-.e: :'i: c:lll <:C !~-:~ t '' ~: c.· :1 \.. -: 

;: .. :~r . .-.• .;: r- ..., ; ..,,., ,.i .. n .:: ... r·r t fr, .,.. rhn 

h"·c;il c-::..: c:1tT1."' n ~t:iIT. · t hei r ri:-· 
!=p« n~1 h : l 1t:c· ::: . the w:i y th c·y \q1rk 
1 c· ~ i:: the·. :!nd i:1 :: ight to the tc- .1ch· 
•:• ;.: 1.. • ·1 1(. •: r ; I ..; ,tl l\ •U t \ }11.: ( ; .i ""' f 1•\ •lll 

;ind " h a t =::. du c:•t i0n :2 tJ (1 Q m(.':1n~. 
\\·c·nCy \\·c·rk,, c· '."1 h . ;i juniC'l r Jt 

?: \·! !:' :::-11 C . .. 1f ::~ ... ;(' ~tudc·nt ~ 
~. :1. ',\ ; . ~ ... '..:~ : ~.t· ; :'" • ... j(;(' : :!. :"'id .,,:--,;. : 

~ ~t~ :~-~~: ·1 \t:· r··~-~ 1 y,~1 1..~~'.~ 1 \~ ~: · ~ r.: i~ 11t..: ~,n.~·.:;·1. l ;; ~.~ .,~ :.~;.11 :~ : ~\1~ri .. ~:;,~.';~ . n/ 1t1h~. 

p :- oject. ~ 

Ph rases l:kc ' cor. 1-.c : ~ ci vc 
lca rnin ,· ~:-e w:ry .:ib =- t :- :.ic: . ~tu · 

C c:i ~ s2i d. B-.: t C i..! ri n~ : ~ 0 
ln -sti tut.e thC'\. d i!=C(:i·; e ;e:d w!-: :-. ~ '.t 
mea ns and the pcos one! co r.s fn c 
: :-: ...:. t p:" \.<'e:; -s. 

"Cocpe ra ti\·e Lea'."'n:ng ca :i :..~ 
':x:neficial.'" LeS2i;e S3 id. 
~ so metime; it happe r. s :ind s ~ u · 
Ce nt5 Jre l!n:l\\' 3 !' e 0fi t. " 

G : o.Ci ~ g a :tuC. e n ~· s j:' :"' l"~c5 ~ 
o:- knO\\ ~ (-.:;;e is u~t:a!ly a ;;0(·:.! 
subject fo r a de!:>a te . loc.::dl~" 
st·~tewi de a n d a t a n ation J I le ,·el. 

··w e fou n d out tha t neithe r the 
students or t~e t.c::iche rs oartice. 
lo cly like i t ,'" com :ne n ted one s : t: 
de:"l :. 

For LC'S::ict' ~rnd \\"c-ckwe :- di . :t 
w3 5 :rn O tJ;:> 1..1 ~ u :1 i : y t .;) i;r : :.o 
knc"" the t c.ic" r cs a nd so:':'l c o f 
r-.., o j i;: o;:11po;: ,., ( F.rl11 l"' ;:{! i nn 2 rir'IO . }-vi . 

fo :-e 01 : t<'ndi n g monthly m<: l·ri ~ ;;s 
du ring the ~ch oc-1 ye.:i r :is !=-tU C(· : .t 
:-rp; ('$(' n t.:it i\'E:5 to ~ he commi:tl'<:. 

!>c·s cr ;:;;-: 1 :~ : .: d t;p : ~ . .:: :: :;,:: . 
(\.':- S CJ f th1: In .. t!l U t(· f1..1 r :- l Ud •:nL.:. 

""'·n • hr <Jui p?<·d . -r lc·o :-71 c·d .1 

J..:· t . .:ind I d iC:i 't h ~l\ · c ~ ('I " '" :"' :" \" 

:..:k•u t .1 i: :-.1Cc· . ~ · 



·Education 2000 gives 
educators the chance 

I 

to dream about future 
I 

Most educators get to spend 
very litle time imagining ways to 
improve school. 

What with mounds of papers to 
correct, lessons to prepare, gradu
ate classes to take, events to coach 
or supervise, in addition to church, 
community and family obliga- ---

.·--! "!•...:-

tions, teachers seldom have an 
opportunity to dream about what 
could make school a better place. 
They seldom have time to dream 
about what ingredients of school
ing need to be changed, improved, 
or have outlived their usefulness. ,_L _____ _ 
However, deep in every educator's arry Gavin 
mind is a vision of the perfect Ed 2000 staff 
school. -. .............................. ...-

Education 2000, Rural Minnesota in the World, has given 
people in district 637 the chance to dream about the future of 
education, and a chance to shape the vision . 

School is familiar: More than any other public institution, the 
workings of school are imtimately known, because everyone has 
been to school. School has its own customs, ceremonies, and voca
bulary. School has been, in many ways, its own society often 
isolated, distant and intimidating to the wider e<>mmunity it 
serves. 

Ed 2000 has worked to change that. First, by a series of public 
forums dealing v.'ith the future. These forums led to a shared 
vision of education in the future, and to a mission statement for all 
learners, adults, teachers, school board members, administrators 
and parents. 

Informed by the district mission statement, and the public 
forums, professional educators met to establi sh educational goals 
for all the children of this district. In small fo:-ums, p:-ofcssio:i:ll 
educators met to establish educational goals for all the children of 
this district. Educators met in small goups, in large groups, over 
coffee, pizza, phone lines, and in stafT--0rganized graduate classes 
and in-services. 

Educators doing the difficult intellectual work of establi shi ng 
goals. T~en, professional educators presen ted th ese goals to 
community groups for sugges tions and input. Fin all y, th e goals 
were a pproved by th e school board . 

And a ll th e while vi s itors were droppin g by. Peopl e from 
\fanknto S tate U niversity , Th e lTnivers itv r f \ 1inr1e , 0t ;:i, ~T 0C' 
:--\a th a n from the Humphrey In s titu te a nd The Center for School 
Chan ge, the Minn esota Depa rtme n t of E duca tion, a ll curi ous 
;ibout what we were doin g , a nd ou r Ed 2000 committee me mbers 
were qui e tl y spe akin g to gro u ps and co n fere:nces about '' \\ l w twa s 
:1(·ing d0n e in J~c·dwo c 0 d F<!lls ... Q~ i L· t l y Liyin g th (' g rc1u11J w0rk fur 
: r:imfonn ing schCic .J . 

·:~·. c :-- c r. :1 \ 'C h,:·t::-:1 .:.: 1 : ~ . : . L ~ :::. , : 1 i 1 \ ~ ~ ~ , · -· ): !"t.. ·<.. 1.:::-:-: i::- i 1 ·~ :. l· . 1 : ·~y 
Thl' d is t rict has cu t fun ds for t he p rnj c·c t, but !C';ic h(·rs h r1,·c.: w ri t 
tC' n gr :i nts to try a nd m a ke up for los t money, a nd th e dream 

See Column - Paae 9A 

* Column 
Continued from Page 6A 
continues to shift, escape and rematc-ria1ize like only a dream can . 

School is familiar: That's one of the things that gets in the wa' 
of change. Some people want school to stay the same, like the~ 
remember it, or think th.ey remember it, but nothing else has sta;;
ed the same. Th e world is different, the students are changed th £: 
family exists in a vari e ty of forms. School n eeds to acknowl~dge: 
these changes and change too. 

Success. is ~not~er _ thing that gets in the way of change. 
Students m this d1stnct have been well- served by this system. 
Poli~icians are fond ~f s a;.ing "ifit ain't broke , don't fix it." People: 
out m the countryside, however, know the difference betwee n 
fixing something that's broken and preventive maintenance. 

After politici a ns speak, experts usually have their say bu t 
.Educa tion 2000 has listen ed to the r eal experts, parents tea~hen 
and people that car.e about what is best for this community an c 
the children for which we share responsibility. No one knows u~ 
hke '."''~ d o . We nee d to see ourselves hon es tly, without the bi as o: 
t r ad: tio n a nd custo m or th e impedimen ts pre sen ted when one i ~ 
a fr aid to ge:t below th e surface to wh a t learning r e ally is . 

T ha t is wh a t E duca ti on 2000 is tr~1 n g to do. T o de fine learni n r 
a~ d ~ i nsu re it h appe ns a nd th a t it is r eleva nt for everyone. T~ 
ehmm ate those progra m s , s tructu res a nd practices th a t stand i r 
the way of learnin g or th a t h a ve nothing to do with it, and to buil ~ 
a. school th a t is t ru ly a sy s tem su ppor tin g a nd bein g su pport ed b '
cnc l" C•lllnl U ll llY Ill .. .. ·h1c 11 l l C: .'\l S l :: . . 
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Education 2000 remains intact· 
despite district's budget cuts 

This is the end of the third year, Humphrey Institute. Zellmann 
the end of the original commit- said the school should hear from 
ment by the school board. Joe Nathan at the Center for 

; Education 2000, called "the Lance Zellmann, District 637 School Change any day, whether 
:flagship of the district," by Super- coordinator for the Education or not the district is a finalist in 
intendent Gary Swenson, appears 2000 project said, "the steering the grant program. 
'.to be afloat, despite major budget committee is seeking money to "Grant money is out there, but 
;cuts in the general fund of the fund the project for another three there are a lot of people competing 
;Redwood Falls School District. years. The district is maintaining for the same dollars," Zellmann 
• When the Redwood Falls School its · commitment, but the funds said. "There were over 100 appli
District was selected as one of won't be from the general fund, cations, from within the state, for 
;three schools in the state to parti- but some other source." Center (for School Change) 

By Sharon Mace 
Staff Writer 

'Cipate in the Rural Minnesota in The Education 2000 committee grants." 
~he World, Education 2000 prog- has submitted grant applications, The three-year process, which 
:ram, under a three-year grant again to the Otto Bremer and included community input meet
funded by the Blandin Founda- Blandin Foundations. But the ings, is at the point where the staff 
:tion, Otto Bremer Foundation and results won't be known until this is .ready to develop a curriculum, 

· ;the Southwest Initiati·1e Fund summer. based on the mission of the project, 
(SWIF), board members agreed to In addition, they have applied and community input. After that, 
commit $4,600 each year to the to the SWIF and the Center for .there will be staff development 
project. School Change, part of the See Education 2000 - Page 3A 

* Education 2000 
Continued from Page 1 A 
training and -teaching strategies 

: will be develOped. 
· Zellmann hopes to develop 
. learning experiences where older 
students, who have studied 
government, become involved in 
the community a.a members of 
public and private committees. 

So far, the district ha.a benefited 
from the program and its alliance 

· with the University of Minnesota 
· and Mankato State University. 

Through Dr. Walter Enloe at 
: the University of Minnesota, 
: many visitors from Japan have 
· come to Redwood Falls to experi
: ence life in rural America and 
: share their culture with students 

in various classes. 
District teachers have been able 

: to have courses designed specifi
: cally to meet overall district needs, 
· through Mankato State 
· University. 

Zellmann is absolutely thrilled 
that Dr. John Goodlad, a professor 
at the University of Washington 

and "one of the leading education
al thinkers . in this country; 
according to Zellmann, will be in 
Redwood Falla May 10, to conduct 
a workshop with some staff 
members and Education 2000 
steering committee members. 

"Our project has studied some of 
his writings and we have been 
thinking about' implementing 
some ofhia ideas. It ia an extreme
ly rare opportunity for a school 
district to have someone of that 
caliber, all to ourselves, to get 
feedback on our program," Zell
mann said. 

Goodlad is coming to Redwood 
Falls after he speaks at the 
University of Minnesota. 

"I am very confident the district 
financial commitment is there and 
also very confident the admi
nistration is 100 percent behind 
the project," Zellmann said. "The 
stafTis behind it so I feel real good 
right now about the chances fo!· 
grant money." 



Board approves Education 2000 report 
Zellmann, the project's coodina- cre:i.tively. 

By John Radzllowskl 
Staff Writer 

The Redwood Falls Board of 
Education approved the Rural 
Minnesota in the World Education 
2000 project report at its regular 
meeting Tuesday. 

The project report, as presented 
, to the board,· consists of 10 
. assumptions about the future 
·'which will have an impact on 
education, district vision and 

. mission statements and a listof18 
"primary goals" the district will 
strive to achieve in the future . The 

' report was presented by Lance 

* School 

tor, along with three members of The knowledge goais will 
the subcommittee which came up require stu<lcnts to know thc 
with the primary goals . essentials of11uman, soci::il, polili

The district primary goals are c::il, economic, physical an cl hiolog
the heart of the project. They are ic::il systems. 
things which all learners should The social goals· will ask that 
be able to achie.ve and are divided learners he responsible members 
up into four areas: skills, know- of families an cl local, nationnl, and 
ledge, social participation and w•Jrld comm11nities. 
attitudes and behaviors. Thc nttitpde and behnvior goals 

The 1 skills goals consist of will seek to have learners who 
having learners: attain the b:i.sic respcct the.mselves and others and 
toolstofacilitatelifelonglearning; be able to manage change. 
be able to locate, evalua.tc and Zellmann described the goals as 
apply information; communicalc 
effectively and express themselves See Sct1ool - Page 2A 

Continued _from Page 1 A these goals at both the district and . plan, mandated by the state, will 

I 

. "interrelated," with the achieve- the school level. The process will focus attention on four so-called 
·:~ ment of one goal often dependent consist of three steps which Zell- "cultural groups," American 

on the achievement of others. man laid out as : "program," or Indian/Alaska Native, Asian 
The Education 2000 process has what needs to be taught; "prac- American/Pacific Islander, Black 

beengoingonformorethanayear tice," or how the goals should be Americans and Hispanic 
and has gone through a series of taught; and structure and organi- Americans. 
community forums and meetings, zation which will support the In other action, the Redwood 
staffinputsessions and committee accomplishment of the goals. Falls Board of Education: 
and subcommittee meetings. The board also approved an II Approved the immediate resig-

Part of the project's on-going "inclusive education· plan'' for nation of Food Service Director 
process will be an assessment of "multi -cultura!/gendercfair/ LaVonne Walter. 
how well the district is currently disability-aware" education, as II Approved the purchase of 100 
,meeting the primary goals. presented by Redwood River cummerbunds for the marching 

The project's next step wil1 be Education District Curriculum band and 16 helmets for the foot
working toward the application of Coordinator Jay Haugen .. The ball team. 

...... 
....., " 

•Moved to commend spelling bee 
participants from, grades 5-8 and 
ninth grade s tudent Dawn 
Lothert, whose essay, "Life's 
Qur.stions," wns publishe>cl in the 
February junior high editio11 of' 
"The High School Writer." 
B niscussed the progress of the 
building project, which is proceed
ing well, according to Superinten
dent Gary Swenson and Board 
Chairman Don Vance. A tour of 
the construction site, in concerl 
with the Morton school board, will 
be planned for board membPrs . 
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Education 2000 steering 
£~,!JJ.r.nittee proposes goals 
Staff Writer 

"Probably the most visible 
The Education 2000, global outcome will be that we are hoping 

education steering committee has to have studen~s ~earn mor; 
been sifting through ideas thro~gh" co~un1ty mvo~vment, 
gathered from residents of the he said, the high school will bet.he 
school district last year ~to develop headquarters a~d the commu..-:l:y 
goals for the prograrfl when it and. the world,, will be the learning 
starts being implemented in the environment. 

This is the final year of the origi
nal three-year project. That also 
means that the original funding 
will run out. Zellmann said the 
faculty, administration and steer
ing committee members are 
exploring other funding alterna
tives through grants. 

1991-92 school year. ..--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

The steering committee;' 
comprised of community volun
teers, faculty members from 
Redwood Falls-Morton High 
School (RF-MRS) and Reede Gray 
Elementary and administrators 
from both schools have worked to 
devel.:>p 18 goals for students in 
the district to meet, preparing for 
education and careers in the 21st 
century. 

The 18 goals are not written in 
stone, and before they become 
more concrete, the steering 
committee is planning a Commun
ity Forum, 7 p.m., Dec. 4 in the 
high school cafeteria, to further 
discuss the goals. 

"We've taken those ideas that 
came from community members 
last year and developed some 
statements," said Lance Zell
mann, RF-MHS faculty member 
and coordinator of the Education 
2000 program. "We want to share 
what we have, get comments from 
discussion groups and see if we 
have captured what they told us 
last year." 

Small group discussion will be 
nelci and Zeilmann nopes those 
present can arrive at a consensus 
of the mission and goals of the 
project. 

Then a second meeting, with 
community members, teachers 
and administrators will be held 
Dec. 17, for finalization. Then it 
will be presented to the Redwood 
Falls Board of Education for final 
approval in January. 

The Education 2000 program 
will be phased into the curriculum 
over several years, beginning in 
the 1991 -92 school year, Zellm a nn 
said. 

"To some degree it has already 
1 

•• _. , ., , ~ t r1 rt,., ; Ly i 1 · d : , · i 1i •_ ~; . J i 1:: 11 ~! · 

t'r~." he sa id, "but. I Lhink l.J_v nex t. 

" ' '" ! fl[;(:~ dc-riVC'd f''('ll) !h r· ;:(• ;:0;1!,, ." I 

The changes will not be readily 
visible, but subtle changes in how 
th e curriculum cour~es a rc 

Education 2000 District 637 Vision 
Educational opportunities 

should be accessible for all lear
n ers. These opportunities 
should be ongoing, active, relev
ant, and · reflective of current 
world realities. 

All learners should experi
ence significant academic, 
vocational, personal, social, 
and cultural growth. This 
experience should be 
comprehensive with a strong 
basic core and flexible enough 
to allow for individual interest 
and s;;3cialization. 

The learning environment 
should allow learners to perso
nalize the curriculum and to be 
actively involved in the learn
ing process. It should enable 
learners to develop collabora
tive skills and demonstrate 

positive competitive behaviors. 
It should also be closely 
connected and integrated with 
the community and the world. 

Learners should view learn
ing as a life-long process. Criti
cal thinking, creative thinking, 
reflective thinking, problem
solving, and conflict resolution 
should be emphasized. 

The curriculum should 
reflect the interdependence and 
interconnectedness of the 
people of the world. It should 
help learners understand 
themselves, their community, 
and their nation as part of a 
world which consists of interre
lated physical, biological, 
economic, political and social 
systems. 

Education 2000 Mission Statement 
"To provide life-long learning 

opportunities enabling indivi
duals to become confident, 

happy, productive and respon
sible people living in an interde
pendent world community. 

r:;roposed Education 2000 Primary Goais 
The learners will: 
1. Attain the basic skills to 

actively participate in lifelong 
learning. 

2. Locate, evaluate and apply 
information. 

3. Communicate effecfr1ely. 
4. Acquire essential know-· 

ledge of the traits and charac
teristics of human beings. 

5. Relate positively to other 
numan beings. 

· 6. Have a positive self
concept. 

7. Use creative experssion. 

tJ I' (ith ers. 
Cl . -\ ct !\·nl v :·.nr !i ,.inri !t> "'" 

'. (':' }' <' 11 ~ 1 lll<' !11 ( '!f i bC• r q o f' :\ rnc ri
can Society. 

10. Acquire essential know
ledge of the world as an intcrc
] ;i tc•d f: Ori ;i l nnlifil' 'l l. .n nrl 

ecnomic svstem. 
11. Actively participate as 

responsible members of Ameri
can Society. 

12. Actively participate as 
responsible members of an 
interdependent world 
community. 

13. Acquire essential know
ledge of the world as a physical 
svstem. 
. 14. Acquire essential know

ledge of the world as a biological 
system. · 

15. Be envi-ronm e ntally 
: ~·..:: r·:.> n :::: i b1':~ . 

16. Be ubl c to 

J 7. Contribut e ~ o Lhc w·~ ll
being of society. 

18. The learners actions will 
reflect the values which contri 
h11t e to communilv life. 
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School receives grants for curriculum 
development, program 

By Sharon Mace 
Staff Writer J 

The Redwood Falls school 
district has received $42,600 iri 
grant money for mentorship and 
curriculum development in the 
school. 
, Applying, and receiveing grant 

money is one way to enhance prog
rams, without dipping into the 
school budget. 

At a time when school budgets 
are tight, and looking forward to 
providing education in the new 
Redwood Falls Middle School/ 
High School, Superintendent 
Gary Swenson and high school 
staff members went after grant 
money that will be applied to the 
Education 2000 program, supply 
start-up money to develop the 
Native American culture and 
heritage into the curriculum, and 
a mentorship program of tenured 
teachers to new educators in the 
system. 

Education 2000 
The Redwood Falls School 

District is one of three in Minneso
ta selected to participate in The 
Rural Minnesota in the World, 
Education 2000 project. 

It has received grant funding 
from the Blandin Foundation, 
Otto Bremer Foundation and the 
local school district to support a 

. three-year program to study the 
current curriculum and then 
incorporate and implement new 
teaching and educational direc
tives so students are prepared for 
the world in the next century. 

In addition, the Education 2000 
steering committee, under the 
direction of Lance Zellmann, 
jumped through the grant hurdles 
and received a $22,600 grant from 
the Southwest Minnesota Initia
tive Fund (SWIF) to further the 
goals of providing an educational 
environment so students will 
become productive and responsi-

resources and further staff 
development. 

The local educators_ and stee~
ing CvlliiiiiL~t:c: iiit:flii.J~f5 'vvUf!\. 

closely with staff at the University 
of Minnesota, Mankato State 
Uhiversity, the American Forum 
for Global Education and the 
Minnesota Department of 
Education . 

cooperative learning concepts and 
how to teach in an interdisciplin
ary manner. 

Although the district was 
chosen as on e of the pilot projects, 
the implementation costs money 
for staff development, semin ars 
and substitute tc :::.chcr s:ilo.rics. 

"We need the money so that 
~ui· i11~ Li1 c: :>U IUll!t::'r lll U lllll S \\'e call 

pay teachers salari es during staff 
development when they work on 
im pro \ing a nc.l upgrad in g tc?ch-
~ ....... , •. c: ~ ... ') ~ ,....,... ; ,....~:" ? :-· !~ ~~~ .... ~ ! : -:.--::· ~ . 

' \'-'t: ll "" 1..·· 1 1 ., tid ed ··\ve ure .'.I t t he 
:···; ;H ,. f ~ \ : .. ~ ! ~·~·~ ! ·( · ~ :: ~

1

\' f: ;r ~~·~i f ~ t •\'\ 1 • 
, 11 j: 1Jit,' l l l . . _ , 1• Jl •'• ' :' nt· t; U trH' ll :' C:l! 

cu111rnitrnenl a 11J thi ;i will give u ;i 
that opportunity ... " · 

SlafT members lcnrn nbo ut 

Zellmann and Swenson hope to 
share the program results with 
members of the Red River Educa-

ble citizens in the world of the 21st 
century. 

Zellmann wrote, in the project 
description: "The concept of this 
project is to have the Redwood 
Falls school district develop a 
community participation model of 
school improvement and renewal 
at the local level that can be repli
cated to other rural schools in 
southwest Minnesota." 

The Education 2000 program 
began during_ the 1988-89 school · 
year with the organization of a 
steering committee, training of 
school and community leaders and 
developing plans for the remain
ing two years. 

Now in its second year, a school 
mission statement has been estab
lished and the school district staff 
is in the midst of assessing and 
developing the curricula and the 
staff itself. 

The next step will be to imple
ment new and revised courses , the 
selection and development of 

tional District members as it 
develops. 

"WP look ~t involvi;>rnent 
through · sharing with ~~e ed 



~~ Continued from Page 11 A 
(distrie<t a~~ other avenues,n Swen-

through th e state of Min nesota. Dale Hankey. 

. ~!son said. · · · ·. ·~, · .... . · · ·. · · · · · .... 
•·• "It's rea11y a satisfying feeling to 
, have been awarded the grant," 
· Zellmann said. "It (Education 
. 2000) is an important and vital 
. program." 

The teacher t raining will t ake _ "There will be an outstanding 
place in mid-August in Redwood and diverse group of!ndian educa
F a ll s . Approxim a t e ly 10-1 5 tors coming out," Larson sa id. 
instructors will an intensive week "They will address the total Indi an 
of study under Indi an educators. · culture and also the specifics that' 

"They will be learning about the apply to this area." " 
Indian culture about half of the A few years ago Larson, and 
day from spe akers like Dave instructors Ed Braaland, Nadine 
Larson and others from outside Peirce and Wayne Junker put 
the school district," Superinten- together an Indian education 
dent Gary Swenson said, "and the curriculum for students K -4. 
second half of the day they will Denny Stoterau has implemented 
spend writing activities and deve- sections of the Indian cultural 
loping curriculum for students experience into the junior high 

:A m e ri ca n In d i a n 
. Language/Cultural Educa
tion Grant 

The N ~ti\~ American culture of 
the Lower Sioux Community has 
lived side by side with the more 
predominat caucasian culture in 
Redwood Falls for decades. 

k-12." social studies classes. 
Larson, is a resident and tribal But according to both Swensona 

Now a step is being taken 
forward to design instructional 

. units and materials in American 
Indian History and Culture which 

: can be integrated into the curricu
lum of the Redwood Falls and 
Morton school districts. 

chairman of the Lower Sioux and Larson, that was only bits and 
Community for many years, nieces and a rather hit and miss 
Indian student coordinator at ~ay ~f approaching American 
Redwood Falls-Morton High Indian Language arid Culture into 
School and a member of the state the curriculum. 
Indian Education Committee. "This program will allow teach-

The two local school systems 
· will share approximately$15,000. 
· They are one of three school 
: systems, the others being Red 

The program was put together ers to take off in a way that is 
by Jacki Fraedrich, Robbinsdale comfortable for them, in their 
Indian Education director. She teaching style, in their classroom," 
wrote the grant as part of the Larson said. 

· Wing and Robbinsdale, that share 
a $45,000 grant from the state 
Indian education program. The 
money comes from the federal 
government and is funneled 

Robbinsdale Cooperative Ameri- Applications are currently 
can Indian Language and Culture being taken for the limited posi 
Education project and, for the first tions available during the work
time, included the Redwood Falls shop this summer. 
and Morton school districts after a 
meeting with Larson, Swenson Mentorship program 
and Morton Superintendent ' Dr. Educators coming into the 

Redwood Falls school system, will a college student be.comes a 
receive an extra boost from teacher. 
tenured teachers in order to more "We have had some experience 
quickly adapt to the goals and with programs at Southwest State 
objectives of education in the University," said Barb Darr, "in a 
district, thanks to a $5,000 grant field base program which brings 
from the Minnesota State Depart- them (student teachers) into the 
ment of Education. system long before their last year 

Local educators will act as and student teaching." 
mentors to beginning teachers, or In the early year's of a college 
t.cachers that are n ew to the l0cal studen i.8 ca r<:<:r, i1- Li·,.,y a r_, L;-,in~
system, Swenson said. ing about entering the teaching 

"Unofficially we have done this profession, they are brought into 
sort of thing for quite some the school system to watch and 
time .. . we're getting smarter ... observe classroom activities. 
it is an investment in the future "They become better prepared 
and in people who work with and are furth er ahead because 
kids . .. " th ey already are famili ar with the 

The mentorship program is a community, school and system," 
sub-<:ommittee of the sta ff deve- Darr said. 
lopment program with membe rs, Darr attend ed a cla ss las t 
Barb Darr, Sandi Swartz , Shril ey summer on mcntor.ng-. As a ;;:-a~:i
Espeland, Ed Bra land, Robin ate of th e course, she was n otifi ed 
i: a n..ci1, Jim Darr a nci .:> wemwn uy tne <:> tat.e 0epa ru1 1e11tul ~u uca
have been working for some time ti on th a t grant money was avail 
developing a program th a t wilJ be abl e to impl ement a progra m 
opera tional in th e local di s trict locall y. 
-~ ~ :! CJ~ ~ d CX ! er~ J ~0 5ll i:"'0 U~J i ~1 2' ~n. r ;: :-. ~ : J :-.(. :: : :: :-: ~:. · c ; ~: ' ·. ~ -~· ~ : ... .... ~ :' 

;_i1strins , such as t he members o-t' in t he st :ite to b·::> :1ccl'µ t c·d." - ai:J 
·:-,e fu• d P. i\'('r Fd nc:itir•:i lli ~ trid ::-:wp;:;; r.;i. .-\ :; :'. : li <~ :: ;:\\· " nt· : :1 
15 well . "{)\J lO We~l(: rTI .\ ll llil l' ~L · l< J. 

On e of lh e !:tlipul a ti u11 s o!' Lil e 
The mentorship program in grant was th a t a school di s trict 

Redwood F alls begin s long be fo re have a t lea s t fiv e peo ple who 

would qualify to receive ·the 
services of a mentor. A new teach
er is described as anyone v.rith less 
than three yea rs in the teaching 
field. 

"What is neat about the prog
ram," Swenson said, "is the assis 
tance that can be given to these 
young teachers both personally 
and professionaly. 

l f1t:: gra r1t n1vJ1t:y .V'rlll a~:u rt 
more of the local staff members to 
receive the mentorship tra inin g 
and to put together a handbook for 
the school administrators, teach
ers, mentors and mentee's. 

The ha ndbook will serve ag a 
ch ecklist and informational sour, 
ce for everybody, Dar r said. "We 
have bee n informally men to rin g 
fo r thous a nds of years . .. thi s jg 
jt.:..S t a n org:rn i;:ed fon: on, .::.:;t;;.!:J. 
li shing each perso n's role . . . " 

Loca l e du cators lJ a r r ~1n a 
Partch gave a prese nta tion to th e 
Re d River Educa ti on Di s tri ct 
members . ur thin k the SC-i:d S ar<: 

!0cc1n :i rn:c: t CI k"<·11 t !: (· :n ::!.• :«·:: · : 
'" l1;:t ;.:.: h :1n; ·.i:·fl!l 1,r '."." : ! } : • 1 ·-: · 
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Teaching teachers 

Staff photos by Lee Henschel 

REDWOOD FALLS TEACHERS attended an in-service program Tues
day on Education 2000. Among the speakers was Deputy Commissioner 
of Education Bob Wedi, who spoke on the need for school change. 
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November 21, 
1989 

School mission outlined 
Redwood Falls School Districts' 

Education 2000 Steering Commit
tee has created a proposed school 
district mission statement. 

The statement will be presented 
to the community and faculty for 
consideration, prior to presenting 

' ~ fl the school board at its Decem
•'e ting. 
wanted a short statement 

so t ha t it would be usable and 
understandable, and concise 
enough so that it will be a driving 
force for the entire district," said 
Lance Zellman, Rural Minnesota 
in the World, Education 2000 
coordinator. 

At the last forum, approximate
ly 35 people submitted ideas for 
the mission statement. A commit
tee of five, representing communi
ty and educational perspectives, 
reviewed the proposals and 
Jraft.ed the mission statement. 

The mission of this school district 
is: "To provide life-long learning 
opportunities enabling individuals to 
become confident, happy, productive, 
and responsible people living in. an 
interdependent world community." 

- Proposed mission statement 

Zellman said the statement "Generally, that is deciding what 
would be presented to interested students need to know, what skills 
community members, for they need to have and the values 
comment and discussion at 7:30 and attitudes that are desired in 
p.m., Thursday in the RF-M high our system." 
school cafeteria. To develop the district goals, 

"After it is accepted by the another committee, of approxi
school board, we will move cin to mately 19 people, will be 
identifying the major educational 
goals of the dis_!:rict," Zellman said. See Mission - Page 2A 

:* Mission 
Continued from Page 1 A 
~ppointed. The committee will 
have rep r esentation from the 
community, Education 2000 
Steering Committee and faculty 
members from a variety of educa
tional disciplines and levels. 

"Then, probably in late winter, 

we will present those goals to the 
school board for approval," Zell 
man said. 

"So far I'm real h appy with the 
community participation, faculty 
interes t and pa rticipa tion," he 
said . "I think we are movin g- along
very well." 



Excell ence in education 
puts local school on PBS 
By Sharon Mace 
Statt Writer 

The Redwood Falls School 
Dist ri ct became in"olved with 
Education 2000, as a small rural 
school that wanted to implement 
change within the cuniculum, to 
prepare students to think global
lv in the 21st centur". 
- Redwood Valley -High School 
English teacher, Larry Gavi n , be
came in"oh·ed in a n ational writ
ing workshop that connected 
teachers by ccmputer , for profes
sional and student growth. 

Ga,in's ccnnection with the 
::\orth Central Regional Edu
cational Laboratory (NCREL), 
and the school's involvement 
"ith Education 2000 brought the 
::,... ? ~~. ~ "'\ ? .... .; ·.·:-:-:-::! ::-~1~ .:: ~I) ~1 ~ 
Ga,in's class, the Ed 2000 
Summer Institute and interview 
G..ivi11, Lanct: Zt:~lmo.nn, schvo1 
bo~rd member Tom Gross and Ed 
2000 Steering Committee r epre
sentati"e R<>yce H effelfinger, as 
well as students and teachers. 

The prob'Tam will be aired 
through the Pl3S Educational 
Sys tem on Oct. 10. Ga,in and 
Zellmann will be giH•St pnnelists 
following the segment, and an -

. .. _;· , . :-.~ ~ : : 1.:- :: ... :: ;: ( · ; : ~- . ..... ~ ... 

h:t\'<: watda·<l the: progr~1m , vi:l 
sa te:llit.t: , in a ~C:\'C:n - sta.tc an.::J. 

n'"''"'_,. it i< "" thr: PHS 
·1 . . ,-. • · . . . . I \ ',. • , . . . , i1 1:111 l ) .. . 

down-linked to a local satellite 
dish for ,;ewing in Redwood 
Falls . 

Regio nal S ta r Cablevision di
rector, '.\fark ;\lac hart of Redwood 
Falls, sa id he would be interested 
in look-ing into the possibility of 
making such arrangements , so 
local resid~nts could see the pro
gram. 

The re ason :\CREL was inter
ested in fi lming the events in the 
Redwood Falls School District is 
because its mission is "to put re 
search into practice to improve 
schools and teachi ng," said 
Randy Knuth, program associate 
for NCREL. 

The name of the eight- part se
ries, of which Redwood Falls is a 
part , is "Schools That Work: The 
P.o;-~o~ ;ch .!l. rJv::rnt;t!!~. 

"We did a national search to 
find isol ated pockets, where 
~e ::?.chcrs we:~ p:c;:iJri:ig ~tudr nts 
for the 21st cen tury," Knuth said. 

E ach program focuses on two 
stories, the local one v.i ll be on 
reading and how research <tnd 
methods have impactkd the 
tenching- community. Alon~ with 
Hcdwuod Falls v.ill be a school in 
!\ew York. 

"To ha\'e change in a school, 
·: " '! ;>"'"'~ ,.......,!":"'r"lll"!itv irivnlvr 
;ncnt. With the Ed 2000 prl>jcct, 
you h:..\'c th:..t nnd Redwood Falls 
i:. :i m(• tkl <in hi:)\': rorr.munit\' in-
· . . .i .... ·r111 ·n t ••\" 1· : 1 ~(· ·' . ~ i-'.· 1111 11 ;: 1id . 

Sara h Brc\vcr, ;i senio ; at Redwood Valley High School, and 
Lance Zellmann, soc ia l studies instructor, got a kick out of 
comments of <1 guest ~pc2ker at the Ed ?.000 Institute t~is 

i 
f 

Sta!f photo by Sharon Mace 

summer, while June Yang, filmed the event for North Centra 
Regional Educational Labora tory and showing on the PB~ 
Educ;it ional System. 
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Education 2000 forum features local leaders 
By Sharon Mace 
Staff Writer 

In a process lhaJwin put the 
Redwood Falls School Distri~t at 
the cutting edge of education in 
the 2let century, local leaders 
explained how their fields of busi 
ness and study relate to the world. 

At the first Rural Minnesota in 
the World - Education 2000 
fo rum, religious, agricultural, 

business and technological exper
ts told a crowd of over 80 people 
that Redwood Falls is alre::idy 
dependent on ::ind connected w 
people in other parts of the world. 

"Almost 100 percent of the 
products we use everyday are 
manufactured or produced some
where else," said Loran Kaardal, 
Stale Fann Insurance agent and 
civic leader. 

"Ifwe were solely dependent on 
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*Forum 
Continued from Page 1 A 
math, physical sciences, commu
nication and languages. 

"We are a multi-functional 
employer," Kamp said. "We do not 
need skilled employees anymore, 
but a knowledge-based labor 
force." 

Communication is important in 
order to convey ideas. Math and 
science are necessary on a day-to 
: :.j· -:,·.:i:-k b::~i9 ~o s::h·c ;i;c-1::-~~~~ 
and successfully perform job 
tasks. And languages are a must 
:..V ~ o.Lle to transl.:.!.c i::!c.:..; .:.:-. .:! 
procedures to representatives in 
the foreign market. 

Zytec is in the process of 
constructing strategic alliances 
with members of the European 
market and the Pacific rim. "We 
believe that businesses not in the 
European market by 1992 will be 
left behind," Kamp said. 
~·.: ~cr~:b-1 7':1:!?"kC>t :s ::~ :;, :: 

very_important factor in the lives 

of people involved in agriculture in 
the Redwood Falls area, said 
Bruce Tiffany, sheep farmer ::ind 
businessman. 

"I wouldn•t call myself a n expert 
on international agriculture," he 
said. "Bu t a recent visit by a group 
of Japanese professors to my 
fann ... made me real ize that every
thing I do is affected by what goes 
on in the rest of the world." 

Ti fT•n;-r n T')N>PtlPtl to list and the 
explain how a dozen countries 
affect the raising of and market for 
s~c~;- :.!;: ~~!?;~. ~ 0t only n::1tinn
ally, but locally. 

"Anytime the Soviet Union even 
thinks about buying commodities, 
there is a market reaction," he 
said. 

China has been a sleeper in the 
world market, but they are waking 
up and bu}ing products from 
outside their country now. 

"''.t' \"."'" rl,.. .,. •t- )...,.,.,.,......,0 .,\IJ:JT"O nf 

how we are dependent, we aren•t 

"If we w ere solely dependent on local 
products, we w ould have to eat dried peas in 
February .. . and use power supplies from 
Zytec for bookends," Kaardal said. 

bookends," he said. 

exported w various parls of th e 
world said Al Kamp, comp:rny 
vice-president cf ma nufacturing. 

•we arc one of the wp thrc•' 
inlcrnali onnl compulf· r p<>w<'r 
supply companies in the market," 
he said . 

in ... lhi'll 0

::1 fl tJl tru ~ anymore. \\'r 
need thal brn in al work :ill day in 
lhc plant." 

Kamp said Zytcc·s respo n s~ l" 
Ed11c:'lt in n '.2 000 , a pl:rn to dr·w·lrip 
a c11rri c1 il11111 th :1 l will prr· p:1r1· 
sturlents lo Le hoppy, prodllcli"'' 
:ind rc:-pvnsiL!Q citizc·ns uf Lil t. 
world. would be lo encourage 
students to de velop s trong ;kil Is ir. local products, we would have to 

cat dried peas in February ... an<l 
use power supplies from Zytec for 

Meanwhile the power supplies 
manufactured nt Zytec arc 

"Zylcc is a techn ic::illy <liiven 
company," he said. "What that 
means is that labor used to be able 
lo hang their hat and their brains 
al the door when they came See Forum - P;:ige 2A 

going lo be competitive," he said. 
He went on to explain how 

Japan, Australia, New Zealand, 
South Africa , France, Great 
Britain, Mexico , Pakistan and 
Turkey all have an effect on loca l 
agriculture. It could be imports, 
exports, the money m::irket, or 
through research, he said, but we 
need w understand other people in 
order to run a successful business. 

Understanding cultures and 
religious philosophies could lead 
to a more peaceful world, said 
Ch•rles Andnson. rrradua t.e of St. 
Olaf and Northwestern Theologi
cal Seminary and minister at the 
Southwestern Minnesota ELCA 
synod headquarters in Redwood 
Falls. 

"If we ever think religion is not 
important, \\'e cnn draw some very 
important p::>rallels just in war 
and peace," he said. 

.A.~~ d11riPntnfhi~tnrv WP !;tuciv 
wars. The ones that ::ire currently 

going on in Ireland, Iran/Iraq and 
in the Mideast are all religious 
wars, he said. "I think we should 
study s imilarities rnther than 
differences." 

He proposed adding a fourt h "R" 
to lhe basic three. "I would like to 
add ... religion, taught of course in a 
non-sectarian manner." he said . 

He re::ilizes the difficulty in 
achie\ing that goo] because of the 
principles of separ::ilion of church 
anci state. ··And i support tiwt. 
(principle). I am opposed to te::ich
int? religion in schools." he said. 

But at the sa me time he foels 
tha t if students a rc w understand 
their brothers and sisters from 
a~ound the world, they need to 
undersl::ind the religions and 
philosophies oflife that are impor
tant to other people in other 
cultures. 

·~ry ddinilion ofrd;;;ivn is lh::it 
which affects what is most basic to 
us, wh::it we fret most strongly 

about, helps us decide what to do 
and not to do , and helps build 
values and purpose in life," Ander
so n said. 

He thought if th ::it definiti on 
were accepted, then religion could 
be n fourlh "R" in school 
curriculums. 

Coupled with religious under
standing a strong foreign 
l::inguage program could be a 
blessing and the lack of foreign 
tangu;:i.ge couici De a Uarni::r 1ur 

students in their future go::ils and 
careers. he said . 

Anderson and his wife have 
traveled in various parts of the 
world to gain a better understand
ing of people, their culture, land, 
::>rt and music, ::ind their faith . 

"In all our travels, we didn't find 
anyone anywhe re v.~th average 
intelligence th::it didn't know more 
abvut Ar.1erica lhan we did aboul 
their land." he said. 

The a~1lny to communic::ite 

with people in other countries has 
brought some limil::ition to the 
increased knowledge of the coun
tries thev ,;sit. 

"You c~n get along rather well 
"'ith English, but I think the day is 
coming whe n langu::ige will hold 
us bnck," he said . 

Kaardal agrees , and extends it 
one step further. ·rm a tradition
alist. I strongly believe in a sound 
foundation in the three R's." he 
sa1d. -Hut I also oe11c ve we necci to 

broaden that base through the 
study of languages: English. fore
ign and the computer language of 
the day. 

"The greatest export from this 
community is our students," he 
s::iid. They must be prep::ired. 

The second of three forums v.ill 
be on Oct. 10, in the RF-M High 
School Little Theatre. Special 
guE:s t Earl Jvoeph, a f;Jturi:;t, v;~~l 
speak. 

*Boards r~- R - ~ / ?: .:~ ,J OJrl F,... ..... 1....:-~orl n~" inl"h 1rlo~ no1111 fo~+ .... ,.. 
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~Ucaiion 2000 forUm 
~~;: I . 
~·:··· t i . ! .. 
~~/Sharon Mace second Education 2000 forum and 
$aft. Writer. focused on the positive growth of 
~~>i: ~. : : · · "· ·: . the rural areas. He said the key to 
~.~~~1· Jos'eph plan~d seeds in future growth is to think globally, 
*lie mmds of area residents, Tues- but act locally. 
f~y"evening, that could produce a . "There will be a time, in the not 
~j~t:Ure ~crop of.growth and expan~too distant future, that you will 
~ll~bn ill'; 'agriculture : and rural not--onry be able to choose where 
~mmwiitiea. · 1 · : : · you work, but also be able to 
~B~ose'ph is a futurist. He atudi~a choose where you li_ve while you do 
~past trends, present econormc, that work," he said. 
~-'ge(>graphic and social conditions "How many of you here tonight 
~:aiid , makes projections as to what would rather live in Hennepin 
~«:an happen in the future, based on county that Redwood Falls? A 
rtthat ;information~ . . . chuckle rippled through the 100 
~-;_ , Ho was the guest speaker at the plus audience members, and no 
~ .... .,_,...,_ __ . 
. ----· 

focuses on rural area c·1rov~f!tf'.1 
......:• 

one wanted to move. 
If attention focused on the use of 

agri-based polymers, rather than 
oil-based, on non-food applications 
of crops, and the telecommunica
tions and fiber optics industry, the 
rural areas will prosper in the 
future, Joseph said. 

It is cheaper and more efficient, 
he said, to "off-shore?' the manu
facture of products in rural areas 
than it is to farm it out to foreign 
countries. 

"We are becoming a high-wage 
society, in the United States and 
in other developing countries," he 

said. "It is no longer the cheapest 
way to produce a product by 
having it manufactured overseas. 
Their standard of living is also 
rising." 
. Information in the world, 2,000 

years ago, used to double at every 
500 years; in the early 1900's new 
information was doubling every 50 
years. Now it doubles every five 
years, he said. 

"We have been an information 
based socidy and now we are 
becoming a knowledge-baaed soci
ety," Joseph said. Seventy percent 
of the jobs in the United States are 

inform;:ition bas!'rl. u•r h<1t means 
as we develop inlo knowledgc
based. we ne c- rl t.o he more 
educated." 

Education will "till I,, primarily 
aimed atyoungpMple . but he said 
he believes that edu,·nlion will 
becom1! a life-long ex 11 erience. 

It will be life-long, he said, in 
order for peopl e.' to 1·ontinually 
adapt to the ra pid a 11 cl massive 
changPs. in inform:-if.i.,n that is 
available. 

See l'uturist - P<ig ·. 3A 
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Edu·cation 2000 public forum 
planned for Tuesday night 

The final Education 2000 public 
forum will be held tonight (Tues
day) in the Redwood Falls-Morton 
High School cafeteria. 

This forum is what the two 
previous meetings have been lead
ing up to, said Lance Zellman, 
coordinator of the project. 

"The previous two were to show 
how Redwood Falls is already 
connected to the world and also, to 
stimulate thoughts and ideas on 
how the curriculum can meet that 
need," he said. 

Zellman hopes those people who 

I
: have attended previous meetings 

will come to the final session. 
"Those in attendance will be work
ing together to write a rough draft 
of the Education 2000 Mission 
Statement," he said. "We will util 
ize information and ideas -ideJ:!ti 
fied by focus groups to forge a new 

mission statement." · 
Superintendent Gary Swenson 

will address the group and explain 
what a mission statement is and 
its role in the organization of 
Education 2000. 

However, the bulk of the even
ing will be spent in small groups 
which Zellman describes as a 
working session where people put 
thoughts and ideas together. 

Once the mission statement is 
completed, district goals to meet 
the community and educators 
chosen direction will be made 
Then the final and most time 
consuming step will take place 
and that is the planning of the 
educational program in grades 
K-12. 

"This will be a driving force in 
the education curriculum," Zell 
man said. 

* Futurist 
Continued from Page 1A 

"The key cognitive skill tl1at is 
needed in our changing socidy is 
thinking," Joseph said. "It should 
be taught at every grade level." 
Other areas of education Jnseph 
said need to be improved upon are 
in the sciences, maths, and foreign 
languages. 

As foreign countries dc·velop 
and produce information, Ameri
cans have to be able to have ncccss 
to that information. If Ameiicans 
don't have a foreign language 
skill, the information will go 
unused. 

"Twenty years ago the U.S. had 
75 percent of the innovativr. ideas 
and information. It has been 
reduced to 33 percent," he said. "If 
we don't tap into the othc·r two
thirds of the world, do you see 
what we are losing?" he asked. 

Another impact of a knowledge
based society is that there are 
more people visiting art museums 
and attending concerts, than there 
are going to sporting events. "Just 
look at the number of tef"nagers 
who attend concerts a11d tho 
number of concerts they a1 tend at 

that age." 
To grow and have an active part. 

in the future, rural D reas musl 
plan ahead and diversify their 
economy. "Do you know that the 
medical industry is the largest 
industry in Minnesola?" asked 
Joseph. 

The medical indm;try as he 
described it includes biogenetic;: 
and applying it to crops to make 
them more resistant to natural 
destructive phenomena. 
"Wouldn't it be nice to have a corn 
crop that was hybrid for the north
ern climates and resisted bug:i, 
therefore reducing the need for 
herbicides and pesticides?" Joseph 
asked the audiencc."Or how about 
a market-driven crop, rather than 
planting and producing for th e 
federal government? 1L is coming," 
he said .. 

"We can get around natural 
limitations," he said. ''The limit a
tions for the future th:i t we have f o 
overcome are the w~•Y we think, 
our visions, the way we govern 
ourselves and the way we socially 
align ourselves." 
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Consider Redwood Falls' fu~ure at special ".forums 
The Future - tomorrow, next 

year, 1995, 2001 and beyond. 
What will it be? It is a fact that 
many of the events and occur
rences taking place in the next 
year or two don't "just happen". 
They are the result of, or affected 
b,r, decisions and events which 
dccurred in the last few years. 

If we are going to shape the 
future , we have to look beyond the 
next year or two. Those have 
already been shaped. We h.ay~ to 
look on down the road 10 to 25 
yearsor-more.~_-nla.~}:(-~~at 
Profecf Red woo~ __ is -~ry:i_i:!,g__~ __ §o. 

l'Airtl1flsrusownat Education 2000 
"is -doing. 
-I nope you can attend the forum 
Tuesday evening sponsored by 
Education 2000 and co-sponsored 

.. · ; .~,~ 

r. ~· ;:~·' . .:; ,,~ ·.,\ 
1:t· .1'-
~~l . '. ··~'I,,~"~~~-~ -- . ,. ~ ...... I '"· ~ 1 I ·f !'·t . . . ·~~ 

~. . -=i~/ 
rt':~)' \ . 

Wayne I-Iansen 
U of M Extension 

offered in this area on November 1 
at the Mankato Best Western 
Garden Plaza or November 2 at 
Southwest State University in 
Marshall. For pre-registration 
information, call 1-800-367-5363. 

by Project Redwood. It features . . 
Earl · Joseph , a well-respected Sustainable agriculture 

. futurist who worked for Sperry If you are interested in Sustain-
Univacformanyyears as a c~mpu- able Agriculture, or would like to 
ter scientist. The forum begms at learn more about it, Iowa State 
7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 10.'. in University is offering a 12-week 
the Little Theatre at the high coursebysatellite.Ifyouareinter
scho_oL------ ---: · ested in credit, cost will be $154.00 

his forum is the second m a with an additional $10.00 mater-
. series of three forums. Area resi- ials fee . If you just want to watch 
dents who a ttended the first forum it, you can tune in on Tel star 301, 
in September were treated to an transponder 9-vertical, standard 
interesting panel discussion ofour channel 17 downlink frequency 
local linkages to the world. This '1010 MHz. ' 
program should provide further The class will be broadcast from 
s timulus for another exciting 7-9 p.m. on Wednesdays, from 
discussion with input frqm the Nov. 8 to Feb. 7, with no broad
audience. If you want tonelp casts December 27 and January 3. 
shape the future, you need to be A copy of the brochure can he 
involved. picked up in our office. 

Property valuation 
Anyone interested in attending 

the annual Property Valuation 
Shor t Course sponsored by the 
Mi nn esota Extension Service 
shoul d note that the course will be 

Fall fertilization 
With the beautiful fall weat.hc:r 

and early maturity of the crops, 
harvest is progressing very well. 
There should be plenty of time to 
t.h ink about your fertility program 

for next year. 
In this part of Minnesota, you 

can use the nitrate test to deter
mine how much residual nitrogen 
is left for next year. Because of our 
lower rainfall (hopefully not that 
low, though) N losses from leach
ing and denitrification are much 
lower than the eastern parts of the 
state. There is a low poten ti al for 
loss from fall-applied N if applica
tion is delayed un til the soil temp
erature rear.hes 50 degrees F. The 
probability ofa response l.o the use 
of a nitrification inhibitor is very 
low. 

Discussions with dealers indi
cate that there may be some 
discounts worth looking at for fall 
applying fertilizer. They can't 
possibly handle it all in the spring. 
But, befor~ you put on P & K, SOIL 
TEST. I see a lot of results come 
across my desk with levels high 
enough that fertilizer won't be 
needed for years. If the phosphor
us test is over 20 ppm and potash 
over 150 ppm, you don't need more 
fertilizer. Except perhaps a little 
starter if you are equipped to put it 
on . 

There apparently were pota
sium deficiencies again this year 
in some of the ridge-till corn. Our 
researchers suspect compaction . 
Symptoms showed up last year 
ahio, but did not always result in a 
decrease in yield. Trials in Murray 
County indicate that application 
of potash in the center of the ridge 
last fall seemed to correct the 
problem. 

EBDC Fungicides 
Manufactur e rs recentl y 

announced a voluntary suspen
sion of many restrictions involving· 
food crops. Mancozeb, maneb, 

metir ::i m, anc! zi neb are :·o u r 
common names for ti' cse 
compr .unds. They a re frc·quc ntly 
used ror fungus control on ~ ·m1c 
fruit ;ind vege tables and nre · 1scd 
by many homeowners an d gar lc n
ers. One common use is fo r D ri rl e 
scab. 

All products m anufact11 red 
after . f anua ry 2, 1990, wi 11 co r t ai n 
the n1:w labels and use pa tt1 rns . 
Distr ibutors an d i n divid'1:1 l s 
possc:ising supplies of previc usly 
mnnufactured materi nl c:m J..gal
ly use' it up accordin g to th• old . 
labels. It is importan t, thoug h, to 
note that most fonnul atior·-> of 
EBDC will not remain s tnble past 
two years . Be sure to store in a 
cool, dry pl ace. 

While there . i s a pote :;tial 
dangc-r from possibl e carc ino1 ·eni c 
effecL! from life-time exposun . the 
bottorn line is th at t he h1 alth 
impac:tofremovingE I3 DC's w II be 
mixed and likely impos si bl } to 
measure. Consumers shoul I be 
conce rned but not al:l rmr·d b · the 
increased publicity about I csli 
cides. Individuals shoul d not 
throw out or refuse to purc hase 
fruits and vege tables . Th e: d i1 ta ry 
advantages of vitamins , fibe1 and 
potential anti-cancer compor.cnts 
far outweigh any ha zn rds . 
Consumers should be encour 1ged 
to: 1) Eat a variety of frui t~ anti 
vegetables from many sou rc1 s; 2) 
Support and challenge the fe , le ral 
regulatory agencies to mini 1ni ze 
health risks aRsocia ted with pesti
cides; and 3) support integi a ted 
pest management and/or sus !ain
able agriculture projects to ;1void 
unnecessary pesticide use, mini m
ize health risks , an d maxi .nize 
quality and economic be ne fi t.'l. 
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f=uturist to speak Oct~ ,1 O 
1~~~f1J ··~.~ > ,. 'ltJ,. · . · '"'"'-.,tr;"~ · Education 2000 .Forum Tue ~1tlny 
'!ll"'~(; · fv~~· 'V' "' 11 ' ·• • ·\' • • h RF M L. I ·-- '~:{\tr:·6~-;;. · -.~, ' .. . ,'q ': evening rn t e •- 1lt e 

•l 11J~1.!; ·.,. Theatre. 11!4• ~ .. 0 
I' I n '"'- ' .... d d'" d t d • r~~ .· i'j~)~. · . ·. !.1_ _ om, :•f.W~e an , .~ . .q u?.1 t . w 

· ··L ii. 1 ,.t.1· . .- \ ~ .. Mmncsota; ~· Joseph~ihair"'bc < :n a 
. • , _. 1 ... , ; '· ·· futurist for lhe . past 30 yeurs . 

·~· ~ ·,.,.. ... · .!. · As : a scientist and futnrist 
.~~ . ~.,.~ - ( • . : Joseph's credits incl~de thre~ 

;~~·;}~ .. . ~ .... ·~ :J co~puterpatcnts , arch1tedC1ffive 
· -1~''.' 1.Jt' :~ ·. · · r· J · major computer systems, author 

antl speaker. 
l .Ie was with Sperry Univac for 

·many years as n ·computer 11cicn
ligt, after obtaining a clegree in 

. mathematics from I.ho Univ1:rsily 
of Minnesota in 1951. 

EARL JOSEPH 

Lanco Zellman, coordina tor of 
tho ·nF-M Eclucation 2000 prog
ram, said ho · is excited about 
Joueph coming to Redwood Fnllfl 
and thinks he will offer n Jot of 

. . in!1ight for local residents t.o plan 
Earl Joseph, fulunst, will bo the the futuro curriculum in tho 11chool 

guesl speaker at t he second ·district .. 

·-

, .. ·~ ,.., I .· I d L·:' ',.I rlc 
( : I '· - . . ·' 
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~_!~bal edLJ.9?.JI9n grouP ho~ds lsts~;~.~J~Q.?r . 
i The Rural Minnesota and the and at the end of the school year will hear from Dr. Willard Kniep, s teeringl committc e :· m~m'bers 
Plobe steering committee held its presenting the committee's major known as the creator of the project . Gary s~"enson , Sue·: J ones /ilve 
first meeting and made tentative goals to the school board. .because he has written 'a curricu- Christopht!.rson , Ann Warn er 
plans for the first year of the three "We also hope to have a few · lum resource book, "Next Steps in.' Judy Klukas, Rick Ellingvvorth 
:Yea\~P..~~?.1°~m'. .' '·i~:'~C::.: . ..,.; ·::> ··SF:<.·· .~' :' :;:: . c;o~rrq,u~gy~ foi:urn}I, ".:. Zel!mann2·,G!obal '.Euuca ti on;~ 'a bOokFKniep ;J :Oa~ c'.'.~Morlii'y; · J err:c 1'1' yd'Etgge r 
t,i;';~~.\~~-ng to .co~t.te.e.~or_di-:,;: ,,sa,~~·~~Y!~~~n_t :i;<> .~.ot,onl.}'. ll!:~o.;:p will ala~ ,ap~a,~ ,, ~t '...tp_~ ~,c!.'!}'~d , S~~rl:Y . E~~land, Dav~. Mad~on 
p.a~~µ,inc.e · ~e1I~~nn; : t~e fi~~. :·~);J:i~. ~~~:~-r;prn:~rtity a~utw~a.bve Area: Development ·Corporation · Drnne Busack, La nee z .ellman n 
~~~~}pe proJec:_t ~11 be spei:t i~:; '. ,~ .~~~:.b:<'..~,J'?-~?,.omg; ,bu~ "".e . w~.nt}o meet~ng: tha~ ~aY<: .< '. •7~ :.:. "'·~I ~ ~·n _~ob Laufenburger , Royce,- Heffr: 1 
.s:~,?,P,? : the steep.ng. corrurut~~ : !5.~t?r,i;P~~-~,~.:tq:-Vlia,t they thmK)B . People wi t~ questions :about finger ,· T.om , G~o ~s.'~~ R.ol} e1 
on<·:wliat a glob!ll perspective :: \mporfant · .1n ;"the school global education and how 1t will Halvorsoi't."' 1•'" '·" • .. " : o..: ffi ~ · ' 
~ID~~n~£:'establishin'g a reBOUrCe '. CU\:riciilunt!~{!~ .::;:< :<'. • ·:: · ~:· ,..; .. ' affect the Redwood SChooi°disfi-ict j l< •{nh id HG h!·J;t !I".'• ," ~, ·d:·.:i~~'_ 
f~~r:2i~tthe "a'c~o?l for te~c~_e:s~\~<,8,~,p.~~~OO.r? ~n~. s.,t~c ~~p . ~-~y. ci>nl:lct one of th~" folloWi~g fr it p jjf:) i!! . . r·: .: : .. ' I I l! ;{I .JS 

r 



Community Forums .will be the 
focus of the second year of p1an
ning for Education 2000, a G1oba1 
Perspective. . 

One week hfter school begins 
this fall, the first of three forums 
will be he1d in the Litt1e Theatre at 
Redwood Fa11s -Morton High 
Schoo1. 

"We are hoping for a 1arge turn
out from the parents, staff and 
community," said Lance Zel1 -
m ann, coordinator of the 1ocal 

_ program. "From each session we 
hope to get a lot of ideas and infor

The Education 2000 
committee has been 
working the past 
years in learning 
about global 
education - how 
Redwood Falls 
affects the world and 
vice versa. 

mation from the peop1e invo1vedt Anderson and Al Kamp. "We still 
he said. have a coup1e more peop1e to 

The Education 2000 committee contact before the panel is 
has been working the past years in complete," Zellmann said. 
learning about g1obal education - The second forum will feature 
how Redwood Falls affects the Earl Joseph, a futurist, who will 
world and vice versa, and how the focus on major trends and forces 
educational curriculum should be shaping the future and what their 
designed to meet the needs of implications in education. Again, 
students graduating in the 21st there will be small group discus-
century. sions following the speaker. 

On Sept. 12, a panel of local Pulling information from the 
leaders will discuss "Local two previous forums together and 
Connections With the World." writing a mission statement for 
Panelists will give a presentation, Education 2000 will be the chal
and then citizen participants wil1 lenge presented at the third and 
form small groups to discuss what final forum. Superintendent Gary 
they have heard, formulate and Swenson will speak on the nature 
write down ideas, and then share and purpose of a district mission 
them with the group at large. statement. 

Panel members are Bob Laufen- A rough draft of the mission 
berger, Bruce Tiffany, Loran statement will be ·written at that 
Kaardal, R~ ve r end Ch a rl t:a fi r • .:.1 ru.x~i ;-.g ia Xovem:.er. 
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· ~=School here to take part in state art program 
· ·:: ': The Redwood Falls school 
. · ~district has been selected to take 
~ ; part in the statewide Comprehen

; ~.; sive Arts Planning Program 
> (CAPP). . 

; ~' '., • Gary Bestmano.._ chairman of 
_: :. · the local effort, said CAPP is a five 
. :: :< year program to assess, imple
; _:·: mcnt and develop an arts curricu
; .'. '.lum in grades K-12, for all areas of 
"· ~ .' a school. 
~·: ; ;> "We have receiv~d'funding for 
5-;'.:· the first two years, m the amount 
F;.of $1,250 per year," he said. In 
·d, the fall a steering, ·committee of 
·...;._ 

staff, administrators, board and 
community members will be 
selected to develop a mission and 
vision statement for the arts prog
rams here. 

During the first year, the 
committee will plan; the second 
year, staff will implement the 
program, Bestmann said, and the 
following three years will be a 
follow-up of the program. 

"We will be monitored by the 
state level to make sure we are 
moving in the right direction," he 
said. 

Bestmann said he is excited 
about the program because it will 
give local staff access to the hest 
curriculums in the stale and the 
best arts people in the state. 

"I think some of our art and 
music staff think our program is 
somewhat adrift right now ... this 
will help us to get a better focus," 
Bestmann said. 

CAPP provides seed money, 
technical assistance, training, 
materials and direction to the 
committee and district for two 
years. CAPP is operated throui:h a 

partnership of private and i111 blic 
agencies: Minnese<ta Allian< ,. f.,r· 
Arts in Education, Minn ,· .~t• t :1 
Department ofEd11cation nncl !lit· 
Minnesota Stat£' Arts n .. ard. 
Funding for CAPP comes pri nia r i
ly from the state legislalm <· . 

"This will provide us with :1 re: il 
in-depth look at what arts ffi( ·;rn i 11 

our school," Bestninnn sa id . ·' J t.':; 
another step in giving th .. 
community more' options and 
input into the school curricul11m." 
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~ ranes take 
>hape __ befo.r~ __ 
ci ds' eyes 

1

1 

• • • • 

y Sharon Mace 
'. aft Writer 

It is a beli ef that goes back many 
:nturies - · :qiake a thousand 
·an es and your wish .will , come · 
ue. ~.: · ::~ :~. · ~ .. : : · ~ · .:· ·~_: , : . · · - : ·: ~: . ·: ·:··: .. ! , :~ . ~ -~
The present day tradition ~th 

1per cranes connects children all 
1er the. world in an effort to better 
:iderstand each ·other. Reede 
ray students heard the history of 
~he Thowiaiid Crane Club" from 
r. WalterEilloe~ a former'te~cher 
: Japan ahd now the ·UniverSi~ 
. Minnesota·~ rep res en futi ve· . for h ' 

1e Rural 'Minnesota and . the 
I obe project in the Redwood Falls 
;hool District.· · . ~ /:.:, ~;; . ··, 
The stUderihi' ~Wlii-J;;;: • rt"ilifg:-; 

. ·anes, using··tlie ancient. rut ':or 
igami. Then they, Will. send tfr~ 
~nes _to :ranolis '~ffici~-~or~o~l~· · 
nldren m other areas. : . . '. ~ · .:.":.' 
The crane is a sacred bi.rd in". 
tpan. But a deep belief in cranes 
td the legend cowd not keep. 
:-year-old Sadako Sasaki alive. : ._ 
1e died of leukemia, the A-bomb · · 
sease~ ·· 
Sadako was two years old when 
e first bomb was dropped by the 
nited States on the Japanese city 

Hiroshima. It took 10 years 
fore the effects ofradiation took Photo by Sharon Ma.c&Tha Redwood Gazette 
0

ir toll . WALTER ENLOE DEMONSTRATED the origami, the Japanese art.of 
In response to Sadako's death, folding paper Into shapes. The paper crane requires 14 steps and the 
~r classmates, without any help teachers used 15 centimeter by 15 centimeter squares to make the 
om adults, began soliciting cranes. , 
.oney for a monument for her. All · this dub was to help children get 
1ey asked was 20 yen, about five together to think and work for 
:nts. peace. 
By May of 1958 the students The Thousand Crane Club was 

1d enough money to build the established at Hiroshima Intema
onument. It's called The Child- tional School in 1985 under the 
.,.., •Q Peace Monument, in Peace leadership of E nloe who was prin
uk in the middle of Hiroshima. cipal a t the time. 
Th e children's efforts were so The idea for the 1000 Crane 

1ccessful that a movie was ma de Club ca me while students a t 
1ll e d " A Thousand Pap e r E nloes schoolweremaking-cran es 
:-. 1nes ." to take to Sadako's monument on 
The children used as actors in th e fo r ti e th anniversary of lh c 

::: •J \ '! e w:rn u..:<l lu si.ay !.o;;clh e: r Lo::io i:i g of II iros hirn:.i. 
; fr iends so they st.art.cu "The One child asked, "Wh3t can we 
1pc r Crane Club." The purpose of do?" The Thousand Crane Club 

was born. 
"It is not an anti-nuke club, 

unless you want it to be; nor is it an 
anti-war dub, unless you want it 
to be," Enloe said . 

Rather, it is a chance for 
students to communic:i te \\i th 
students from other schools in the 
Uni led St.ates and other countries 
and find ciut what they arc think
ing, Enloe said. 

With a twinkle in his eye he 
s:i id, "and if you don't buy that, it 
is :::1 c:xl :·c: r:ie ly guu<l fi ;ic n~ o tor 
skill acl i\ily th.al has been proven 
to improve math skil ls." 

. -~::~- ~;E~E~ 
.r~~~=-~· .... :..m·:: 'r.4-..· · ·.~ 
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ii=duu:~aiti~on 2000 ~forum · features 
By Sharon Mace 
Stall Writer 

In a proc'"ss lhat will put the 
Ee<lwood Falls School District at 
l!1e cutting edge of education in 
the 21et century, local leaders 
e:·:plained h"w lhc:ir fields ofbusi
nc ·ss and study relale lo lhe world. 

Al the fir :,t Rural Minnesota in 
lh'-! World - Education 2000 
f'· .. ru m, rel igioas, agricultural, 

business and technological exper
ts tolcl a crowd of over 80 people 
Lhat Hedwood Falls is already 
clepenc.Ient on and connected to 
people in other parts of Lhe world. 
~Almost 100 percent of the 

products we use everyday ·are 
manufaclured· or produced some
where else," said Loran Kaardal, 
Slal.e Fann In1mrancc agent and 
civic leader. 

"Ifwe were solely dependent on 

"If 'vile were· s ole ly dependent on local 
products, we would have to eat dried peas in 
February ... and use power supplies from 
Zytec for bookends," ;Kaardal said. 

local product~. we would. have lo 
eat dried peas in Fcbru:try ... anc.1 
use power supplic3 from Zylcc for 

l>ookcnds," he suid. 
Meanwhile lhe power supplies 

manufactured at Zytec are . . .. .... ...,rt"! .. , .... .......... "t.~- :--· · · 

::(1;i~'::~~~w?;§~111··· :·-~,.;r; · · ·~:'<···~~-; ·._·:.'.:'!;rte:. :·a:mAe·a,i ... · ,e.a~.e.~~s ..... ~ .. ,., .. , ~, .. 
:Ib;~/ ~( :~.1.~k~:~t~t~~;;~f;~.<::{~J;: :n~;;:~ '. '' ·:·:~h :.:;:.,;'<·;,: ~~t+~.~, ~i~'. :;:§~l'~:. · 5''.~ H \ 1h~f:l : .~: :; : 
:''. e " 'or&;·;tffO"f~iirioU:S~ :-~~or":the:~ ·i~:::Ifr;;t·;t·Ii~t;Y· ~: ~~; " ~or~::.w e'. •l.,xp w" d-e ·~· . . ,, , .... P . .... . · .. · , ... · " .. . . ... , .. . . • !11. t-,·.,.Y., .. . · . .. ,,, . 
:1 wo.rld ·~ahld~·~Al·~:Knmp; :~ company. ::' rieed· that br:ain ·,at: work; a'lli,day :in.:• 
1 . .. . . · · .~! ~~ , ""'~; -;· • ··r.i·,.I!.'" ' ! .r .:" '' . . "'· -; ) • · r . • , · · ': ... ,,. ·~·· ti · .. • ... ;,:; ~ ': : . . ·.· ,r·,._·: •,.::.,~·- .. ;·· . ..,~· .: _ ... 'l : -, . 
: >'J.ce-pres1dent,of:manufactunng.:.: .tlie.:plant. ::: · ~,~ ·:r·;;.:, .;l-,J::>,,:: . .... i:.~: : · ~ · :,· · .J', 
'-··:.·•.·· · 1 · l' !ir~ .'ii '-:ii:• : t ... -: '"'t· · .... · ..,.;·~· · · · ·; ·· · · · . .. • ; ".. • ·. ''." \ .~ ·. · .- .· ... • · t •• , . "; • .... • ', 1\· : .. · i: , ~ ..... 

;;: .;;5_\,~W~~~~.~.n~;,~!~~q~.~ toR: :~,hr~~\~; : ... ~ ~~p .;sp1d -Z~c·~;;~~~Po.~~~. 1to~: 
· ,u~t.e.r1~.~~~!?~~1r~1\'?:'.f!>;P.u~~.i: •.. pP,~.vv.~~'::i: : E:.~.~,c:~~P.!1 ; ~.qo~~~:P._~~~· ~t?; R~Y.~~op1 •';supp y.:compan ea.m•tho:market,;. .. -:;a·:.curnculum . tnat .. ,.w1ll :;.prepare: 
'.· h· "'. '~'d. · .. , · ·if-~~:~:.~~'(?=':1.;;:.1.:i,.'-":.::~·j.°'::;- :_,,: ' ·t11.·d· ' ·.· ·'ts'' · ... , .. :.~t.: ~' : b:·~ .. , ,, ..... , .;-;:: .. "··a· .. , .. ti ....... i:. 
.· .~ ·· s~1.,; :~)~?\~~,1 ~.~.!:r;:~:·;,.~: · ':•:+':.\ :::=.-=.,<:a u .€'..I'! .. '.~: .. ~ .. ,.5~PPJ._,,;P~8 ... u~ •. -:.e;. 
;. 'Y!,~~ . ;.~,1~~, a:~~~~1c;allY..:~~!\1ve~ ::.; ~~P; ~'r.e~P.on.s~l?Je.i· : ,~Wt~?:s·:.\op:,~~~; 
· ;.co_Il_lP.,~:Y·~~~:~.s.~~;;.~ 1;}1IB~ ~~~~ha,~, ;, -:.'Y?rl~, . ·. :vo:ulfi:;·; ~ ~~~~;:~enc;o µr~,f?e · 
:.:~:~~~~!.'Ji~1f rh~~~;~~;:fJ:;;< ~~~~~n~ to, ~~v'?~?P.:!3\E;ng s.JtiV:~;1n . 
at · th:~\iioor;::';when' :.fl:iey:: cumo: See Forum _:_:. Page. 2.fi.' ~ . . . .. 
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math, p·· :::, ii: :• ' science<! . co;.1;nu-
nicntio:1 "ild hn rrunccn. 

•\Ve :·n :' multi-fi nct;on~:l 
cmp1oy e ·."' l~n;:1p suid. "' !c c~a nol 
need ski" i·~ .-J '· :1p1oyccs " nyinorc , 
but a n<>w i·'UJ~C -ba:::• d ln00r 
fo rce.'" 

Com:1 :11ic-:·. i0n is imrnL; n~ in 
order i'l •.1 :1 \·--1 irkas. j\.(aLJ-. :incl 
scienc::- ~ ":1r·:· C>s:,ary on .1 <l:•y-t·.1-
tl::iy w,,r· 11 ::::; lo solYc ;i:-ol·lcrm' 
and su : •· =~! 1 1l1y per! 'rm joh 
tasks . /\ ' l J;: :·, '.j"Uages ar ~a ~u~l: 
to be ~]; : ;.) ' ··a nsla te ilea~: :<rJC.I 
procccl'i; · ' 1• • rcpre:::cr.: cliv ·~·s ~n 
lhe fo;· 0 : r: : :· ·1 rkf)t. 

Zyfr::'. : ,_ , ., 1 .. he pr lCCfS or 
cons tr.:( :;:•.: ·· tratcgic ~lli::nce ~; 

·.vi th r:1' :, :,:·: · 0: lhe ~ : uH'p::;i~ 
markci. •: ··1 :. · ·~ Paci fir. ·-im. "We 
bclievr {" ,:-::. :,. :- i:~cs:::c1:.; 0t i1 U1 l""! 

Europ '·:· . -.1 :: · ·:0l by 1 S! 2 1" ill h :: 
left bci1 · ·, ,_;:· ·::imp sai1 ·. 

Th e f :·· · i1:: · ;:iorkct s a ':~() ,, 
·:er:: i "" . 1 .. . r: 1 ct:->:- i ·) i1 1<' 1; ·.· , .. 

of people invcbed i1· agiicuHure in 
tho Redwoc:l F~:l ' s area, said 
Dnu:e Tiffany, sh~ · :p farmer and 
hu:;i:1es:Jrnar. 

"I would n'!. c:lll r:r: 1self an expert -
Oil in tcrnali· •nu! a: ;riculturc," he 
s;1iil . "BuL :"\ 1 :.~cent , .i(;it by n group 
of" ,::;1p:l!W!":( prof 'G30rB lo my 
farrn ... ni:iclc nc re;-i izc that cvery
:hini:; I tlo is :dlcdc 1 by what goes 
on i,1 the rr.~ L of ·: he world ." 

Tiffany pn-cccdc1: io list and the 
exphin how a dc·zcn countries 
affod the rai: ingof-ind market for 
shr:cp ond g; !ins, 11 Jt only nof;ion
a1ly, but Joe 111y. 

"/, ny time ! IH~ So\ ~ ct Union even 
thin !rn about huyin :commodities, 
iht·n is :-; 1 1arl~cl rcacl.ion," he 
saicl. 

C'·iina h:.1~· ~ 1 ::c n :. :ik:cper ii1 i:ho 
v·:n;-] d J":"la r! '::e · . lJi' Li. :cy arc wnking 
u p <:id im_ ·i?1f: ) rncli!cls rrom 
ou Is irlc th•:i; coun · ry now. 

''Ir \'fC ch); 1't Lv:,l )InC awn re of 
;..., . . ' , ·.·~" ·. · -:· ~""\ ! ..... :, t" r "" n:·. ·.·;r. :irf'!n'r. 

going to be competilive," he said. going on in Ircbnd, Iran/Iraq and 
He went on to explain how in the Mideast arc all r clirrious 

Japan, Australia, New Zealand, wars, he said. "I think we should 
South Africa, France, Great study similarities rather than 
Britain, Mexico, Pakistan and differences." _ 
Turkey all have an effect on local He propo~c cl ncl<li n1: a fourlh "R" 
ngricu1turc. IL cou1<l be imports, to the hnf;ic lhrce. "I wo:uld like lo 
cxporbi, Urn money nwrlcel, or nclrL.religion, laur.;hlofcoursc in a 
through research, he ;; ·,i cl, but we non-sccl::i.rinn manner,~ he said. 
necdtoundcrslandol l. i- peoplcin He realizes t.hc difficulty in 
order to run a successl"ul bus iness. achieving thnt goal because of lh e 

Understanding cullurcs and · principles of sepnralion_of church 
religious. philosophies coultl lead and state. "Ancl I . support that 
to u more peaceful world, said (principle). I am opposed to tcach
Chnrles Andcr:.on, gracluatc of St. ing re1igion in schools," he said. 
Olaf and Northwestern Theologi- But at lhe s:ime lime he feels 
cal Seminary and minister at lhe thal ifstudcnls arc l.o undcrslnn<l 
Southwestern Minnesota ELCA their brolhcrs an<l sisters from 
synod hcaclqu:irtcrs in Redwood around lhc world, they need to 
Falls. understand lhc religions and 

"Ifwe ever think relir;ion is not philosophies of"lifc lh::it arc impor
imporlant, we can c.lraw some very tanl lo olhcr people in olher 
important parallels just in war cullures. 
antl peace," he snid. '1vfy <lcfinilion of religion is th::it 

As a student o[hisl:ory we study which a ff eels wh::i.t is most b::isic to 
\·:;i n::. The onf)f' t.h:il: :<r<' r.nrr0nt.lv us . wh:if. \,.,.. f0 <'1 m0st sf,·,.., nn-lv 

~~~-, ""''!'" u" uct..1u" wn::i.L to Clo will! people :n other countries has 
and nof to do, and helps build brought some limitation to the 
values and purpose in life," Ander- increased knowledge of the coun-
son said. . lf.cs they visit: 

He -thought if thnt <lcfinition "You can r;et along rather well 
were accepted, th.en religion could with Engli6h, but I lhink the day is 
be. a fourth "}~" in school coming when languarre will hold 
curricu).ums. . us back," he said. 

Co"uplcd with religious under- Kaardul agrees, und extends -it 
sta.nd(ng a strong foreign one step fw·Lh cr. "I'm u t rndition
language program could be a alist. I strongly believe in a sound 
bl~sf!i~g .and the lack of foreign foundation in the three R's," he 
language could be ·a b::irricr for said. "But I also believe we need to 
students in their future goals and broaden that base through the 
careers, he said. · ': ·'.:.. study of langliagcs: "English, fore: 

Anderson and his wife have ign and the computer language of : 
traveled in vurious parts of the · the day. · ·· ' · · · 
world to gain a better understand- "The greutest export from · this : 
,ing of. people, their culture, land;· community is .our students," ;he . 
·.ru::t.:w,ifi· !Ilusic, and thei_r faith.· .. said. They must be prepn..i;.rcl.!Jd......_--' 
"' ' .f'ID:all our travels, we didn't find The second of three fon 
· a~yo.rie. anywhere wilh average be on Od. 10, in the RI"j 
:mtelJigence t_hat didn't know more School Little Theatre. 
"" abouf:America th:in we did about guest Earl J oseph, a futu 
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Speaker: World curriculum wil~ aid stu~cients 
Willard Kniep told the Redwood 

Area Development Commission 
that he 'would like to prepare 
children to live in the 21st century 
through school curriculum 
changes that would offer a more 
global approach to education. 

Kniep, vice president and d.irec
torofresearch and development at 
the American Forum in New York 
City, was in Redwood Falls as part 
of a tour of three :Minnesota 
communities that are part of the 
"Rural Minnesota in the World" 
project. 

His first visit was planned to 
inform communi ty members 
about the process of changing a 

school curriculum to better 
prepare children for the future . If 
community members decide to 
accept the mission they will be an 
integral part of the curriculum 
planning process . 

"I think the schools belong to 
the community," Kniep told 
economic representatives of area 
communities . "The community 
needs the opportunity to help 
shape the direction the school is 
going to move toward_." 

Kniep said community 
members must ask themselves 
three questions: how has the 
community and the world 

changed, how is this community 
connected tO the rest of the world, 
and what do you want the future to 
be like for your children. 

"How well are we preparing our 
kids to live in a world of systems, 
systems like the global economic 
system, the communi ty classroom 
or family system?" asked Kniep. 

Kniep, who spent 12 years 
teaching in Faribault, said "there 
is no community more whipsawed 
by global economics than the rural 
community." 

RADC member Bob Palmer said 
he had read reports that students 
don't know geography as well as 
they should. 

"There is a Na tionnl Geographic 
Surv1·y that says that adults do 
more poorly in these areas thnn 
studi,nts who have recently 
graduated," Kniep said. 

He went on to say that part of 
the CHrricul um changes will be lo 
repla•·c the memorization of fads 
by connecting distant places lo 
local 1·onccms. "\Ve need to engage 
the !ltudents in the learning 
proce,1s," he said. 

Do11g Bultman asked "By whose 
standards d•) we measure qualily 
contr .. l?" lli·lative standards sd 
by th1: community, Knicp replied, 
and also .by ~1ome state standard~ . 
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Education 2000 forum focuses on r1.Jrt31 area ~grow :th 
By. Sharon Mace 
Staff Writer 

Enrl Joseph plnnted seeds in · 
the minds of nren residents, Tues
dny evening, that could produce a 
future crop of growth nnd expan
sion in agricu1ture and rural 
comm uni ties. 

Joseph is a futurist. He studies 
pnst trends, present economic, 
geogrnphic and social con di lions 
and makes projections as to what 
can happen in the future, based on 
that information. 

He was the guest spcnker nt the 

second Educntion 2000 forum and 
focused on the positive growth of 
the rurnl arena. He snid the key to 
future growth is to think globally, 
but net locally. 

"There will be a time, in the not 
too distnnt future, thnt you will 
not only be nble to choose where 
you work, but also be able to 
choose where you live while you do 
that work," he said. 

"How many of you here tonight 
would rather live in Hennepin 
county that Redwood Falls? A 
chuckle rippled through the 100 
plus audience members, and no 

one wanted to move. said. "It i:i no longer the cheapest 
If attention focused on the use of way to produce a product by 

agri -based polymers, rather than having it manufactured overseas. 
oil-based; on non-food applications Their stnndard of living is also 
of crops, and the telecommunica- ' rising." 
tions and fiber optics industry, the Information in the world, 2,000 
rural areas will prosper 'in the years ago, used to double at every 
future, Joseph said. 500 years; in tho early 1 DOO's new 

It is cheaper and more efficient, information was doubling every 50 
he said, to "off-shore!' the manu- years. N<>W it doubl~s every five 
focture of products in rural areas years, he said. · 
than it is to farin it out to foreign "We hove been an information 
countries. · based society nnd now we arc 

"We are becoming a high-wage becoming a k.nowledge-bnsed soci
society, in the United States and ety," Joseph saicl. Seventy percent 
in other developing countries ," he of the job!; in the United States arc 
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info1 mnlion b.1·;1' 1l. 
as •::c dcvC!lo . in t• 
has1-tl, wc r:·· •·rl 
r. tlurntcd." 

That mcar . ~ 
knowlcdg,: · 

·o be mor e 

Education v- il l st. i:. he primariiy 
nim1·d atyouni : rpr, p ~ . hut he sai d 
he believes tl 1:i l r· '. ucation will 
hccomc a lifc-lnng- ,·xpcrience. 

It will be li l", ·-l on,- , he said, in 
order for pcop lr f,. continual ly 
adal't to the .: :1pid rnd massi w· 
changes. in ir 1i1 rm :- ti•m that : ~ 
avai lnblc . . 
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Consider Redwood Falls' future at special· forums 
The Future - tomorrow, next 

yenr, 1995, 2001 nnd beyond. 
What will it be? It is n fact that 
many of the events and occur
rences taking place in the next 
year or two don't "just hnppen". 
They are the result of, or affected 
bl, decisions and events which 
occurred in the last few years . 

If we are going to shape the 
future, we have to look beyond the 
next y~ar or two. Those have 
already been shaped. w~~ to 
look on down the road 10 to 25 

·.:··.r·. ·~~: .• ~ ' 
t.J;f."'Jf. ... ·~~ .. ' ' " 
r~ :_; 1'1 . ·~.. :,'I( 

-·!IL.~""~ 

·:: (t~<--.. 
·, ~ i!i.:~:tf:.~>:r,~ 

Wayne ·Hansen 
U of M Extension 

years or mor~·- 'I'@ is-wfiat . . 
Pro]ea~ood is tryfng to do. offered m this area on November 1 
Arrditis also what Education 2000 at the Mankato Best Western 
is d·oing. Garden Plaza or November 2 at 

I hope you can attend the forum Southwest State Univ~rsity . . in 
Tuesday evening sponsored by Marshall. For pre-registration 
Education 2000 nnd co-sponsored information, call 1-800-367-5363. 
by Project Redwood. It features . . 
Earl' Joseph, a well -respected Sustainable agriculture 
futuris't who worked for Sperry If you are interested in Sus tnin
Univ~c fo'. many years as a c~mpu- able Agr!cult.urc, or would like t.o 
ter sc1Cnbst. The forum begins nt learn more about it Iowa S tate 
7:30 P:m. on Tuesday, Oct. 10.'. in University is offerin~ a 12-week 
the Little Theatre nt the high course by satellite. If you areinter-

~hoo~. . . cstcd in credit, cost will be $154.00 
his forum is the second m a with an additional $10.00 mater

series of three forums. Area resi - ials fee. If you just want to watch 
?cnts who attended the first forum it, you can tune in on Tel star 301, 
~n Sept.:mber wen~ trca~cd to nn transponder 9-vertical, standard 
mterestmgpancl discussion of our channel ·17, downlink frequency 
local linkages to the world . This 1010 MHz. 
program should provide further The class will be broadcast from 
stimulus for another exciting 7-9 p.m. on Wednesdays, from 
discussion with input from the Nov. 8 to Feb. 7, with no broacl
audiencc. If you want to help ca8 ts December 27 and January 3. 
?hapc the future, you need to be A copy of the brochure can be 
involved. picked up in our office. 

Property valuation Fall fertilization 

for next year. 
In thi s part of Minncsot:.i, you 

can use the nitrate test to deter
mine how much residual nitrogen 
is left for next year. Because of our 
lower rainfall (hopefully not that 
low, though) N losses from leach
ing and denitrification arc much 
lower than the eastern parts of the 
state., There is a low potential for 
loss from fall -applied N if appli ca
tion is delayed until the soil temp
erature reaches 50 degrees F. The 
probability ofa response to the use 
of a nitrification inhibitor is very 
low. 

Discussions with dealers indi
cate that there may be some 
discounts worth looking at for fall 
applying fertilizer. They cnn't 
possibly handle it nll in the spring. 
But, befor~ you put on P & K, SOIL 
TEST. I sec a lot of results come 
across my desk with levels high 
enough that fertilizer won't be 
needed for years. If the phosphor
us test is over 29 ppm and potash 
over 150 ppm, you don't need more 
fertilizer. Except perhaps a little 
starter if you are equipped to put it 
on. 

There . apparently were pota
sium deficiencies again this yenr 
in some of the ridge-till corn . Our 
researchers suspect compaction. 
Symptoms showed up last year 
also, but did not always result in a 
decrease in yield . Trials in Murray 
County indicate that· application 
of potash in the ccn ter of the Ii dgc 
last fall seemed to correct the 
problem. 

Anyone interested in attending 
the annual Property Valuation 
Short Course sponsored by the 
Minnesota Extension Service 
should note that the course will be 

With the beautiful fall weather EBDC Fungicides 
and early maturity of the crops, Mnnufacturers recently 
hnrvest is progressing very well. announced a voluntnry suspcn
Thcrc should be plenty of lime to sion of many restrictions involving· 
think nbout yo~1r fcrtil_i_l:?' , ~:-~gra~- !~od crops. Mancozcb, mancb, 

mctirnm, and zineb arc four 
common names for these 
compounds. They are frcqu ._,ntly 
used for fungus control on ~orne 
fruit and vegetables and arc used 
by m:rny homeowners and ga "dc n
ers. One common use is for :1pple 
scab. 

All products manufacl!1rccl 
after January 2, 1990, \\ill co 11 lnin 
the new labels and use patt .!rns. 
Distributors and indivic i' t1.~lls 
possessing suppl~es of prcvi .iusly 
mnn11facturcd material can l t."! gal 
iy use it up according to th •! old 
labch. It is important, thou1 :h, to 
note that most formulatio ns of 
EBDC will not rcmnin stabk past 
two years. Be suro to store in n 
cool, dry pince. 

While there is n potential 
danger from possible cnrcino1:cnic 
effects from life-ti mo cxposur • ., the 
bottom lino is that tho Ji,.nllh 
impndofremoving EDDC:'s will be 
mixed nnd likely impo:>sib iC' lo 
measure. Consumers shoul .J be 
concerned but not alarnwd b; the 
incrc:1scd publicity about J·e sti 
cidcs. Individuals should not 
throw out or refuse to purchase 
fruits and vegetables. The dir tary 
ndva11tages of vitamins, fiber and 
potential anti-<:ancer compor1ent.s 
fnr riutweigh any h azo rds. 
Consumers should be enrour tged 
to : 1) Eat a vnricty of fruits nnd 
vegetables from many sourcC' :>; 2) 
Supp<>rt nnd challenge the federal 
regulatory ngencies to minimize 
henlth risks associated with p :~sti 
cides; nnd 3) support intcgT.1ted 
pest management and/or sus :ain 
able Dgriculture projects to a "'oid 
unnecessary pesticide use, mi 1ti m
ize h1,alth risks, .nnd m::ixi 1nize 
quality and economic henefi ·s. 
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Global c ·· .Hr·culum 
planning to move 
f rward at RF~M 
By David Churchill di stricts in the nation th a t is 
Editor trying to develop a world-based 
-------------- . curriculum. 

It may well be possible to bring Along with two other Minnesota 
the world to Redwood Falls, but it sch ool systems, Redwood Falls 
won't happen overnight. will analyze its curriculum, then 

It11 take about three years. use that knowledge to begin giving 
Or, to be more precise, it will students a better understanding 

take three years for school district of the role their corri.munity and 
staff - with help from local citi- country play in the world. 
zens - to bring a world-based "Essentially, what we're going 
curriculum to Redwood Falls to do is try to detennine what 
students. And · the process will someone needs to know, as a fune
really get underway Wednesday · tioning member of society, in the 

· afternoon, when school staff and 21st Century," teacher Lance Zell
interested community : members man explained. . . : 
gather to talk about how a better Other school districts will then 
vision of the . world: can help use the model program from 
students function once · they Redwood Falls to set up their own·. 
graduate. "' · world-based curriculums. 

The need for a broaiier perspec- That's a fea ther in Redwood 
tive, a better understanding of the Falls' cap. "There will be attention· 
whole world, is a pretty new idea . . (from other schools) on what we're 
So new, in fact, that Redwood ·------------
Falls is one of a few pilot school Sea Global - Paga 16A 
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doing here,• Superintendent Gary 
Swenson said Wednesday. 

The global education project 
has, technically, been underway 
since late May, when Redwood 
Falls was chosen to participatce. 
But things will really roll this 
week when a small steering 
comrni ttee is expanded to about 19 
school staff and community 
members. 

Wednesday afternoon's meet

Global project 
meeting schedu led 
for Wednesday 

Redwood Falls School 
District res idents who are 
interested in the school's glob
al curricu lum project may 
attend a meetingfrom 3:15 to 
4:00 Wednesday afternoon in 
the Litt le Theatre. 

ingwill serve to briefstaffandciti- year, some of those new instruc• 
zens on the project and, hopefully, -- tion ideas will be put into action: 
build interest in the idea, especial- - Even then, though , results may 
ly among the public. not be immediately apparent. It's 

· o ne key to this thing is . possible, Zellman believes, that a 
community support, community -- true measure of the project's 
involvement,• Zellman explained. success won't come 'until the 
"Whatever we teach has to 'reflect ' 1990-91 kindergarten cl ass has" 
our community's values.n moved through the school system 

Zellman hopes citizens at large and graduated. 
will be able to broaden ideas about "When (students) leave our 
how the world can be brought into building - they are going to oo: 
Redwood Falls schools. "It would - able -to function much, much 
be interesting to get .a group of better in our world, ill our nation,• 
community members together and Zellman said. 
put the question : What do you The global curriculum project 
need to know to survive in the may sound complicated, but the: 
world," he said. changes it will bring fit in pretty: _ 

So far, questions like that are well with changes the district is: 
pretty much all there is to go on. alresdy making. To a large extent,: 
Zell man, Swenson and other a district staff deve lopment: 
school staff are goinginf:o the prog-- committee is always at work,: 
ram without any pre-formed ideas considering changes in teaching: 
about how students can be taught methods and curriculum. · · 
to think as world citizens. Even better, the project will: 

But there are some obvious help fund curriculum improve..'. 
possibiliti es. Future literature ments. New educational sys tems: 
classes might, for example, are notoriously expensive, _ sine~ 
include study of French, Russian _ teachers have to take time away-; 
or Gerrna!l Jiterature, r ather than from classrooms to plan and deve-: 
the more common American lop curriculum, whi le substitutes: 
works. And economics classes are hired to handl e teaching: 
might study things like trade chores. , 
barriers, exploring their effect on A variety of found a tions and: 
,~-;: e:nca .. . t,ut o !oo th e; 1r 1111p o c t c.n 0 ~h~r ooill·v..; c; WniLit·.c. J f'v r~o Lv. 
Japan, Korea , England and other provide mon ey for the global curri -: 
countries. culum proj ec t, about $21 ,000 for: 

Ch anges in instruction are the each of three yea n , in }{edwood 
las t of the proj ec t's three phases, Falls' case. A quar te r of th a t comes. 
though. - from the local school di s trict's 

First, teach ers and in te reste d budge t. 
citizens wil l have to find out for Proj ect mon ey wi ll a lso help pay: 
th emselves jus t how th e world is for Univ e r s ity of Minne s ota 
inter -conn ected, how Redwood in volvement, a link Swe nso n in di
F all s relates to oth er countri es ca led will mr. ke i t eas ie r to help· 
a nd regions. Th en th ere 'll be R p1:-!n new curricul ::r.1 .. . ::!r.d s;m"::::!" 
review of the school di stri ct's exis t- th e word abou t new id0<:s to oth er 
- . ... b ...:L •. TrJ.. ...... , u ! 11 . .'.:>~ 11 uv • .:;,. 

Fi na l ly, in th e 1 990-91 school 

I -
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Blandin Foundation 

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 637 
REDWOOD FALLS MINNESOTA 56283 

February 23, 1990 

To The Board of Directors: 

The purpose of this letter is to provide some insight into my perspective 
of the Education 2000 Project in Redwood Falls. I am a school administrator 
in Redwood Falls and am a member of the Education 2000 steering committee. 

Since the commencement of the Education 2000 project over one year ago, 
the vision of the Education 2000 Project has changed immensely. In the 
beginning, our staff considered this project to be a refreshing opportunity 
to review our current curriculum, both horizontally (across disciplines) and 
vertically (K-12), and attempt to infuse into the entire curriculia strands 
of a global perspective. This global perspective would enable our students 
to learn about the other people of the world, their cultures, our environment, 
etc., in a light that would better prepare our students for the nex t century. 
We also viewed this project as an opportunity to review our curriculia and 
decide if what we were teaching is really what we wanted to be teaching. 

The initial perception of Education 2000 has changed! I believe our 
steering committee has reached a crossroads in the project. We ha ve come to 
realize that this project is "massive" when compared to our original perceptions . 
We continue to realize that an opportunity is emerging which will al low our 
district to perhaps "redesign" itself from top to bottom. Education 2000 has 
become a project of school "reviewal and renewal" an d it is a rea l opportunity 
to actually "do" what the majority o f other schools aroun d the country are 
just "talking" about. 

I believe that Redwood Falls is truly in a unique position and is "ripe " 
for school reviewal and renewal. We are building a new 5-12 grade building 
and doing extensive remodeling to our elementary school. Both of thes e 
buildings are bein g designed with a n emp hasis on flexibility s o we can meet 
the needs of our kids in the future. 

In addition, we are making transition from a sc hool design of K-6, 7-9, 
10-12 to a K-4 elementary, 5-8 middle school, a nd 9-12 grade hig h school 
configuration. The loc a l emphasis to thi s point in time has be en on the 
changes brought about in the conversion to a middle school philo s ophy which 
essentially makes the "student" the focus instead of the " subject". I 
believe it would be tragic if we build the new facility and do not examine our 
entire delivery system and approach in an attempt to ins ure that it al s o " fits " 
the demands of the f uture. 
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Our community's opportunity to design new facilities as well as its 
educational delivery system is a monumental one and it will not come easily . 
John F. Kennedy once said that "Progress is a nice word. But change is its 
motivator. And change has its enemies." That is a truism in our case! We 
are a people who commonly operate with a "beginning and an end" mentality. 
Therefore, we have gone slowly and we have been tenacious. Gaining a deep 
level of inolvement and commitment from staff and community in this school 
renewal project is ongoing. We have to be patient and we have to remain steady 
in proceeding in this endeavor. 

I personally feel that the educational torch in our school is being passed 
on to the next generation . of staff and community, and that this generation will 
lead us, educationally, well into the next century. As the steering committee 
continues to understand Education 2000 in Redwood Falls, frustrations with 
finding our own way and moving at an appropriate speed are natural. The weight 
of the opportunity is, at times, overwhelming. Funding of the process in these 
early years is essential until we can survive on our own and until "Education 
2000" becomes "Education the Redwood Falls way". 

I think that those of us committed to Redwood Falls and to Education 2000 
can relate to the story of the Great French Marshall, Lyaurety, · who once asked 
his gardener to plant a tree. The gardener objected that the tree was slow
growing and would not reach maturity for a hundred years. The Marshall replied, 
"In that case, there is no time to lose, plant it this afternoon." 

I think the local people-part of Education 2000 is solid. The work 
required to see the project through will get done. I am confident that if 
the necessary funding is there, we will take advantage of our opportunity for 
I agree, "There is no time to lose". 

RE:ceg 



RURAL MINNESOTA IN THE WORLD 
Education 2000 

Board of Directors 
Blandin Foundation 
Grand Rapids, MN 

Dear Directors, 

February 23, 1990 

Thank you for your support of the Education 2000 
project. It is an exciting and important effort that is 
providing the impetus for comprehensive schoo l renewa l in 
Redwood Fa ll s~ I would like to report to you about the 
progress of our site and urge your continued support. 

Our Steering Committee/s understanding of this project 
has evolved during the past 15 months from a global 
education curriculum development project to a schoo l 
district transformation effort. As we studied the kind of 
future that our young people will be livin g and working in 
and the current state of education we rea li zed the need for 
basic changes in what we teach; how we teach; and school 
organization, structure, and management. We have reached 
the conc lusion that all students must be much ~ore active ly 
engaged in their l earning, cooperatively structured l earning 
experiences must be planned much more frequent ly , studies 
need to focus on fewer topics but with more depth, the 
student/s l earning experiences need to be more 
interconnected and persona li zed, l earning must be viewed as 
a process rather than a product, and the entire curriculum 
needs to be infused with a global perspective. 

These changes require substantia l teacher, 
administration, schoo l board, and community understanding 
and support. Our Steering Committee/s self in-service 
program and the community forums that were held l ast fa! I 
involved a l I of these groups in discussions about education 
and the future. A new district mission statement was 
developed and a positive atmosphere for change was created. 
Currently we are defining the district's primary educational 
goals and developing a staff development and training 
program. 

Our Steering Committee has ae veloped a strong 
commitment to the project. The seventeen teachers, 
administrators, parents, and community members have 
developed a positive working relationship. We view this 
opportunity as our chance to make a difference for our 
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students as wel 1 as help develop a model for other 
dlstrlcts. 

There are several reasons why we be! !eve that th ls 
project wll 1 be successful. It involves educators, parents, 
and community members working together addressing the 
education needs of young people. It is designed to renew 
schools at the local level taking lnto account local 
characteristics and uniqueness. It fosters change through 
personal growth and professional ism. It addresses the 
entire education system, k-12, al 1 areas. 

Several concerns have emerged during the past 15 
months. Will we be able to complete this project in only 
three years? Four to five years may be more realistic. How 
can we find qual.lty time during the school year and school 
day to provide the staff deve l opment and in-service 
training? How can we avoid having teachers miss their 
classes and also not have the project be perceived as 
another added duty? How do we work with the State 
Department of Education mandates which may be in conflict 
with innovative ideas? 

In summary, we have learned much about what needs to be 
changed in education, we feel very positive about the 
Education 2000 concept of school change, and we have some 
concerns that deal with time, money, and scheduling. 

Coordinator 



Board of Directors 
Blandin Foundation 
Grand Rapids, MN 

Dear Board Members: 

111 Beachwood Ln. 
Redwood Falls, MN 56283 
February 26, 1990 

I would like to offer personal testimony in support of the Education 
2000 process and how that process is positively affecting the community of 
Redwood Falls. My perspective is that of a member of our school board and 
our Education 2000 steering committee. I have been involved with the 
process since its inception and it continues to occupy a ma.ior part of my 
life. I am committed to this process because I see it as a unique oppor
tunity to revitalize and transform our community through the renewal and 
transformation for our school. 

Renewal and transformation were not really our mission prior to 
Education 2000. Indeed, we entered the process with no clear idea that 
anything was necessary other than adding a few spices to the sauce. 
There was the sense that education would eventually change and needed to 
change, but no sense that we really controlled our destiny, and needed to 
make the process our own. There was no common understanding of our 
purpose, our mission, or goals, and more significantly, there was little 
communication between staff, board members, and community members with 
regard to these vital matters which should actually driv e the educational 
process. 

Renewal and transformation have become the mission of those of us 
within the Education 2000 process because that process allowed and 
required us to meet together, and begin asking the necessary questions. 
As a result we have developed a common understanding of education, a mis
sion statement for our district, and a set of goa ls. We have involved 
the community through forums, and through participation on the steeri ng 
committee and thus have gained new perspective and s upport. Through 
this interactive process we have come to see the necessity for:transfor
mation and the need to make the process our own if it is to be successful. 

We have also come to realize how much work remains if our educational 
ideals are to be fully examined and become reality. Deve lopin g the means 
to achieve our goals will require a grea t time a nd energy commitment 
from staff and community, and the process needs to explore ways to make 
this commitment possible. We are only beginning to see the ways we must 
change, and there is much inertia to overcome. It has become obvious 
that if curriculum and sc hool structures are to change, the conversation 
needs to be ongoing, a nd involve many who traditionally have had little 
input. 



Our future as a rural community depends on our success in accomplishing 
these things. I am optimistic, because we have a history of working togeth
er as a community, and a tradition of being innovative in the use of available 
resources. We are in the process of taking our own first difficult steps, 
and will leave a path for others to follow. We appreciate your support. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas C. Gross 
Clerk, Redwood Falls 
School Board, and 
member, Education 2000 
steering committee 
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FROM IMAGE TO IMPLEMENTATION 

SOME RESULTS OF EDUCATION 2000: A PROCESS 
FOR REDESIGNING EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS 

by 

Willard M. Kniep 

Paper presented as part of the symposium 
"Perspectives on Systems Design as a Strategy for Educational Change" 

at the Annual Meeting of the 
American Educational Research Association 

April 1992 

San Francisco, Californ ia 

The work reported in this paper has received support from The Blandin 
Foundation of Grand Rapids, Minnesota and The Otto Bremer Foundation of 
St. Paul, Minnesota. It continues to receive support from The Hitachi 
Foundation, Washington, D.C. 
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What kinds of schools and schooling do our children need to prepare them for 
the twenty-first century? 

Consider the following characteristics of an educational system, designed in 
response to that question: 

The educational system provides learning opportunities which are on
going, active, relevant, and reflective of current world realities and which 
are accessible for all learners. 

All students experience significant academic, vocational, personal, social, 
and cultural growth. 

Learners personalize ·their curriculum and are actively involved in the 
learning p;ocess. 

Educational programs offer a strong basic core but are flexible enough to 
allow for individual Interest and specialization. 

The curriculum reflects the Interdependence and Interconnectedness of 
the people of the world and it helps learners understand themselves, their 
community, and their nation as part of a world that consists of inter
related physical, biological, economic, political, and social systems. 

Learning environments are closely connected to and integrated with the 
community and the world. 

Learners view learning as a life-long process. 

Learners develop their abilities for critical, creative and reflective thinking; 
problem-solving; and conflict resolution. 

The schools are designed to carry out their mission of providing life-Jong 
/earning opportunities and enabling Individuals to become confident, 
happy, productive, and responsible citizens living Jn a interdependent 
world community. 1 

Or consider another vision of an educational system, directed to the same 
question, developed in a very different place a thousand miles from the first: 

The educational system is committed to taking the bold actions necessary 
for preparing students to competently adapt to change, think critically and 
creatively, model ethical integrity, and value democratic ideals. 

1 



Students develop self esteem, recognize the contributions of qiverse 
groups, uphold the dignity and rights of others, and acknowledge the 
responsibility of each individual for the welfare of the whole. · 

All students become literate and numerate, are steeped In the arts and 
sciences, develop sophisticated skills, and possess a balanced 
perspective of humanity. They realize their full potential to become well
rounded individuals and contributing members of society. 

The schools are responsive to the entire community and model their goals 
for students by engaging all educators and parents in shared decision
making and problem-solving resulting in productive and inspiring learning 
environments. 

All children have their basic needs - for safety, food, shelter, health, and 
self-esteem - met. 

Students, parents, teachers, and administrators along with ·government, 
business, health, community and religious agencies all consider 
themselves members of the /earning community and take responsibility for 
the education of the community's children. 

The educational system Is designed to accomplish Its mission of 
preparing all students to be life-long learners who fulfill their potential to 
meet the challenges of today's world and the 21st century. Among the 
challenges and opportunities that children face are living and thriving with 
diversity, interdependence, and accelerating change. 2 

Idealistic. Visionary. Impossible. Impractical. All of these terms and others 
could be, and have been, applied to these images of educational systems. 

But for those who developed these visions other terms also apply. Yes, 
idealistic and, perhaps, visionary. But, also, do-able; in fact, imperative if today's 
students are to be prepared for the future. 

These images were not developed in white houses or state houses; think 
tanks or research centers. They were not developed by education presidents, 
concerned governors, or nationally prominent CEOs. Nor were they formed by 
theoreticians, researchers, or professors. 

These visions were developed in two very different communities, both 
participants in the EDUCATION 2000 project. 3 The first vision comes from Redwood 
Falls, Minnesota, a small rural community in southern Minnesota, the heartland of 

2 



America. The other vision was developed in Yonkers, an urban school district 
located in an increasingly diverse community in the New York City metropolitan area. 
In both cases, they were developed by local people: by parents, students, teachers, 
and administrators along with men and women from local businesses, farmers, 
community organizers - by the people who have the greatest stake in their own 
educational systems. Literally hundreds of people in these two communities 
participated in community forums and other activities to have their informed input 
into how the educational system might look if it were to be re-designed to fit the 
realities of a changing world. 

The educators and other stakeholders who developed them saw these visions 
as a practical first step in the redesign of their educational systems. In each case, 
the vision has served as the foundation for developing additional building blocks of a 
blue-print for the system. In the sections that fo llow I shall provide an overview of 
the blue-prints that are being developed from these visions and a brief description of 
the process of design that has been followed in the two communities. 

THE REDWOOD FALLS BLUE-PRINT 

Redwood Falls became an EDUCATION 2000 community in the Fall of 1988. 
From the outset, the project has been guided by a twenty-three member steering 
committee. During the fi rst year of the project, the steering committee members' 
primary concern was to develop their own competence in working together 
effectively and to educate themselves about changing local and global realities and 
educational change efforts. The products of their first year's activities included a 
mission statement and goals for the project and a strategic plan for how they were 
going to involve their community in activities and events that would lead to a new 
educational blue-print. 

The community's vision for the educational system and the District's mission 
statement are a direct result of the series of community forums that were planned 
and carried out by the steering community. The complete text of these statements is 
appended to this paper. 

District Goals 

In the months fo llowing the development and adoption of the vision and 
mission statements, the steering committee initiated a series of activities and event~ 
that would result in an educational blue-print that includes a statement of primary 
goals for the district, specifications for programs and professional practice, and 
recommendations for how the system should be organized to support effective 
programs and practice. 

3 



Designing Educational Programs 

Once the goals for the district were identified, those within the system began 
to address what programs, professional practices, and organizational structures - the 
means - were needed to achieve these goals. Specifications, or standards, were 
developed in each of these areas by drawing implications for each of the student 
outcomes for what should be taught to achieve this goal, what instructional 
strategies should be used to accomplish this goal, and what supporting structures 
are needed to accomplish this goal. 

The implications of the primary goals for what the schools should be teaching 
were refined and distilled into four overarching standards that are to guide the 
development of all programs in the district. 

1. Curricular programs will be organized according to world systems. 

2. Curricular programs will be designed to provide all. students with a strong common education 
and will allow learners to advance in areas of their personal interest and ability. 

3. The common curriculum will be connected by the study of global themes. 

4. The common curriculum will be trans-disciplinary by the study of major problems, great ideas, 
and concepts. 

These statements were intended to provide a framework for a K -12 curri c:...:lum 
that would organize the learners' experiences thematically around studies of world 
systems. 4 In applying these standards, the district has developed the curriculum 
model, included on page 6, which identifies the six organizing themes for the 
curriculum and illustrates how these themes are connected and spiraled through the 
curriculum. Since the adoption of th is model, the district has begun a process of 
identifying more specific learner outcomes in terms of knowledge, skills, attitudes 
and social participation for each systems theme. These outcomes, which are 
appended to this paper, are currently being refined within each school level. 

5 
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Professional Practice 

The specifications for professional practice derived from the district's primary 
goals were developed as statements of preferred instructional strategies. These 
statements were intended to drive instructional decisions at each school level. To 
implement these strategies, the district has begun to plan and implement a long-term 
staff development program to educate all teachers as experts in these strategies. 
Following are the statements of preferred learning strategies: 

1. Leaming strategies will be designed to reflect various learning styles. 

2. Leaming strategies will be designed to have learners involved in active learning. 

3. Learning strategies will be designed to have learners discover knowledge through 
experience. 

4. Learning strategies will be planned and evaluated with the collaboration the learner in 
terms of goals and process. 

5. Learning strategies will be designed to emphasize higher order cognitive skills. 

6. Learning strategies will be designed to connect sh1dents' learning with the community. 

7. Leaming strategies will be designed to involve learners in real world tasks. 

B. Learning strategies will be structured cooperatively, competitively, and individually with. an 
emphasis on cooperative strategies. 

Structures 

The districts primary goals, along with the guidelines for program and 
practice, were the basis for developing specifications for the organizational structure 
of the system. These specifications included the following: 

1. The school and community wi ll form a partnership for mutual learning and growth. 

2. Staff and students of the school community wi ll be involved in meaningful decision
making affecting all aspects of school structure, management and organization and will 
assume responsibi lity for the implementation of those decisions. 

3. All learners wi ll be recognized for their continuous progress and for their achievements in 
all areas. 

4. Learners' progress and proficiency wi ll be evaluated and reported through a variety of 
criteria-based methods. · 

5. Time components of school organization will be structured flexibly to allow for trans
disciplinary planning and learning. 
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6. The preferred structure for grouping students will be heterogeneous and will allow for 
multi-age grouping. 

7. School structures and organization will be designed to promote a collaborative, 
supportive, and democratic environment. 

8. The school district will continuously assess the primary goals and related means and 
adjust its programs, instructional practices, and support structures to reflect changing 
needs. 

9. The school district structure and staff will be continuously evaluated to assure congruence 
between the district goals (primary and intermediate) and actual practice. 

Several of these statements, especially statements 3 through 6, are closely 
related to professional practice and may have been better place as specifications 
within that element of the blue-print. The remaining statements prescribe an 
organizational structure for the system in which decision-making is shared, 
democracy is practiced, and self-assessment is the norm. 

Implementation 

Early in 1991 , the district took the first steps in implementing its blue-print with 
the formation of a "School Restructuring Committee, " made up of teachers, 
administrators, and community members to develop a management structure for the 
district based on the specifications cited above. The draft model of their plan, 
included on page 9, illustrates how shared decision-making is to be implemented at 
both the school and system levels. Beginning in the Fall of 1991 this organizational 
structure was put in place within the schools. The district hopes to make the 
transition to the system-level structure during the 1992-93 school year. 

·With this new structure in place within the three schools, activities are 
underway within each to develop curricula consistent with the adopted model. A 
staff development plan, based on the specifications for practice, is being coordinated 
at the district level. Even with these activities underway, fu ll implementation of the 
blue-print is still several years in the future. 
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THE YONKERS BLUE-PRINT 

Project activities began in Yonkers in the Fall of 1989. As in Redwood Falls, 
the project has been guided by a twenty-three person steering committee who s·pent 
the first year developing their own competence and planning the activities and 
events that would lead to a blue-print for the educational system. The blue-print, and 
the process used in its development, fo llowed the same general pattern as in 
Redwood Falls but with some significant variations, both in process and products. 
These variations reflect the differences in community contexts along with on-going 
refinement of the process of systems design being applied in EDUCATION 2000. 

The Yonkers vision for the education system was highlighted in the opening 
section of this paper. The complete text of the Yonkers Mission Statement, which 
describes this vision, is appe'nded. The Mission Statement serves as the foundation 
for each of the subsequent elements of the blue-print. 

District Goals 

The goals that were set for students flow directly from the mission statement. 
Based on the themes established in the mission statement's opening paragraph, the 
student goals identify forty-one outcomes which define five overarching goals agreed 
to by a broad cross-section of staff, students, parents, and community members. 
These goals and outcomes are included on the following two pages. 
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STUDENT GOALS: YONKERS PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Goal 1: Students completing their education in Yonkers Public Schools will develop a love of learning and will be prepared and 
committed to be life-long learners. They will be people who: 

• Recognize that knowledge is personal and has meaning in and of itself. 

• Are motivated to apply their knowledge to the betterment of humankind in their community, nation, and planet. 

• Experience the joy of iearning throughout their lives as they consider their own questions and probe the universal issues that have motivated human inquiry 
throughout history. 

• Use their understanding of the arts, humanities, physical and natural sciences, and history as the basis for their own quest for knowledge. 

• Are literate, numerate, articulate and communicate effectively in English and another language. 

• Are able to access, process, analyze, and evaluate information to solve problems. 

• Use alternative and creative strategics in problem solving. 

• Are skilled in the use of computers and other emerging technologies. 

• Use leisure time effectively. 

Goal 2: Students completing their education in Yonkers Public Schools will achieve their full human potential as individuals and 
contributing members of society. They will be people who: 

• Have a personal philosophy of life which will contribute to their self-respect and their sense of personal responsibility and also will serve as a guide for making satisfying and 
responsible decisions throughout their life. 

• Are committed to ethical integrity in all areas of living. 

• Possess habits of perseverance, determination, and independent thought which will contribute to their on-going physical, intellectual and spiritual growth. 

• Are able to make appropriate and realistic vocational choices based on marketable work-place skills and the ability to assess their own interests and abilities . 

... Are concerned with creating a vision of the future based on knowledge of local and global issues and problems, their role in them, and a commitment to shaping solutions . 

... Sense the opportunities afforded by living in today's world and are determined to make the most of them . 

... View adversity as a challenge to be met with optimism and creativity . 

... Have a sense of belonging. pride, and loyalty to family, community, nation, and the planet. 

... Be committed to patterns and lire-styles that contribute to personal health and physical well-being . 

... Possess physical fitness and recreation skills . 

... Have the desire and competence to be successful parents who will raise physically and mentally healthy children and have high expectations for their off-spring. 



Goal 3: Students completing their education in Yonkers Public Schools will be prepared to live with the challenges and opportunities 
of a world that is characterized by Interdependence ·and a variety of inter-connections. They will be people who: 

• Know that they Jive in a variety of systems, understand the basic structure and characteristics of systems, and comprehend how systems are inter-related and connected. 

• See their role and the community's role in the global political, economic, technological, and ecological systems that connect people, communities, and nations in today's world. 

• Understand and appreciate the uniqueness of their own country's economic and political systems and the special role played by them within the global systems. 

• Value democratic principles and participate in the political process as informed and responsible citizens. 

• Recognize the interdependent nature of all social groups and possess the sensitivities and understandings necessary for effective relationships and group participation. 

• Demonstrate the respect and commitment necessary to function effectively in the family. 

Goal 4: Students completing their education in Yonkers Public Schools will be prepared to live in a world that is characterized by a 
variety of individual differences and great diversity in social and natural systems. They will be people who: 

• Understand, value, and act to preserve the great biological and physical diversity of the planet's ecosystems. 

• Understand the historical contributions and contemporary roles of the variety of groups that make up their community, nation, and world. 

• Understand that all societies and cultures adopt unique economic and political systems based on their own histories and circumstances. 

• Appreciate that many diverse cultures have contributed to humankind through unique forms of artistic expression and their histories of ideas. 

• Are able to interact effectively with a variety of people regardless of individual differences due to heredity or culture. 

• Respect and are open to the opinions of others in a free exchange of ideas. 

• Understand the perspective of others and are able to negotiate and resolve conflicts. 

• Are aware of the differences in how they see themselves and how others see them. 

Goal 5: Students completing their education in Yonkers Public Schools will be prepared to live In a world that is characterized by 
accelerating change. They will be people who: 

• Have a historical perspective on how and why change occurs in social and natural systems. 

• Understand that change is central lo human development and cultural evolution. . 

• Know how to e.valuale and adapt to change in order to make intelligent and realistic choices. 

• Understand the forces and changes that have shaped the history of their community and nation . 

.. Understand the evolving role of the United Stales and other nations within the international community . 

.. Comprehend and are able lo evaluate the role, appropriateness, and effects of technology in accelerating rates of change. 

• Comprehend the changing de~ands of the contemporary workplace and be prepared to .meet them. 



Exit Standards 

In a significant refinement of the EDUCATION 2000 design process, the 
Yonkers steering committee decided to undertake an intermediate step before 
beginning the process of program design. This decision was to put in motion a 
process for identifying exit standards for all students, regardless of where in the 
community they live or in which schools and programs they are enrolled. This 
decision was taken out of concern for establishing common standards of excellence 
in a large and diverse educational system. It also reflected a desire to ensure that 
program design, which ultimately would be carried out within individual schools, 
would proceed from commonly held standards and that those standards, and 
ultimately curriculum and instruction, would be driven by assessment grounded in 
performance measures. 

Since early this year, a task force comprised of teachers, administrators, 
students and parents has been working to develop exit standards for each of the 
forty-one student outcomes. As of this writing, the task force is nearing the 
completion of its work. To illustrate both the process that has been followed and the 
kinds of standards that are being developed, examples (in penultimate draft) from 
Goal 2 and 4 are included on the following pages. Ultimately, the standards will be 
combined and synthesized into a more manageable set to facilitate the development 
of performance measures. More immediately, the standards and the implications 
derived from them will be turned over to additional task forces on program, 
practices, and structures. 

Completing the blue-print 

Work is continuing in Yonkers to move the blue-print to the stage of 
development where implementation within individual schools can begin. To 
accomplish this the steering committee has convened two additional task forces 
comprised of teachers, administrators, students and parents: one on programs and 
curricula, the other on learning systems and professional practice. 

The task force on programs and curricula has been charged with undertaking 
its own inquiry about alternative approaches to organizing programs and curricula. 
Based upon the exit standards for students, the task force is to make 
recommendations regard ing the major ideas and themes to be included in the 
knowledge base offered in the schools and develop guidelines for how the 
knowledge base should be organized . It will also develop recommendations for h<?w 
the ski lls and content areas of the knowledge base should be organized and 
interrelate and for how the knowledge base and its organization should be 
differentiated among various level of schooling. 
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Goal 2: Students will develop a love of learning and will be prepared and committed to be life-long learners. 
Outcome 4 A 

Outcome 

They will be people who: 

-use their understanding of 
the arts, humanities, 
physical and natural 
sciences, and history as the 
basis for their own quest 
for knowledge. 

Suggested: 

Have an understanding of 
the arts, humanities, 
mathematics, physical and 
natural sciences, and social 
sciences, and of their 
interrelationships. 

Characteristics 

Persons who have achieved 
this outcome: 

-understand the domains 
(ways of knowing and 
expressing) the "big" ideas 
and themes of the 
disciplines. 
-understands how the 
knowledge from the 
disciplines is used to 
address individual and 
social problems. 
-appreciate that knowledge 
from the disciplines can be 
used to derive enjoyment. 
-knows the value of both 
disciplines and 
interdiscipline approaches. 

Standards 

Exiting students will be 
able to: 

-articulate the major 
themes, and key concepts 
of the disciplines and can 
differentiate the processes 
of knowledge acquisition of 
each discipline. 
-when presented with a 
problem, can use 
knowledge from the 
appropriate discipline or 
disciplines to present 
alternatives for dealing with 
the problem. 
-can articulate how the 
knowledge from the 
disciplines was used to 
derive enjoyment. 

Implications 

For what we teach: 

-instruction must include 
process as well as 
knowledge of the discipline. 

For professional roles and 
practices: 

-provide planning time for 
teachers in different 
disciplines areas. 
-use of different 
assessments. 
-staff development. 
-curriculum arranged 
around thematic topics. 

For organizational 
structures: 

' -flexible scheduling. 
-expand opportunities for 
students to use 
interdisciplinary skills in 
practical applications. 



The second task force will also begin its work with an agenda for inquiry, 
focusing on alternative approaches to professional practice and organizing and 
delivering learning programs suited to the needs of the learner. Using the exit 
standards as a starting point, and based upon their own inquiry, the task force will 
develop recommendation regarding approaches to teaching that are deserving of 
trial, professional roles within the educational system, alternative learning 
environments, alternative student groupings, and how time might be organized and 
used differently. 

A th ird task force, which is to make recommendations regard ing the 
organizational structure of the system, will be convened at the beginning of the next 
school year. 

Implementation: school-level design 

Looking to the future, the steering committee has determined that the next 
step in the project is to turn the building blocks developed so far over to several 
selected schools in the district and to support them in implementing the design 
process within their own school-communities. Therefore, through a request for 
proposals, they are inviting participation by individual schools in the first cycle of 
implementing EDUCATION 2000 which will begin during the 1992-93 school year. 

By issuing this invitation, the steering committee is putting in motion a process 
to identify up to four schools to take part in the first round of implementation of the 
EDUCATION 2000 process at the school level. The schools selected for participation 
will have the opportunity to be on the cutting edge in creating new models of 
schooling in Yonkers. Moreover, because this will be the first attempt at school-level 
implementation, the selected schools will have access to support and technical 
assistance which may not be available to the same degree in later phases of the 
process. 

The schools selected for participation must evidence their wi llingness to work 
within the parameters established by the mission and goals. Theii' efforts wi ll be 
informed by the recommendations from the task forces on student learning, 
curriculum, and professional practice. Most important to th is expectation is a 
commitment on the part of the local-school community to broad involvement of 
educational stakeholders in shared decision-making and problem-solving. 

To encourage the development of new models, the Steering Committee is 
working with the Board, Administration, and professional bargaining units, · as well as 
with the New York State Education Department, to identify and, to the extent 
possible, remove barriers and constraints in policy and procedures which could limit 
design possibilities. However, the district will continue to implement a desegregation 
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Outcome 

They will be people who: 

-understand, value, and act 
to preserve the great 
biological and physical 
diversity of the planet"s 
ecosystems. 

Goal 4: Students will be prepared to live in a world that is characterized by 
a variety of individual differences and great diversity in social and natural systems. 
Outcome 1 

Characteristics 

Persons who have achieved 
this outcome: 

-are committed to the 
protection of the 
environment. 
-understands and respects 
integrity of our planet life 
forms. 
-understand and respect 
integrity of out planet life 
forms. 
-understand the 
interdependence of the 
planet's ecosystems. 
-realize need for proper 
management of limited 
resources. 
-understand the varied 
geographical forms of the 
planet. 

Standards 

Exiting students will be 
able to: 

-demonstrate awareness of 
the concept of ecosystems. 
-are familiar with biological 
and physical characteristics 
of ecosystems. 
-have practical knowledge 
of how various forces can 
upset balance of nature. 
-have participated in an 
ongoing ecological activity 
geared towards restoring 
the natural balance. 
-engage in ongoing 
ecological activities . 

. -know local, regional, and 
world geography. 
-are knowledgeable 
consumer and are able to 
manage limited natural 
resources. 
-actively contribute toward 
restoring the natural 
balance of the planet) 
ecosystems. 

Implications: 

For what we teach: 

-the interdependence of 
our ecosystem. 
-an awareness of what it 
will take to save our planet 
for future generations. 
-more emphasis on travel 
for students. 

For professional roles and 
practices: 

-use photographs, video 
and other media to 
transmit knowledge. 

For organizational 
structures: 

-provision for integrating 
this outcomes into 
requirements for 
graduation. 
-funding for student travel. 



order of the federal district court and participating schools will be expected to work 
within the parameters the court order establishes. Moreover, except for fund ing they 
may attract from outside sources, redesigned schools will ultimately operate within 
whatever financial situation emerges in the district and state over the next several 
years. 

To facilitate school-level design, school faculties and their communities will 
receive technical and financial support from the project in developing their own 
vision for the school that will serve as the basis for accomplishing the following: 

Identifying/adopting student outcomes; 

Developing performance measures to assess achievement; 

Designing curricula and courses to meet outcomes; 

Agreeing on delivery systems to maximize student achievement; 

Putting in place effective communication and decision-making structures; 

Identifying staff development needs and a strategy for meeting those needs; 

Developing short and long-term implementation plans. 

THE EDUCATION 2000 PROCESS 

Redwood Falls and Yonkers are both participating in an educational redesign 
effort that I, and my colleagues at The American Forum for Global Education, have 
been leading over the past several years. This effort, called EDUCATION 2000, has 
been initiated in six diverse communities in different parts of the U.S. since 1987. 

When we initiated the project nearly six years ago, we did so out of a strong 
conviction born of our work in global education, that there is a serious mismatch 
between schools, and their programs, and the realities of an increasingly 
interdependent, rapidly chang ing, and ever more diverse world. 5 In fact, 
establishing educational systems that will equip students to function effectively in 
such a world and to contribute to society and the economy is considered by many ~o 
be one of the greatest challenges facing our nation today. 

We believed that schools will need to be radically different if they are going to 
be up to th is challenge. We were also convinced, and remain so, that the creation of 
such radically different schools is unlikely to result from restructuring efforts 
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proceeding school by school. What is needed is a new design, not only for individual 
schools, but for entire educational systems. 

In the following paragraphs I will describe the educational design process as it 
is being carried out in EDUCATION 2000 communities. This description is based 
primarily on the experience of these two very different communities as they have 
participated in an evolving process to redesign educational systems. The reader 
should understand that this description is written from hindsight and that the process 
has evolved and changed since the project's inception. 

By choosing to participate in this project, schools and their communities have 
committed themselves to a process that is focused on the central question: "What 
kinds of schools and schooling will our children need to prepare them for the twenty
first century?" In addition, they are committing themselves to a process that is 
distinguished from other restructuring and school improvement efforts by two unique 
characteristics. 

The first of these characteristics is that the project is explicitly designed to 
surface a world view. EDUCATION 2000 reflects the assumption that the world in 
which we, and our children, are living is characterized by rapid change, increasing 
interdependence, and cultural diversity. The process itself is designed to enable 
local communities to determine how these characteristics are reflected within their 
own contexts and how their schools should respond to them if they are to be truly 
schools that prepare students for the challenges of the future. 

Secondly, EDUCATION 2000 has evolved a process of design that is systemic 
and system-wide. Rather than tinkering around the edges of the existing system or 
attempting to make piece-meal changes in programs or schools, the process is to 
result in a system-wide infrastructure that is ultimately enabling of design at the 
school and classroom level. 

From the outset of the project, we knew that the support and involvement of 
entire communities would be needed if educational systems were to be successfully 
redesigned. Our strategy was to engage entire communities in rethinking the 
mission and goals of education in light of the changes that are taking place all 
around us. This informed input was to be the first step in developing an "educational 
blue-print" which would provide an overarching conceptual framework defining the 
domains as well as the comprehensiveness and balance that students' curricular 
encounters should reflect.a This blue-print, starting with the new statement of 
mission and based upon the system 's goals which are its expected outcomes for 
students, was to address questions of what the school should be teaching, the kinds 
of learning experiences most valued by the staff and community, and the kinds of 
organizational structures that need to be in place to support effective programs and 
good teaching. 
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In our early efforts the process was rather linear and the project was 
interpreted to too great an extent as a curriculum development effort. We saw . \ 
movement toward improved programs and curricula but little real change in schools 
or the system as a whole. As our work continued, however, we discovered a 
promising match between systems design theory and what we hoped to accomplish 
in our work. Increasingly, we have incorporated principles and strategies of systems "-..J 

design into our work. 

We were initially attracted to social systems theory because of the elegant 
congruence between the view of the world that drives this project -- that we live in an 
interdependent world which is increasingly dominated by global systems -- and a 
systems view of schools and educational organizations. 

To be sure, schools are among the most complex of social systems: They 
have changed very little in over a century and are driven by hundreds of powerful 
external constraints. Most recent innovations or intrusions into the existing system 
have been rejected because they don't account for the complex nature of a system. 
Sometimes they temporarily fix what they intend to, but mostly they produce, or 
threaten to produce, unexpected or unacceptable outcomes in another area of the 
system - outcomes resisted by forces more powerful than the forces for change. 

Bela Banathy, one of the foremost theorists in systems design, has argued 
that the only way education will be changed to deal with the demographic and 
economic shifts of a changing society at the same time we deal with the human 
needs of the individuals within the society, is through a complete paradigm shift in 
defining what education is: a shift to a systems perspective7

• At the core of th is shift 
is a move away from problem solving and linear approaches to school improvement, 
and a move toward the creation of new visions for the system and the use of cyclical 
and organic strategies to accomplish those visions. According to Banathy, entire 
communities will need to be involved in the creation of new images for educational 
systems. These images need to be informed by and grounded in the overall societal 
context, developing the largest possible picture of education within the largest 
possible context. 

In our work, incorporation of the systems design perspective has enabled us, 
as well as those implementing the process within their own communities, to 
understand and account for the dynamics of the system in new and profound ways. 
Moreover, it has al lowed us to deal with those dynamics with more powerful 
strateg ies than we had available before. 

In addition, the process embodies other characteristics that are consistent with 
the project's world view and design perspective. Among the most important of 
these, participation in this project brings a commitments to: 
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-The broadest possible involvement of all the educational stakeholders within 
the local community. 

This means involvement both in the decision to participate in 
EDUCATION 2000 and in the design process itself. 

-Placing students, and their needs in a changing world, squarely at the center 
of the design process. As a result, the design will-

-Be based in and driven by desired student outcomes. 
-Reflect the belief that al l students can learn. 
-Provide for standards of excellence for all students. 
-Accommodate the view that all students possess unique intelligences 
that need to be tapped by the school. 

-Focusing on the entire range of functions within the educational system 
throughout the design process. Among the primary areas to be addressed 
are the following: 

-The substance and organization of programs and curricula. 
-Specifications for valued and effective professional practice. 
-The extent to which the organization and its structures support effective 
programs and practice. 

-Empowering local schools, and their communities of stakeholders, to 
redesign themselves. 

The process embodied in EDUCATION 2000 is intended to result 
ultimately in both unique local school designs and a larger educational 
system that has been redesigned to support these local efforts. This 
commitment reflects the belief that while visions, goals, and standards 
can be owned by an entire community, local schools and their 
communities of stakeholders are in the best position to determine how 
they are to be realized in their own context. 

As originally conceived, the project was designed to proceed through three 
phases. These phases were intended to move a community from planning the 
project through developing its educational blue-print to beginning implementation 
activities in approximately three years. The following excerpt from the project's 
leadership manual describes some of the activities and results of each of the phases 
in the process. 

The activities of Phase I are intended to result in a strateg ic plan for carry ing out the program 
design and implementation activities of Phases II and Ill. In th is phase, the project's primary 
actors are the members of the project steering committee. This committee is charged with 
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transforming itself, through self-education activities, into a panel Qf experts; with developing a 
project resource center; and with developing a plan and supportive infrastructure for program 
design and implementation. · 

The outcome of Phase II is an educational blue-print which will be used to design curricular 
programs, to guide instructional practice, and to organize institutional structures. In this phase, 
the focus shifts from the internal work and preparation of the steering committee to broad 
involvement of the professional staff and community in developing the blue-print. The success of 
the project requires the broadest possible involvement in setting the schools' mission and goals, 
assessing needs and collecting baseline data, program planning, and designing curriculum and 
staff development. 

Phase Ill of this project involves the on-going work of implementing the educational blue-print. 
The specific tasks to be undertaken in this phase will depend upon the specific elements of the 
local blue-print. However, each will require on-going staff development; curriculum writing, 
selection and development of instructional resources, piloting and revision of courses and 
resources, on-going data collection, and on-going oversight and monitoring of implementation 
strategies. 

This description of the three phases was written as part of getting the project~ 
underway in Yonkers. Both communities described in this paper have approximated 
the process it describes. The first phase, which results in a strategic plan for the 
project, took a year to complete in both Redwood Falls and Yonkers. The second, in 
which a systems blue-print was designed, took more than two years to complete in 
these two communities. The final, implementation, phase is just beginning and 
because of the nature of the blueprint as a long-term guide to programmatic design 
and decision-making, implementation will necessarily be a long-term and open-
ended process encompassing three to five years or even longer. · 

We are finding, however, that it is possible to accelerate the process 
somewhat by making better use of the times when school is not in session. For 
example, in our newest active site, Community Consolidated School District 146 in 
Tinley Park, Illinois, Phase I was completed in three months by using the summer 
time to provide for training and education activities and strategic planning. As a 
result, after one year of the project they will have developed their vision and mission 
and begun work on the District's goals. According to the time-line that has been 
established there, we anticipate that implementation will begin during the third year 
of the project. 

LESSONS FROM EDUCATION 2000 

Early in the project we developed a research agenda for the project that we 
hoped would enable us to learn from the experience of communities involved in 
educational redesign. Our agenda had three objectives: to document the process 
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in each of the communities, to determine how unique community contexts affect the 
process and its outcomes, and to determine what impact, over time, involvement in 
the project has on school programs, classroom practice, organizational structures 
and educational outcomes. 11 In the following paragraphs, I will attempt to 
summarize some of the lessons emerging from the research agenda and from the 
practical experience of being part of the process in these communities. 

I 

Six communities have been engaged in EDUCATION 2000. The two 
communities described in this paper have been the most successful in carrying out 
the process thus far. A third district, District 146 in suburban Chicago, appears to be 
on a track to complete the process in a manner that will meet, or exceed, the 
experience of these two communities. In three other districts, the process was 
terminated at a point before serious systemic and structural redesign were 

I considered and implemented. In each of these districts the process went no further 
/ than consideration (and implementation, in two of the cases) of curricular 
\ improvement. The differences in the experience of each community can be 

explained, in part, by at least three inter-related variables that have come into play in 
all of the project sites. · - - · 

~ One of these variables has to do with the leadership role we at The American 
Forum have played in the project. More specifically, our ability to articulate the 
process and achieve a common understanding among local leadership of the project 
has had an important effect on the project's outcomes. The data we have collected 
from the steering ·committees at each of the sites shows that, in the sites where the 
process was not completed, the proj ectle_Ci9.~rsh i p !_earn neither understood, nor 
made a commitment to, the project as acomprehensive.redesigl'.l effort. This 
difference is partially explained by the project's history and our own ability to refine 
the process as we have gained greater experience, especially with the more explicit 
focus on strategies of systems design with newer sites in the project. However, th is ---..., 

.· ,,......, explanation is only partially satisfactory because of the experience of Redwood Falls ;' 
"" ,_ which was one of our early sites. - __J 

The difference in experience and outcomes can be further explained by a 
second important and related variable: ide11tifia0leJeadership and commitment to the 
project and goals within the district. Another paper in this symposium, by Madylon 
Leslie, describes the importance of the superintendent's commitment and leadership 
to the project and of his or her willingness to involve and empower other 
stakeholders in the redesign effort.g Her conclusions are being validated by our 
experience in District 146 where the superintendent has made clear his commitment 
to the process and to involving the entire community in the effort. 

These conclusions are also supported by our experience in at least two of the 
sites not completing the process. In one of those sites, the process was terminated 
shortly after a change of superintendents. In a second site, the project was never 
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embraced as the umbrella for school change efforts by the superintendent who, in 
fact, initiated a competing effort in outcomes-based education. · 

Our experience and research, thus far, would indicate that these two factors 
are necessary, but not sufficient, in explaining the full completion of the process of 
educational redesign. A third variable that is equally important is the support and 
involvement of a broad range of stakeholders in the process. A major difference 
between the three communities who terminated the process and the others was the 
purposefulness and seriousness with which the larger community of stakeholders~ 
has been involved in the process. . 

In both Redwood Falls and Yonkers, and now in District 146, literally hundreds 
of community members and professional staff have been involved in community 
forums and other activities and events as the blue-print has been developed. By 
contrast, in one of the other communities, the steering committee decided to hold a 
series of "informational" meetings, after design activities had begun, rather than to 
hold forums seeking meaningful input from the community. Within several months of 
these meetings, a dissident group of concerned community members; representing 
fundamentalist Christian churches, took credit for successfully pressuring the 
superintendent and board of education to terminate project. 

In addition to learning about these critical factors, .we are also learning some 
important lessons about the process itself, especially as it relates to the community 
context in which the project is embedded. The paper by Martin-Kniep in this 
symposium describes some of the data we have collected on perceptions and 
attitudes among different educational stakeholders. This data is being used not only 
to explain the process as it has been played out so far, but is also being used to 
inform the structure of the process in our new sites. 

Another important lesson that our research and documentation has yielded 
has to do with the role and function of the project steering committee. In each of the 
project sites we have collected extensive data on the emerg ing concerns of steering 
committee members and have documented both the process and products of their 
decision-making. Within this data we have seen a consistent shift over time in their 
expressed concerns. A parallel shift is reflected in the process and substance of 
decisions taken. 

Early in the process, our data shows, steering committee members most 
frequently mentioned concerns having to do with issues of roles, power, trust, and 
group dynamics. In thG early stages, members are often skeptical about their 
autonomy as a group, distrustful of the motivations of those in other roles within the 
group, and suspicious that a hidden agenda is being imposed by district leaders, 
EDUCATION 2000, or The American Forum. Consequently many of the decisions 
early on have do with how members will work together, how decisions will be made, 
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and how they can access information about the project and about the issues 
involved. 

Over time, concerns expressed by steering committee members reflect a 
marked increase in trust, both within the group, and for district leadership and the 
project itself. Decisions reflect this shift. As the project continues, and the steering 
committee becomes more cohesive, decisions also shift to issues of involving other 
stakeholders in the process, identifying useful resources, and shaping practical next 
steps. 

We believe we are learning some lessons from our research agenda and day
to-day experience that will be of great importance to our future work in this project. It 
may also be of interest to others involved in similar endeavors. -Our experience has 
confirmed the importance of starting such an effort with a shared understanding of 
the goals of the project and with a clear commitment by district leadership to those 
goals and to sharing meaningful decision-making with others. We have learned that 
broad involvement of the community in shaping the design of the educational system 
is not only viable, but a powerful factor in the project's success. 

<"' We have learned that the process of design can be, and probably must be, 
( shaped to fit thE:i_C?C)mmunity context in which it unfolds, without losing its basic 

integ_rj~. Finally, we have learned that when stakeholders, from a variety of roles, are 
engaged in giving meaningful leadership to an effort such as this, it is important to 
provide a means for them to deal with issues of trust and interpersonal relationships 
before expecting them to take on the more substantive issues of re~es ign. 

So far, EDUCATION 2000 has demonstrated that, with support and under the 
right conditions, it is possible for local communities to develop a vision and a blue
print for their educational systems that are quite different from the systems in place 
today. It remains yet to be seen if these blue-prints can be implemented, and 
sustained over time, and if they will yield the kinds· of educational outcomes that their 
designers had envisioned. 
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ENDNOTES 

1. Adapted from the District Vision and Mission Statement of Independent School District 637, 
Redwood Falls, Minnesota adopted by the board of education in February, 1991. 

2. Adapted from the Mission of the Yonkers Public Schools, '(onkers, New York adopted by the 
Board of Trustees in February, 1992. 

3. The first statement was developed in Redwood Falls, a rural community in southwestern 
Minnesota. Dependent upon agriculture, with a sprinkling of manufacturing and high tech 
enterprise, for its economic livelihood Redwood Falls lies in the heartland of America. 
Approximately 2,000 students attend the schools coming not only from the town itself but also 
from surrounding villages and farms and a nearby lndia_n Reservation. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

The second vision was created in Yonkers, New York a community of approximately 200,000 
population adjacent to the Bronx in New York City, but located in Westchester County. 
Because of its location, Yonkers has both the rich diversity and many of the attendant 
problems of the larger New York City metropolitan area. With thirty-two schools, and 
approximately 20,000 students, Yonkers possesses a scale and manageability that is 
unattainable in larger urban school districts with many of the same characteristics. 

Such a model was suggested in John Goodlad in "A New Look at an Old Idea: Core 
Curriculum" in Next Steps in Global Education. The model is adapted from Kenneth 
Boulding's book, The World as a Total System. 

The project grew out of the work of the Study Commission on Global Education. Some of the 
dimensions of this mismatch is documented in their report: The United States Prepares for its 
Future, published by Global Perspectives Education, Inc. in 1987. 

Reflects the findings of John Goodlad in his Study of Schooling. See, for example, "A New 
Look at Old Idea: Core Curricu lum." 

See, for example, his art icle "New Horizons through Systems Design• in Educational Horizons, 
Winter 1991. · 

As part of the research agenda, annual reports have been prepared on the sites that are the 
subject of this paper. Copies of those reports and a description of the research agenda are 
avai lable at The American Forum for Global Education. 

Our experience shows that the leadership provided by the individual to whom day to day 
coordinat ion has been delegated is an important factor in this variable. In Redwood Fa lls, 
coordination was delegated to a secondary social studies teacher, in Yonkers to a recent ly 
appointed assistant principal with high credib ility as a teacher. In both cases, their conceptual 
leadership and commitment to the project were critical to the success of the project. 
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COMMUNITY VISION FOR THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
REDWOOD FALLS, MINNESOTA 

Educational opportunities should be accessible for all learners. These opportunities 

should be ongoing, active, relevant, and reflective of current world realities. 

All learners should experience significant academic, vocational, personal, social, and 

cultural growth. This experience should be comprehensive with a strong basic core and 

flexible enough to allow for individual interest and specialization. 

The learning environment should allow learners to personalize the curriculum and to 

be actively involved in the learning process. It should enable learners to develop 

collaborative skills and demonstrate positive competitive behaviors. It should also be closely 

·connected and integrated with the community and the world. 

Learners should view learning as a life-ling process. Critical thinking, creative 

thinking, reflective thinking, problem solving, and conflict resolution should be emphasized. 

The curriculum should reflect the interdependence and interconnectedness of the 

people of the world. It should help learners understand themselves, their community, and 

their nation as part of a world that consists on inter-related physical, biological, economic, 

political, and social systems. 

THE MISSION OF INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 637 SHALL BE: 

to provide life-long learning opportunities enabling individuals to become confident, 

happy, productive, and responsible citizens in an interdependent world community. 



•. · • - . ~How cultures express ideas. 
··-- .--. ·/:-Know inforinrition systems. · 

·~Research methods. 

AillLITIES --: ~Hm~ to find information. <.· 

:- .·· ·· 

--:-:.: -How to communicate well .in various fornlais. 
"-.-• .Express oneself through the ans for pe rsonal _ 

· :<::~Use state of the art technology for ·communieation. :· 
·- -Research critically, analyze, and interpret 

-. •."l.Jse humor appropriately. -_ _ _ · _ . ___ -·· ... 
. -.. : -Analyze and describe the relationship beiween the r;irtS o( 
- _._.:: ~Engage i.J1 cross cullural communication. --

: _-,Describe relationship of communication system to other parts. 
- --Engage in effective int erpersonal skills. 

-Apply aes thetic standards. 
__ - Make con nections between self, society, and others in litera ture. 

·.· .. < VALUES -.. -Appreciate com1nunicati ve dive rs ity. 
-Appreciate we ll -c raft ed forms of communication. 
-Appreciate folk ans of all people. 
--Appreciate local artists. 

· -. ~Value creative expression. 
-Enjoy expressing one's self. 
-Enjoy communicatin g/relating wit h others . 

. -Support the rights of others 10 comm unicate. 
-Strive to va lue the trulh . (TI-I E BIG TRUTI-IS). 
-Value 1he role of com munica tion wi th all sys tems. 
-Value !he role of de bale, discourse, discussion, disagreement in a democracy. 

SOCIAL -Cooperate with othe rs. 
PARTICIPATION-Take the oppor1u 11i1y 10 communicate. 

-Read as a leisure lime ac1 ivi1y . 
. -Ignore dishonest/misleading messages. 
·Atlend/perforrn in expressive performance. 
-Support the ans. 
-Panicipale in public debates/discuss ion. 
-Con tinuously upgrade their expressive abi lit ies. 
-Advocate com111unica1io11 as a means of conOict resolution . 



·.·:.: 

.. '. -Physical: system~ 'as p: rtofo:hersystcms:; . . . . . · •· .. .··· . 
. -Accepting responsibility for conserving the physic:il system for . future · generations::·:··· 

. ·.·. 

· :. -One's personal physical system . 
.. -Accept responsibility for one's own physical well-being. 
-Deing responsible for waste management. 
-Vnluc the be auly, size, complexity, diversity of the physical sys·tem . 

· SOCIAL -Join wi1h olhers in promoling sound conserva1ion and management 
: •. PARTICIPATION-Conduct one's own life in a sound and conserving manner. 

· -Con1inuously develop understanding of one's environment. 

practices. 

. · . -Refer to social participation under biological systems. · 
. : ·. 



·.:.:.:·· 
·.':···. .··.· 

·· ::·: ·: .· 

~Knowl~dge of ifaits ~nd · . 
:: /: \i < :-History of humankind as a record of cuitural 

)::': .:::::::: . :;::cultural ada.ptation to their i6cal · · 
,._.,.,_.,., ==-··=-::. ,::·:~Differences and similarities of human ..... ,,,,_,_.,,,,_,.,,,,,,, ?·::.:::.::::_:;:;.:::.:_-·._: 

.:::; ;: .=.=· .. ,., .. ,., .·.·. :. ~World religions ·and }= 
.::.:::: .. =:::=:,:= :::::, <=~Llieraiure . as · a ·reflection of 

:·=.,:, .. :.:=;:::=-:::·.· . ~understanding of onese lf and "others. ·. 
: : :. : :-::::=-:.=::-:·· . ' ~What motivates people 10 do.what they 

::>: = ~Human sexuality . .. ·. .. .. · · 
-Uniqueness of every persciri. :· . . 

... · · =·, . -Limitations ·in sciences (psychology, history). · 
-Interaction of mind and body. . . .·. ..=- ·. ·. ··. =- ., 
-Knowledge of human development and behaVior . . · 

. -,.. .. -Basic human need to create and orga nize socially; create 
·'· :Norms of human behavior. · ·· ·.· ··· ·. 

;. -Potential of human beings. . . .. . 
·· -.Relationship 10 other species .. · · .· 

:.::·: .: ·.. . ·: ; :. 
· -~ct h~n;~_ : . 

/: ~Dcs~rib e the past ;~d anticipate the future. · 
-Thoughtful decisions. 
-Communicate within arid across cultures .... . -··. ·.·.· . 

. -Motivate others and self to take positive actions: 
: -Think globally and act locally. 

-Collaborate and cooperate . . 
cMaintain emotional equilibrium. 
~Se If-cont rol. 
-Manage change. 
-Respect individuality." 

·· -.To be an individual. 
.·.·. ' -To care, love, serve others . 

.. ,:.,_-Human knowledge. 
·. ::. 

·.-:Se lf respect and respect for others. 
-I ndividuality. 
-Communiry . 

. -Their pl:ice in the human drama of history. 
-Human diversity. 
-Crea tivity and change . 
-U niversa l human rights . 

. -Family her itage. 
-Spi rituality. 
·Accepts responsibility for one's actions. 

--.=.'/ SOCIAL. -Treats others with respect. 
· PARTICIPATION-Part icipates actively in the human conditions. 

-Displays concern for others. 
-Displays self-confidence and individualit y. 

.:_ .... ·· 



· -Direct and design chang~. · · :· · · ·:/ 
· ~To be comfortable with one's.·owri values arid decisions. :, .. ::: 

: · ·.: 

. . ··: . 

-Practice their values. 
: . 
. PARTICIPATION -Actions that reflect their values-except when to do so is injurious/infringe

ment on 01her values. (Do unto others as we would have them do unto us). 
·: -To eliminate violation of human rights through social participation-to act upon what you value. 



-=~:;:)~.:.;.:-:. ·.·. 
·.·.·-:.: -:·::: :;:;--·. :·--:···-:·-----:-.-· "){ 
::::-:=-.:::.: :-::::·:-:: :::-:-- .·:·· ... 

.•. \'.\: :· :: :,:::::.· :.·>cultures and ·cultural ch~·nge. 
:•. : ;::}: ; }( ''\>:/ < ;1..oca1, state and national . 
:O; '. '.·.=·· . · · · ·==· · ::. ,: ., :;History of nation/state. 

· ·:. =·.· ·. · ·=.:· ·:·:=·=·=· · ·>"····.·:.:·:~Inter-nation rclatious. 
· ,/ '· ' < .r <=. ~Economic systems. · ·:., . . :·· · .··. :,.·=:.,-.:==:=:='}===:,,,::==:.::-, 

: '. ::: >: ./ \ \·: ' ':: :'·{~~~~i:~:~~~~~ sys;~m=, ~rimarily .,.,,· ".:-:'"''''"'• /(.· :::--::·.: :!:?·:::::·:: l!i! .. :::1::::.:·: 

0 
·,) : .:.:= : .. . /· : . : : ~:~~n:; 1~!:.~~~~:al~:~,~~~~i:~'~'.a~d o~: .... :/\:<::.;:==.=·:·=,=/) O:<::=:>f))( 

·/:: . · ,/::::\)< :: :.: :,= .· , ·.· · -Current and historical role of U.S. in Global 
..:;=:-=.\:=:: .:.::: :.- ·-Development of human sciences. · 

.. < '; . Ji.;· . r ;~:i::~F~\ ~!;::;';~,;;:;',~~.:; ;; .. ;,, Md 

:.-).:.=::::·:- · .··=:- -:=·. ··.= -Conflict management. 
· _-:'.: ·:· :·:_ :.>= :·::-.'. .. ·-::·-:" · -M ultinational corporations as political decision n1akers. ···=:=:·::.:=:=::.=: :.:.:;:,:,':.='=:/:·:.::; 
· .:··:.::\.=· ·,. · ·-History of democracy. 

·=.: -History of systems. 

:::- . : ... ~ : .... : . 
~::'.:=-::\::::_ .. : . 

< . 'Aniirn~s 

·.-. . .. 

. \rALU~S 

·· . ·-History of changing family structures . 
. -Methods or political change. 
-Global interdependence. 
-Systems theory. 

-Conceive the global village as an interdependent system. 
· -Get along with others. 
·· ,Resolve conflict in non-violent ways. 
· '-Perspective taking. 

· =: ~Analyze and describe the parts and relationships of sys tems. . . 
-Identify connections to other people and places and analyze their mutuafeffects . 

. -Unders tand roles and responsibilities of citizenship. . . .· · · 
-Make economically prudent decisions for oneself and others. · 
-Make politically informed decisions and act upon them. 

· -Skills of social inquiry. 

-Constructive diversiry. 
-Eage r to participate in the political process. 
-An indepe ndent thinker and decision maker. 
-Respect for the law and for the democratic process. 

· -Positive fee lings towards one's own country. 
-Responsible towards the human family . 

. -Values universal hun1an rights (mutual respect, equ ity, tolerance, empathy). 
-Appreciate the ramilications of personal decision making. 
-Appreciate socie tal decision. 
-Enjoy learning about people different from ourselves . 
-Financia lly responsible. 

· · SOCIAL -Active in politica l, social and civic processes. 
PARTICIPATION-Works on human and social problems. 

-Travels wide ly. 
-Collabora tion and coope ration arc second nature. 
-He !ping organizat ions-volun teering. 
·Service in comm un it y. 
-Con tinuous learniug. 
-Econom ic contribu tion to com mu nity and nation . 
-Productive ci tizen contr ibu ting to the we ll -being or the community. 
-Striving to increase their capacity to con tribute to group goals. 
-Dis ila 1alobal thin kin e. throu e.h local ac tion . 

·. :--··· 



·::·.· :: .. ··. 
.·:·. 

· ·· .. •.. -Trace con~~ction and ~~~ cau~e and e ffect ~ , 
· · _-Think holistically (syste1natically). 

-Using scie111ific method _of procedure. 
···,'•Monitor and maintain 01ie's own health·. 

-Provide basic first aid for others. 
·Analyze and describe ·an ecosyste1~. -· 

.. -Grow and raise plants and animals ·properly. · . 
-Care for e nvironment-conse rvation iechniques: 

·. -Value all parts of the biological system and accept responsibility for ecological 
-Acce pt responsibility for one's own well-being. ·· 

·. ,_ -Value the aesthetics of the infinite complexity of ecological system. 
. -Value the need for ethical decision making. 
· , -Accept responsibility for well-being of the ecological sys tem (i.e . students caring). 

-Value human life. · 
-Love of nature and of the outdoors. ·.": . ·· · ·:· 

·SOCIAL -Join wilh others in promoling sound environmental practice. 
PARTICIPATION-Conducl one's own life in a sound environmental manner. 

-Consislenily display reasoned and informal decision making on environmental;biological i.>sues. ·.·· 
-Consider environmental consequences of political and economic decisions that one makes. 
-Actively parlicipate in solving social and environmental problems in the oommunity, na tion and the · 
world. 
-Pari icipate in healthful, lifelong ac tivities. 
· Consider environmenta l consequences of career decisions. 
-Engage in lifelong learning regarding e nvironmental/b iological issues. 



THE MISSION OF THE YONKERS PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

The mission of the Yonkers Public Schools is to prepare all students to be life-long learners 

who fulfill their potential to meet the challenges of today's world and the 21st century. Among the 

challenges and opportunities that our children face are living and thriving with diversity, 

interdependence, and accelerating change. 

The Yonkers Public Schools are committed to the bold actions necessary for preparing 

students to competently adapt to change, think critically and creatively, model ethical integrity, and 

value ·democratic ideals. Students will develop self esteem, be prepared to recognize the 

contributions of diverse groups, uphold the dignity and human rights of others, and acknowledge 

the responsibility of each individual for the welfare of the whole. Our students will be literate, 

numerate and steeped in the arts and sciences. They will possess the sophisticated skills for life 

and work. A balanced perspective of humanity will be fostered through an accurate and 

representative presentation of historical truths. 

The district will ensure that all students in its care realize their full potential to become 

well-rounded individuals and contributing members of society. Therefore, the education provided 

to our children will stimulate their respect for the similarities and differences in individuals and 

among cultures, ethnicity, and religious beliefs. It will also develop the interpersonal skills and 

encourage the multi-lingual ability that communication with others requires. 

For our schools to meet the needs of students in a world of changing social, economic, 

environmental and technological structures, they must be responsive to the entire community. The 

Yonkers Public Schools will provide an environment for nurturing and empowering both children 

and adults within the learning community to be decisive, creative and flexible human beings. 

The school district will model its goals for its students by engaging all educators and parents 

in shared decision-making and problem-solving that will result in productive and inspiring learning 

environments. The school system will enable and ensure that teachers can participate in decision

making and problem-solving on a school and system-wide basis because of their special role as 

primary agents in students' learning in school. 

Our children's basic needs for safety, food, shelter, health and self-esteem must be met. 

Throughout the entire educational process, these needs must be met through an alliance that 

includes not only students, parents, teachers and administrators, but also government, business, 

health, community and religious agencies -- all members of the learning community -- to support 

and enhance the work of our schools. All are responsible for the education of our children. 
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" ... education and society must consciously forge a co-evolutionary relationship that 
influences and shapes both.But at times, evolutionary imbalances exist between education . 
and society. Such is the case today." 

Bela · Banathy 

In the past few years there has been a shift in how we think of and study change 
in educational organizations. In the 1970 and early 1980's innovations in schools were 
studied in the context of "planned educational change" (Berman and McLaughlin 1980; 
Pullan 1982; McLaughlin 1987). This view of educational change assumed that schools' . 
administration and staff could plan and undertake change in a rational and programmed 
fashion. The study of schools and personnel following this framework of educational 
change revealed some changes in the use of instructional materials and approaches, 
and/ or in the reallocation of existing roles or resources. It did not, however, reveal 
fundamental changes in the way schools define themselves or operate as organizational 
entities. An example of the changes that have taken place in the past decade is that, since 
1983, 20% of school districts in the United States have changed to some form of re
structure in governance (Winter, 1990). However, as with other educational innovations 
and fads, there is little evidence to date that these changes in governance have in turn 
transformed the structure and operations of schools. 

Increasingly, an alternative perspective of change in schools has emerged, this 
being one where change is seen as transformational and systemic. This perspective 
focuses not only on the actual innovations being sought, but on the beliefs, values, 
perceptions, expectations, and relationships of actors and stakeholders in the educational 
system and its surrounding community (Basom and Crandall 1991; Banathy 1991; Rallis 
and Phlegar 1990). Within this perspective, adaptive change is '.'less rational and 
predictable than that produced through planned change, because instead of being 
defined by policy-makers and administrators, and then imposed on practitioners, the 
change grows from the organization's members themselves" (Rallis and Phlegar 1990). 
Moreover, programs tend to have multiple and often ambiguous goals and the change . 
resulting from a particular program or intervention depends not only upon the program 
outputs but also on the conditions peculiar to each individual environment. 

An essential component of systems re-design . in education involves the 
development of a vision of the new educational system. This vision emerges out of 
efforts on the part of educational stakeholders (including community members) to share 
their needs and beliefs regarding the current educational system, and their goals or even 
wishes for a new system. To develop this vision, these educational stakeholders, 
community players, and parents need to be involved in shared conversations so that new 
relationship between learners and the larger social community can be created (Basom 
and Crandall, 1991). This vision leads to changes in decision making and to the 
incorporation of new stakeholders into the educational design .agenda. To maximize 
decision-making concerning the design of an educational system three different kinds 
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of information are required, these knowledge from research and development, practice 
. wisdom, and stakeholder's perspectives (Basom and Crandall 1991). 

The data reported in this paper is consistent with a research and documentation 
framework suited to a transformational view of educational change. It is also designed 
to provide educational stakeholders with access to relevant information about the 
community and educational context of the schools which are to be re-designed. 
Therefore, instead of only focusing on the inputs and outputs of the interventions and 
processes leading to change, as one would within a planned educational framework, it 
focuses primarily on the context and on the participants and stakeholders. 

Rationale . for examining different perceptions of education 

Numerous studies exai:nining the possibilities of restructuring and re-designing 
education systems have identified barriers or sources of resistance to change. In a recent 
study of perceived barriers to shared decision-making, Mutchler and Duttweiler (1990) 
identified a number of interpersonal and institutional barriers. Among the interpersonal 
barriers they identified were: (1) resistance to changing roles and responsibilities 
stemming from reluctance to assume new responsibilities, apathy, satisfaction with the 
status quo, or dependence on norms and role expectations; (2) fear of losing power; (3) 
lack of skills for moving from individual decision-making to collective decision-making; 
and (4) lack of trust. The institutional barriers identified by Mutchler and Duttweiler 
included: (1) lack of definition and clarity of all relevant aspects of decision-making; (2) 
inadequate or inappropriate resources (i.e., time, money, staff); and (3) lack of 
hierarchical support. 

While the preceding study is useful in identifying potential barriers to educational 
· changes, it is limited in that the barriers identified only include a limited number of 

stakeholders, in this case, principals and superintendents. Furthermore, this study 
examined the beliefs and attitudes of these stakeholders without linking these beliefs and 
attitudes to other stakeholders' perceptions and beliefs. Within a transformational and 
ecological view of educational organizations and school change, one cannot study one 
aspect of schools independent of other aspects. In the design of educational systems, it 
is important to document the views and beliefs of multiple stakeholders for at least two 
reasons. First, each individual's beliefs and perceptions· need to be acknowledged. 
Second, we need to examine the impact and relationship in the views held by different 
people involved or impacted by change processes. 

In his study of educational system design, Salisbury (1990) identified several 
strategies which could increase the probabilities of success of schools and districts 
engaged in systemic re-design. Two of these strategies are formation of a grassroots 
collaboration network and concerns management. The data reported in this paper seeks 
to maximize the use of these strategies. In this way, the documentation and research 
agenda which this data supports, is not only designed to capture and explain the lessons 
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learned from the implementation of a design process, but is also an intrinsic component 
of the project its elf. 

Context for this study: 

This paper is based on different components of a comprehensive research and 
documentation agenda for EDUCATION 2000. Education 2000 is an initiative of The 
American Forum for Global Education that consists in a systemic and system-wide 
educational re-design initiative which is grounded in global education. EDUCATION 
2000 is a national project which establishes structured linkages between school districts 
and their ensuing communities. These linkages are created around a three-phased 
process which begins with the questions: "What will be the needs of students in the 21st 
century?", and "How should we design our schools to meet the needs of students in the 21st 
century?" EDUCATION 2000 ·is grounded in the belief that the design of an educational 
system must be owned locally, and by multiple stakeholders. 

EDUCATION 2000 is implemented in three phases. Emerging from PHASES 1 and 
2, are a series of documents which define the parameters and CQntent of a new 
educational system. One of these documents is a statement articulating the mission and 
goals for all educational programs developed. This mission statement is developed with 
input by the community and professional staff. It is further defined by a number of 
educational goals and student outcomes which are at the core of a curriculum blueprint. 
The blueprint itself serves as the principal guide for program assessment, curriculum 
planning, and staff development1

• 

Currently, EDUCATION 2000 has established projects in Redwood Falls, 
Minnesota, Yonkers, New York, and Tinley Park, Illinois. Redwood Falls is in its fourth 
year of the project, Yonkers in its third year, and Tinley Park in its first year. This study 
includes data from Yonkers and Redwood Falls only and is part of an ongoing effort to 
document the community context and educational settings in which each of the · 
EDUCATION 2000 projects is immersed. Specifically, this study describes the 
perceptions and attitudes of different stakeholders' (i.e., parents and professional staff) 
regarding the degree to which their community is impacted by world events; the extent 
to which schools are addressing the needs of children; and the kinds of knowledge, skills 
and sensitivities schools should impart to better serve the needs of students. It also 

Willard Kniep' s 19 92 AERA paper titled "From Image to 
Implementation: Some Results of Education 2 000 11 presents and 
analyzes different components of two of the curriculum blue- prints 
that have emerged out of EDUCATION 2000 projects. Additional 
information about EDUCATION 2000 can be found in Kniep, w. "Next 
Steps for Global Education". New York: The American Forum, 
1987. 
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explores the perceptions and attitudes of different professional staff (i.e., teachers, 
principals, and central office administration staff) regarding their role definition, their 
decision-making processes, and the climate for innovation and change in their schools. 

Method 

In both Redwood Falls and in Yonkers, there was significant parental, community, 
and professional staff's input in the elaboration of the mission statement and educational 
goals for students. This input was secured through participation of these different 
groups of stakeholders in a series of community fora and mission statement workshops. 
To better assess the likelihood that the mission statement and statement of educational 
goals for students would be implemented and sustained, we decided to study the extent 
to which these documents were consonant with the views of the broader community and 
staff. We administered surveys to parents, community members, and professional staff 
on their opinions regarding the world and its impact on their community, and on 
expectations and opinions of schools. This data was collected in the second year of the 
EDUCATION 2000 projects in both Redwood Falls and Yonkers. The surveys given to 
community members and parents shared a number of questions with .the professional . 
staff survey. However, the latter measure was considerably longer and covered aspects 
such as decision-making, communication structures, and the history and climate for 
innovations within the school district. 

The items that were common to both surveys included questions on respondents' 
opinions and perceptions of the impact of world events and trends, and on the perceived 
difference between the world of today and the world of the future. They also sought 
information on respondents' perceptions on the changing nature of the world, and on 
the extent to which schools are addressing the needs of students. All of the preceding 
items were closed and used a nine-point Likert scale, where 1 was the lowest value and 
9 the highest. An additional cluster of open-ended items asked respondents to identify 
the kinds of knowledge, skills, and sensitivities schools should teach, and the problems 
preventing them from providing an adequate education for children. 

To illustrate the differences and similarities in the perceptions of parents and 
professional staff regarding the world, its impact on schools, and the extent to which 
schools need to change to better address the needs of students I have used data from 
both Redwood Falls and Yonkers. To illustrate the different perceptions that different 
professional staff have about the climate for change and innovation in their schools and 
about their role definition and that of different staff within their school district, I have 
only used data from Yonkers2 

2 The Redwood Falls data on staff perceptions regarding their 
role definitions and decision- making processes was collected 
through interviews of a very small group of professional staff 
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Sample 

In Yonkers, the staff survey was administered . to 771 professional staff, 
representing a 47% return rate. The survey was administered during faculty meetings 
to teachers, building administrative staff, and central office administrative staff. In 
Redwood Falls, the staff survey was mailed to all professional staff members. Of these, 
72 surveys were completed, representing 80% of the population. 

To gather data on the parental community in Yonkers, a Spanish and English 
version of the community survey was mailed to parents of all students in seven of the 
thirty-two schools in the school district. The schools included five elementary schools, 
one middle school, and one high school. Altogether, these seven schools captured the 
diversity in schools and populations found in the Yonkers community. In all, 417 
surveys were completed arid returned, representing a return rate of slightly over 15% 
of the potential responses. · 

While the closed items were analyzed for the entire staff survey sample, only a 
sub-set of the open-ended items was analyzed for the Yonkers data. This subset included 
data from 180 elementary teachers, 80 middle school teachers, 80 high school teachers, 
and 10 administrative staff members. Regarding the open-ended items on the parental 
survey, a random sample of the completed surveys was analyzed. This sample included 
57 surveys from parents with children in elementary schools, 10 from parents with 
children in the middle schools, and 13 from parents of high school students. 

In Redwood Falls, the community survey was mailed to 800 community members. 
Of these, 226 were returned, representing a return rate of 28.3%. While the closed items 
from the entire sample were analyzed, only a sample of 44 surveys -selected at random 
was used in the analysis of the open-ended data. Regarding the staff survey, all the 
completed surveys were analyzed. 

Results 

Parental/community and staff perceptions: Yonkers 

There was much agreement among parents and professional staff regarding the 
extent to which the community is impacted by economic, political, and environmental 
events, with most respondents perceiving these events to have a moderate to high 

me mbers, a nd is no t e ntire ly c omparable t o the data co llected in 
Yonkers. Fo r a mo re compre hensive review o f t he d ata fr om Yonkers 
a nd i n Redwood Fall s, consult ED UCATI ON 2 000 r e search report s 
availab l e at The Ameri c a n Forum for Gl obal Educ ati on. 
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impact upon their community (see TABLE 1). In these three items, the ratings of teachers 
and parents were lower than those of principals and central office administration. 

With some slight variations, there was a high level of agreement among all the 
respondents to the survey on the importance of preparing students for living in a 
multicultural society and on the likelihood that the world in which our children will be 
living will be different from the world of today. When respondents were asked to 
indicate where they thought that change would occur, more than 80% of the respondents 
stated that it would most likely occur in the environment and in the technological . 
systems. Slightly fewer respondents stated that change would occur in the social and 
economic systems. Finally, 53% of the respondents stated that change would occur in the 
political system while 65% of the respondents stated it would occur in the cultural 
system. TABLE 2 summarizes this data. 

. Staff and parents differed markedly in their responses to the item: "Schools are 
preparing students adequately to live in a changing world". Staff survey respondents were 
divided in terms of their agreement with this items. About 30.2% of the staff responses 
and 10% of the parent responses were in strong disagreement with this statement. On 
the other hand, 16.7% of the staff responses and 9% of the parent responses were in 
strong agreement. Slightly more than half of the staff responses and more than two 
thirds of the parent responses falling within the mid-points of the scale. 

There was a statistically significant difference between teachers and central office 
administrators, and between principals and central office ·administrators. Central office 
staff ranked this item lower than either teachers and principals, with principals rating 
this item highest. This group appeared to feel least satisfied with the way schools are 
preparing children. 

The comparison between the ratings of different groups of teachers indicated that 
elementary teachers rated this item significantly higher (mean 4.8) than middle school _ 
(mean 4.5) and high school teachers (mean 4.5). These results suggest that elementary 
teachers appear to be slightly more satisfied with the way schools are preparing students 
than are middle school or secondary school teachers. The mean for parents' responses 
to this item was 5.0, with about 10% of the parents strongly disagreeing with this 
statement, and another 10% strongly agreeing with it. Overall, central office and 
administration and teachers rated this item significantly lower (3.4 and 4.7) than did 
parents and principals (5.0 and 5.3). In general, more people appear to be dissatisfied 
with the way schools are preparing students than are satisfied, although many 
respondents, especially parents are unsure about the adequacy of schools. 

We also asked respondents to identify the knowledge and skills schools should 
impart to better address the needs of students. There were more similarities than 
differences in the comments made by parents and staff. All respondents mentioned the 
need for schools to provide basic knowledge and skills. However, where parents tended 
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to cluster basic knowledge and skills, many of the staff referred to the need to reorganize 
the curriculum in different ways rather than to simply teach more reading, writing, and 
mathematics. On the other hand, more parents that staff called for the need to provide 
knowledge that is relevant to students and that would help them make sense of the 
world in which they live. · 

Similarly, while all respondents mentioned the need for schools to teach students 
respect and sensitivity for individuals and cultures, parents also emphasized the need 
for teachers to demonstrate more respect for students, as well as the need for teachers 
and other school staff to provide more individualized attention to students. 

There were some differences between parents and staff in terms of the problems 
that prevent schools from preparing students for a changing world. While all 
respondents identified the problem of poor home and living conditions, lack of funding 
for. education, and lack of community / parental support, a smaller number of parents 
identified lack of parental support as a problem while a greater number of parents 
identified poor home and living conditions as a significant problem. Only central 
administrative staff arid parents identified staff inadequacy as a problem. On the other 
hand, only secondary teachers and parents identified misdirected political priorities 
within the school and in the community as a significant problem impacting the schools; 
and only central office administration identified resistance to change as a problem. 

Parental / community and staff perceptions: Redwood Falls 

There was much agreement among all respondents that Redwood Falls is 
impacted by economic, political, and environmental . events. A similar percentage of 
professional staff and community members (15%) strongly disagreed with the statement 
that the schools are preparing students adequately to live in a changing world. However, 
a greater percentage of staff members (43%) than parents (31 %) agreed strongly with that 
statement. The overall mean for community members was 5.4 while the mean for staff 
was 6.1). 

Both sets of respondents agreed strongly with the statement concerning the need 
for students to know more about the cultures and values of different people, with the 
mean for community members being 7.3 and for staff 7.9. · 

In terms of the kinds of knowledge that schools should be teaching to prepare 
students adequately, many of the comments of staff and community members indicated 
that schools should teach more knowledge about specific disciplines. However, many 
more staff than community members suggested the need for teaching non-traditional and 
integrated curricula, while more community members than staff suggested the need for 
more discipline-based knowledge. 
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The majority of the skills that both community members and staff identified as 
important referred to computer, critical thinking, communication, and applied 
(occupational) skills. In terms of sensitivities, about a third of both the staff and 
community members responses referred to the rieed to teach students to be sensitive to 
other cultures. A comparable number of respondents in both groups called for the need 
for students to be sensitive to other individuals. · 

In Redwood Falls, community members and staff members identified the 
following problems as significant in terms of preventing schools from adequately 
preparing students to live in a changing world: community conservatism, lack of funds, 
general resistance to change, and geographic isolation. Community members also 
referred to inadequate staff and teaching methods, to parochialism, and to misdirected 
priorities among school officials and politicians. Staff members identified time constraints 
on teaching and geographic isolation as significant problems. Overall, staff members 
emphasized problems outside of the school system while community members 
emphasized problems that were inherent to the school system. Moreover, the prevalence 
of problems that are inherent to the educational system is different for both samples, 
with more community members perceiving teachers to be one of the main problems 
facing the schools and few staff members perceiving this to be the cas.e. 

Contrast between the two communities 

Possibly the most striking finding when comparing groups of respondents across 
two communities as different as Yonkers, New York and Redwood Falls, Minnesota, is 
the apparent similarity in the perceptions and opinions held by different groups 
regarding the world and the schools. There are many more similarities than there are 
differences when comparing staff and community members across the two communities. 
Moreover, the few differences that emerged are differences in emphasis rather than 
substance. For example, parents and staff members in Yonkers appeared to be less 
satisfied than their counterparts in Redwood Falls with the adequacy of schools for 
preparing students to live in a changing world. · 

Our data suggests that a small group of educational stakeholders in both 
communities, including parents, community members, teachers, and.administrative staff 
think that schools are not adequately preparing students to live in a changing world. 
However, at least as many of these stakeholders think that schools are doing well in 
preparing students, and an even larger group is undecided about this issue. 

In their identification of the kinds of knowledge, skills and sensibilities that 
schools should impart to better serve the needs of students in a changing world, there 
were important differences among the different groups in both communities. In both 
Yonkers and Redwood Falls, parents and community members called for more basic 
instruction. Professional staff, on the other hand, emphasized the need for a re-
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examination and re-organization of curricula. Moreover, while the need to encourage 
respect and sensitivity towards other was identified by all groups, parents and 
community members underscored the importance of teachers ·demonstrating such respect 
and sensitivity towards students themselves. 

Another area in which there is significant variability, both within and across 
communities, relates to the question on the problems affecting the schools. In addition 
to the differences between staff and parents in the two communities, Yonkers parents 
and staff differed from Redwood Falls staff and community members in terms of their . 
perceptions of the problems impacting their schools. 

While misdirected political priorities, lack of funding, and to some extent, staff 
inadequacy was mentioned .by all groups, Yonkers respondents identified poor home 
and living conditions and lack of parental support as significant problems, while 
Redwood Falls respondents identified community conservatism, parochialism, and 
geographic isolation, as significant problems. 

The differences between the two communities regarding perceived problems 
impacting the schools reflect the local conditions in which the two school districts are 
immersed, one being a rural community, genuinely isolated from large urban centers, 
and the other being an urban school district, highly impacted by many of the problems 
that are common to inner cities. 

Differences in professional staff perceptions regarding their roles and decision-making 
processes: Yonkers 

A number of items on the survey sought information on respondents perceptions 
regarding the adequacy of communication and decision-making structures, and on the 
overall climate for innovation in the district. All but two of these items were closed and 
used a nine-point Likert scale in which respondents rated the extent to which they 
disagreed with a given statement (1 was extreme disagreement and 9 extreme 
agreement). 

Overall, teachers and administrative staff were in moderately low agreement with 
the statement "The communication flow among teachers is adequate." The mean rating for 
this item 4.6. Their rating for the statement "The communication flow between teachers and 
administrators is adequate" was very similar, namely 5.1 with middle school teachers 
giving significantly higher ratings (mean 5.7) than either elementary or high school 
teachers, and with high school teachers giving the lowest ratings of the three groups 
(mean 4.7). 

Six other statements which were also rated using the nine-point scale sought 
information of the extent to which teachers are part of the decision-making processes in 
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the district. TABLE 3 presents the different groups' ratings of various i terns on teachers' 
· involvement in decision-making. 

Teachers and principals had very different perceptions regarding the role of 
teachers in different types of decision-making processes. For instance, teachers and 
central office administrators did not perceive teachers as being part of decision-making 
processes regarding administrative, budget, and scheduling issues, while principals 
perceived teachers to have a significantly higher role in such decision-making processes. 

While the ratings of all respondents regarding teachers' role in curriculum 
decisions and in the selection of instructional materials were higher than those for 
teachers' roles in administrative, scheduling, and budget issues, respondents from all 
groups, except for principals, perceived that teachers played only a moderate role in 
decision-making processes regarding curriculum issues. · 

Of particular interest in all of the items related to teachers' involvement in 
decision-making is the degree of alignment between the ratings of teachers and central 
office administration. There is much less alignment between teachers and principals, 
with principals ascribing greater involvement in decision-making to teachers in all but 
the last item. The difference between the ratings of principals and those of other groups 
is noteworthy and difficult to explain without additional information on the meaning 
ascribed to the different items by different respondents. 

Some of the differences among the various groups of teachers are also of interest, 
since middle school teachers gave significantly higher ratings than elementary and high 
school teachers in several of the items. This is counter-intuitive with much of the 
research data on middle schools in which this particular population of teachers is often 

· represented as being alienated and uninvolved. The higher ratings by middle school 
teachers may be due to the increased attention recently paid to the middle schools, since 
tµe middle school was restructured in terms of the grades it includes. 

Several items on the survey sought information on past and current innovations 
and changes the district has implemented or is currently implementing. A couple of 
closed items gathered data on the overall climate for change and innovation in the 
district. These items used a nine-point Likert scale and took the form of the following 
statements: "Teachers in this school district are willing to explore and inquire into their ways 
of teaching and learning", and "The administration of this school district encourages teachers 
to experiment with new ideas and strategies". Respondents' ratings of these two items are 
presented in TABLE 4. 

The ratings for the item related to the extent to which teachers are willing to 
explore and inquire into their ways of teaching and learning in the district were 
moderately high (mean 6.5) with elementary school teachers giving higher ratings than 
middle (mean 6.3) and high school teachers (mean 5.8). The differences between the 
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ratings of teachers and principals, between teachers and central office administration, 
between elementary and high school teachers and between middle and high school 
teachers are statistically significant (p < .05). 

Similarly high ratings were obtained for an item on the extent to which the 
administration in the district encourages teachers to experiment with new ideas and 
strategies (mean 6.1). In this item, elementary and middle school teachers gave higher 
ratings (mean 6.3) than high school teachers (mean 5.8). The differences betw~en the 
ratings of elementary and high school teachers and between middle and high school 
teachers are statistically significant (p < .05). 

Both of the preceding items indicate that in general, teachers, and to a lesser 
extent principals and central office administrative staff, perceive that teachers are willing 
to explore and innovate and that the district is open and supportive of teachers' 
experimenting with new idea? and strategies. However, teachers .perceive themselves to 
be more willing to try out different innovations than principals and central office 
administrators perceive teachers to be. Furthermore, principals and central office 
administrators perceive the district to be more encouraging of teachers' use of new 
approaches and strategies, than teachers do. 

In an open-ended itei:n, respondents were asked to "list the most important changes 
that the school district has tried to implement". Respondents in all groups mentioned the 
magnet programs as the mechanism used to achieve desegregation and integration, this 
being the most important change implemented by the district. Beyond this response, 
there was little overlap in the changes mentioned by different groups. For example, in 
addition to the magnet programs, elementary teachers most frequently mentioned the 
following: programs for students with special needs (6.6%); reading and writing 
programs (6.6%); computers in the classroom (6.6%); special staff development programs 
(5.4%) and human relations (4.4%). 

Middle school teachers mentioned most frequently the following: new educational · 
approaches (7.5%); computer technology (6.2%); and shifting the 9th grade to high school 
(5%). High school teachers mentioned unified curriculum (5%); discipline code (5%); 
heterogeneous groupings (5%); and shifting 9th grade to the high school (3.7%). 
Administrative staff did not mention any major change other than the magnet program 
and the desegregation efforts. 

When asked to ascertain the success of such changes, respondents from the 
various groups offered different perspectives. More than half of the elementary teachers 
stated that desegregation/integration efforts had been successful, while 40% of the 
middle school teachers, 10% of the high school teachers, and 30% of the administrative 
staff perceived such success. 
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Respondents expressed very different opinions regarding other changes 
implemented by the district in the past. 

"In theory, changes were necessary and valid. In practice, they were difficult to 
implement due to escalating problems within the district ... " 

"Yonkers has not been very successful. Yonkers has what I call a two year plan 
(programs come in and out in two years." 

"In my opinion, the district has held on to those (changes) that worked 
successfully and discarded those that did not." 

The different responses made by teachers in different grade levels and by 
administrative staff, suggest that, except for the implementation of the desegregation 
plari through magnet schools, there is no consensus among the different groups of 
respondents about any other major changes or innovations implemented by the district 
in the past. 

In terms of innovations and changes that the district is currently implementing, 
all respondents referred to the continued expansion of magnets as an innovation. In 
addition to magnet programs, other changes mentioned most frequently by elementary 
teachers included: discipline and self-motivation programs (5%); reduction of class size 
in the primary grades (3.8%); math and reading programs (3.8%) and whole language 
programs (3.3%). 

Middle school teachers' responses included: EDUCATION 2000 (6.2%); discipline 
code (5%); early study programs (3.7%); and honors program (3.75%). High school 
teachers' responses included new curricula (12.5%); heterogeneous groupings (8.7%); and 
discipline code (6.2%). The responses of administrative staff included new district 
education and instruction plans (40%); new curricula (30%); and effective schools (30%). 
It is noteworthy that only 1.7% of the elementary teachers, 3.7% of the middle and high 
school teachers, and none of the administrative staff mentioned EDUCATION 2000 as 
a major change or innovation. 

Regarding the potential for success of current changes and innovations, because 
the question was raised in a way that respondents could not match a success rating to 
a specific innovation, it is difficult to determine what their ratings apply to. However, 
the comments made by respondents reflected a wide range of views, even though 
underlying most of them was a call for continued commitment, flexibility and shared 
decision-making. 

"This district seems to get on the bandwagon with every new program and does 
not always follow through ... " 
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"Unless the district clarifies and prioritizes its goals, makes clear distinction 
between goals (and objectives) and strategies, and develops an unequivocal 
operational process, the likelihood is very remote that substantial change will be 
made or will endure." 

"EDUCATION 2000 is likely to result in changes if the district maintains 
commitment and engages teachers rather than directs them." 

"Any change has to be constantly monitored and a master plan cannot be set in 
stone." · 

"Without increased communication, awareness, and cooperation from the home 
and the community, it is unlikely that the schools will be very effective - the 
parents must play a strong role." 

The analysis of statements given by the different groups of respondents regarding 
current changes implemented by the district, indicates that there is no shared vision 
among teachers in different grade levels regarding current district-wide innovation. Even 
though the sample size for administrative staff is small, there appears to be more 
consensus among this group than there is among different groups of teachers, about 
current innovations and changes. However, this consensus has not yet been transmitted 
to teaching staff. · 

Altogether, the data on decision and innovations reported in this paper indicates 
that there are important differences in the perceptions and role-definition of different 
educational stakeholders. Some of these differences may be a function of the different 
items themselves (i.e., "using different ways of teaching and learning" may be seen or 
not as an innovation). Nonetheless, some of these differences seem to lie more in real 
differences in how each of these stakeholders defines their role and that of others. 

Concluding remarks 

We can conclude from the studies reported here, that not all people think schools 
ought to change to meet the needs of students in a changing world. There are as many 
people who think schools should change as are people who think schools are doing a 
fine job addressing the needs of students. This is true for both parents and community 
members. Thus, if a commitment to engage in systemic school redesign is based on the 
beliefs and perceptions of a critical mass of educational stakeholders, a question which 
ought to be addressed is "What constitutes a critical mass in terms of parents, community 
members, and professional staff?" In fact, the issue of a critical mass is relevant to almost 
all aspects of the studies we conducted, and is especially important as one examines the 
differences in the role definition of different educational staff. 
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In analyzing the data from Yonkers on staffs perceptions of educational 
· innovations in the district, I was particularly intrigued with the fact that professional 
staff working in different kinds of schools and at the district level, had such different 
perceptions of the past and current district and school innovations. For the most part, 
even though EDUCATION 2000 was in its second year of development in the district3, 
few people identified EDUCATION 2000 as a district-wide innovation. Moreover, except 
for the existing district-wide desegregation and innovation efforts, most of the 
innovations identified were school-based rather than district-wide. On the other hand, 
teachers and district staff identified and large number of innovations and seemed to 
believe that the district, as a whole, encouraged innovation and change. The latter 
finding is positive and encouraging in terms of the viability of EDUCATION 2000, yet, 
when seen in the context of the lack of widespread awareness of EDUCATION 2000 as 
a district-wide innovation, it is also puzzling. 

School reform, re-design, or restructuring efforts which are based at least in part 
on the rearrangements and reallocation of the roles of teachers and administrators, is a 
necessary condition of educational reform. This requires a systemic revision in the roles, 
relationship, distribution of authority, and allocation of resources in the organizational 
structure; new job descriptions with clear performance measures; and a new culture that 
encourages sharing in decision-making (Mutchler and Duttweiler, 1990; Winter, 1990). 

Our data supports such a systemic and ongoing revision of the roles and 
perceptions of different educational stakeholders. The differences in the kinds of 
knowledge and skills schools should address, and in the kinds of problems affecting our 
schools identified by parents and community members on one hand, and teachers and 
administrative staff on the other, point to the need for aligning beliefs or for at least 
making these difference explicit in order to attain a shared understanding of what our 
schools need and why. Similarly, the differences in the perceptions and role definition 
of different teaching and administrative staff indicate that we cannot and should not 
assume a common and shared understanding of issues such as one's perceived decision
making capacity or freedom. 

In the final analysis, the studies on which this paper is based, indicate that 
understanding and explaining the conditions and context that surrounds a systemic 
change effort, is difficult and requires multiple sources of evidence; that professional 
staff are not homogeneous in their perceptions of their role and that of other staff 
members, and that there are important differences in these perceptions; and, that the 

3 The mission statement and educational goals developed 
within the Yonkers EDUCATION 2000 project were sent to every 
professional staff prior to the administration of the staff survey. 
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question of how much is enough in terms of who wants, calls for, initiates, and sustains 
systemic change is left basically unanswered. 
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TABLE 1 
Perceptions on the Influence of World Events and Changing World Conditions 

Yonkers 

ITEM 

The well-being of this community 
is affected by econ9mic events in 
other parts of the world 

The well-being of this community 
is affected by political events in 
other parts of the world 

The well-being of this community 
is affected by environmental 
events in other parts of the world - · 

People in this community need to 
know the cultures and values of 
different peoples 

The world that children today will 
live in as adults will be different 
from the one in which you live 

Schools are preparing students 
adequately to live in a changing 
world 

Teachers 
x sd 

6.2 2.1 .. 

5.8 2.2 .... 

5.8 2.2 .... 

7.6 1.8 

8.1 1.4 

4.6 1.9 .... 

Central Central Office Administration 

Principals Central Parents 
x sd x sd x sd 

7.1 1.2 7.3 2.1 5.9 2.3 

7.3 1.2 6.8 2.2 ·. 5.7 2.4 

7.2 1.2 6.8 2.2 5.7 2.4 

8.2 .9 8.0 1.5 7.2 2.2 

8.6 .6 8.6 .8 8.0 1.6 

5.2 1.5 3.4 1.3 5.0 2.4 

Statistically significant differences between teachers and central office 
administration staff (p < .05). 

.... Statistically significant differences between teachers and principals and 
between teachers and central office administrative staff (p < .05). 
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TABLE 2 
System Where Change Is Most Likely To Occur 

Yonkers 

System where change will occur 
Parents Staff 
% % 

Technological system 83.9 85.8 

Environmental system 84.9 81.9 

Social system 72.4 75.8 

Economic system 73.6 71.1 

Cultural system 69.3 65.2 

Political system 54.2 52.9 
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TABLE 3 
Perceptions on Teachers' Role in Decision-Making Processes 

"Teachers are part of decision 
making regarding 
administrative issues" 

''Teachers are part of decision 
making regarding curriculum 
issues" 

"Teachers are part of decision 
making processes regarding 
budget issues" 

''Teachers are part of decision 
making processes regarding 
the selection of instructional 
materials" 

''Teachers are part of decision-
making processes regarding 
scheduling issues" 

''Teachers are part of decision 
making processes regarding 
discipline issues" 

ET 
mean 

3.6 .. 

4.5 .. 

2.3 .. .. 

5.6 .. 

3.6 .... 

4.7 ** 

ET 
MT 
HT 
p 

Elementary te~chers 
Middle school teachers 
High school teachers 
Principals 

co Central office administration 

. . 

MT 
mean 

3.9 

5.1 

2.5 

5.9 

3.6 

4.7 

HT 
mean 

3.3 

4.4 

2.4 

5.5 

3.4 

4.4 

p co 
mean . mean 

5.1 3.4 

6.6 4.6 

3.7 2.7 

7.4 5.4 

5.7 3.4 

6.8 4.7 

The differences between the ratings of teachers and principals, between 
principals and central office administration, and between middle and high 
school teachers are statistically significant (p < .05). 

..... The differences between the ratings of teachers and principals are 
statistically significant (p < .05). 
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TABLE 4 
Oimate for Innovation 

''Teachers in this school district 
are willing to explore and 
inquire into different ways of 
teaching and learning" 

''The administration of this 
school district encourages 
teachers to experiment with new 
ideas and strategies" 

ET 
MT 
HT 
p 

Elementary teachers 
Middle school teachers 
High school teachers 
Principals 

ET 
x 

6.5 * 

6.3 *"' 

co Central office administration 

MT HT 
x x 

6.3 5.8 

6.3 5.8 

p 
x 

5.1 

7.1 

co 
x 

4.7 

5.9 

The differences between the ratings of teachers and principals, between 
teachers and central office administration, between elementary and high 
school teachers and between middle and high s~ool teachers are 
statistically significant (p < .OS). 

** The differences between the ratings of elementary and high school teachers 
and between middle and high school teachers are statistically significant 
(p < .05). 
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The critical Role of the s uperintendent in School Reform 

This study explored and descr ibed the r elationship between 
the leadership style of superintendents and educational 
change as demonstrated by the implementation of the 
EDUCATION 2000 National Model Schools Network, a site- based 
school improvement and restructuring initiative of The 
American Forum for Global Education. EDUCATION 2000 seeks 
to empower educational stakeholders in a community to 
identify the knowledge, attitudes, and competencies students 
will need to function as responsible citizens in the 21st 
century and to design an overarching K- 12 curriculum 
blueprint to meet those needs . Data were collected from 
observations, documents, and interviews with superintendents 
and steering committee members and used to prepare case 
studies of a r ural and an urban school district . Contextual 
factors, such as appropriateness of the proposed innovation 
and reasons for commitment to the project, appeared to 
greatly affect the initiation and implementation of the 
EDUCATION 2000 model in both school districts. Findings 
from a cross- site analysis suggested that the extent to 
which the superintendent was actively involved with key 
stakeholders in the process of educational change influenced 
project outcomes. These findings support the critical role 
of the superintendent in facilitating or inhibiting an 
environment in which change can occur . A discussion of the 
implications focused on the basic assumption that if 
educational stakeholders are empowered to change--through a 
process inclusive of active involvement and unambiguous 
commitment of the superintendent to the change project, 
shared leadership roles, participatory decision- making, 
critical inquiry, self- education, support of partners, 
adequate time and resources--the potential for 
institutionalizing education change is greatly increased. 

Madyl on Leslie 

University of Tulsa 
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In its 1983 report, A Nation at Risk: The Imperative 

for Educational Reform, the National Commission on 

Excellence in Education warned that America's system of 

public education was "being eroded by a rising tide of 

mediocrity.'' This controversial report was one of several 

issued that year that collectively came to be known as the 

first wave of an education reform movement (Jacobson & 

Conway, 1990 ) . The reforms of the early 1980'5 were focused 

on student achievement and excellence. 

The second wave of the reform movement was initiated by 

Tomorrow's Teachers and Teachers for the 21st Century, the 

respective 1986 reports of the Holmes Group and the Carnegie 

Forum on Education and the Economy (Jacobson & Conway, 

1990 ) . These reports argued that the initial 

recommendations of the first wave would provide cosmetic 

changes in the educational system and that lasting 

educational improvement was contingent on the restructuring 

of the roles and opportunities available to teachers and 

administrators. The second reform movement challenged 

individuals involved in the delivery of educational services 

to reexamine the structure, content, and purposes of 

schools. An apparently broadened concept of educational 

leadership and educational change, the second reform 

movement focused attention on shared leadership and 

participatory decision-making. 

The purpose of the present study was to explore and 

describe the relationship between the leadership style of 
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superintendents and educational change as demonstrated by 

the implementation of the EDUCATION 2000 National Model 

Schools Network, a school improvement initiative of The 

American Forum for Global Education which seeks to empower 

educational stakeholders through knowledge-based inquiry to 

prepare, evaluate, refine and implement a comprehensive plan 

for restructuring their schools. 

In order to test the hypothesis that the leadership of 

the superintendent, as reflected in the implementation of 

the EDUCATION 2000 model, is related to educational change, 

the research design for this study was focused on three 

central questions: 

1. How does the leadership context in which the 

EDUCATION 2000 model is implemented affect the development 

of the project? 

2. How does leadership style influence implementation 

of the EDUCATION 2000 model? 

3. To what extent is leadership style related to 

educational change? 

Findings from the present study added to the research 

base on educational change and innovation by revealing 

insights into the leadership component of the change 

process. 

Context of Problem 

Understanding the relationship between the leadership 

style of superintendents and educational change, a 



leadership issue, was studied within the context of global 

education by investigating the implementation of the 

EDUCATION 2000 model, a school reform project rooted in 

global education. 

The EDUCATION 2000 National Model Schools Network is a 

long-term school renewal project of The American Forum for 

Global Education to identify, support, and link together 

school districts across the United States that are committed 

to preparing their students for life in the 21st century. 

For the purposes of the present study, EDUCATION 2 000 is an 

operational model of educational change. Focused on program 

i mplementation, the EDUCATION 2000 model provided an 

appropriate environment for studying the leadership style of 

superintendents and educational change. 

Initiated in 1987, EDUCATION 2 000 comprises a process 

for leadership development and school improvement that 

directly involves educational stakeholders in addressing the 

central question: "What kinds of schools and schooling will 

our children need for their life in the twenty-first 

century" (Kniep & Martin, 1989, p. 1 ) ? 

Consequently, the ultimate objective of each of the 

school districts participating in the EDUCATION 2 000 project 

is to create an educational blueprint or overarching 

curricular document that will guide decisions concerning the 

substance, practice, and structures as educational reform 

strategies are implemented. As a system-wide strategy for 

school change, this project places the responsibility for 
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determining needs, researching options, selecting programs, 

and implementing changes on the people directly associated 

with the school system, rather than imposing change from 

outside. 

School districts and their communities participate in a 

process of self-education and shared decision-making to 

discover local, state, national and global realities as a 

basis for shaping the mission and goals of school programs. 

The project steering committee (a) develops a K-12 

curricular blueprint for all subject areas, (b) sets 

priorities for educational outcomes, (c) creates plans for 

staff development to meet local needs, and (d) provides 

support and resources for implementation. Researchers at 

The American Forum for Global Education believe that the 

success of the EDUCATION 2000 project is dependent upon the 

extent to which steering committee members are able to 

engage parents, teachers, administrators, and other 

educational stakeholders in setting the school's mission and 

goals, and in program planning. 

The basic assumption upon which EDUCATION 2000 is built 

has to do with how school change takes place: that if 

educational stakeholders are empowered to change-- through a 

process of self-education, critical inquiry, support of 

partners, adequate time and resources--change can occur 

(Kniep & Martin 1989). This assumption about school change 

is .the focus for the research and documentation tasks of the 

EDUCATION 2000 project. 
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Background of Problem 

The successive implications of the major reform reports 

of the 1980's provided the context for educational reform. 

The first wave of reform, initiated by A Nation At Risk 

(1983 ) , was characterized by the imposition of top-down 

reforms focused on (a ) raising academic standards, (b ) 

increasing efficiency and accountability, (c ) improving 

productivity, and (d .) attaining excellence. Literature 

related to the first wave of educational reform is reflected 

in the research on effective schools and school improvement. 

Studies reviewed in this body of literature, concerned with 

the leadership of the superintendent in the change process, 

presented findings which suggested that district level 

administrators affect school improvement programs .by: ( a ) 

establishing a climate for change; and (b ) exhibiting active 

backing in the form of communicated expectations for 

success, psychological support, needed resources, and local 

facilitation assistance (Clark, Lotto, & Astute, 1984 ) . 

Change in schools is currently undergoing a second wave 

of reform, produced by issues generated by Tomorrow's 

Teachers (1986 ) and A nation prepared: Teachers for the 21st 

century ( 1986 ) . The current reform agenda suggests a more 

holistic approach to educational change, and focuses on the 

systematic nature of school systems in restructuring public 

education. Attention is given to (a ) participatory 

decision- making and collegiality, (b ) shared leadership 

roles, (c ) site-based management, and (d ) higher order 
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thinking skills. 

Research on the leadership of the superintendent and 

school change focused on issues produced by the second wave 

of school reform is reflected in literature on educational 

change and innovation. Studies in this area of literature 

described (a ) leadership roles, (b ) the process of 

educational change, and ( c ) characteristics of the change 

project. These constructs are relev ant to understanding the 

relationship between the leadership style of the 

superintendent and educational change as demonstrated by 

implementation of the EDUCATION 2 000 National Model Schools 

Network. 

Although most of the school reform reports e mphasized 

the principal's role and ignored the superintendent's role 

in the change process, and stated that change in schools can 

occur without the superintendent, there is a growing body of 

literature to suggest that the leadership of the 

superintendent of schools is a critical component in 

institutionalizing educational change. Research indicated 

that change efforts are more likely to succeed when the 

superintendent is an active supporter (Fullan, 19 82; Paulu, 

1988 ) . Findings from studies on educational change and 

innovation identified administrative (a ) commitment, (b ) 

support, and (c ) communication that change is a priority as 

factors found to be determinants of success and 

effectiveness of educational change (Huberman & Miles, 1984; 

Hall & Guzman, 1984; Fullan, 1987 ) . 
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Several studies focused on the superintendent's role in 

the change process as adopting or initiating, implementing, 

and continuing or institutionalizing educational change 

(Fullan, 1982; Newton, 1987 ) . Paulu (1988 ) suggested 

including those individuals affected by the reform in all 

phases of the change process. Other studies described the 

controlling role of the superintendent in facilitating 

change (Cuban, 1984; Peterson, 1984; Murphy, Peterson, ~ 

Hallinger, 1986; Peterson, Murphy, & Hallinger, 1987; and 

Wissler & Ortiz, 1988 ) . 

Researchers concerned with the leadership style of the 

superintendent described his or her style as either 

initiating, responding, or managing (Murphy, Hord, 

Rutherford, Stiegelbauer, Hall, Huling-Austin & Muscella, 

1986 ) ; and related leadership styles to the effectiveness of 

the implementation efforts (Murphy, Hord, et al., 1986; 

Wissler & Ortiz, 1988; Reecer, 1989 ) . 

Researchers also acknowledged the relevance of context 

to the change process and utilized their findings to suggest 

that the values, norms, and climate for change within the 

organization are immediate and powerful conditions for 

facilitating or inhibiting change (Fullan, 1987; Schein, 

1987; Newton, 1987; Paulu, 1988; Reecer, 1989 } . As the 

official organizational leader, or member of a leadership 

team that facilitated the change process, the superintendent 

was described as encompassing a critical · and distinctive 

role in creating an environment in which change can occur. 
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Several recent reports and research _studies presented 

suggestions to facilitate long-term, systematic educational 

reform and included shared leadership and participatory 

decision-making in the process (New York Council of School 

Superintendents, 1987; Commission on Public School 

Administration and Leadership, 1988; Woodside, 1988; 

NEA-Mastery in Learning Project, 1989). These reports 

implied that a priority task of the superintendent is to 

build the capacity of the school district so that it is able 

to handle restructuring and educational change. 

The research literature on educational change and 

innovation has provided information connecting leadership 

issues with educational change. In summary, researchers 

strongly suggested that superintendents play a critical role 

in the change process. Fullan {1982) claimed that what 

superintendents do at each of the three main. phases of 

change--initiation, implementation, and 

institutionalization-- significantly affects the destiny of 

the proposed change. 

A review of the literature on educational change and 

innovation signaled that studies are needed to investigate 

the processes involved in the restructuring of public 

education and the transformation of education directed by 

design. Specifically, studies are needed that: (a) are 

focused on the interactive relationship between the 

superintendent's leadership style, educational context, and 

the process of planned educational change within the context 
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of a current school reform project; and (b) are directed at 

determining the extent to which the leadership of the 

superintendent is related to educational change . 

Theoretical Framework 

The process developed for educational reform as 

reflected in the implementation of the EDUCATION 2 000 model, 

or the transformation of education directed by design, is a 

systems approach to schooling and provided the theoretical 

framework for exploring the relationship between the 

leadership style of superintendents and educational . change. 

Banathy (199 0) provided a definition of systems thinking 

that influenced the design of the present study: 

Based on systems theory and guided by a systematic 
world view of systems philosophy, systems inquiry 
orchestrates the findings of various disciplines and 
introduces systems approaches and methods to the 
analysis, design, development, and management of 
complex organizations and societal systems. Education 
is such a system. Systems thinking helps us to 
understand the nature of education as a complex and 
dynamic system that operates in ever changing 
environments and interacts with a variety of other 
societal systems. (p. 4 ) 

The application of systems thinking in education 

enabled researchers to explore and describe: ( a ) the 

embeddedness of education in the context of larger societal 

systems; (b ) the interdependency of schools and their 

environments; and (c ) the nature of education as a complex 

system of loosely coupled interacting components and 

relationships, such as leadership and context. 

The systems model developed at Far West Laboratory 
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(1988) to guide educational redesign reflects several basic 

premises that support the EDUCATION 2000 model: 

1. School districts need to generate their own 
capacity for conducting ongoing inquiry into how to 
improve their programs, processes, and structures. 

2. Educational systems should take an 
evolutionary view of themselves. 

3. The appropriate focus for analysis and design 
is at the level of the learner and the learning 
experience. 

4. Efforts at inquiry should address the entire 
range of educational system issues. 

5. The succ~ss of efforts to improve or 
restructure balances on the good will and commitment 
of all participants and especially those ultimately 
affected by any changes. (p. 80) 

In the ecological view of school renewal upon which 

EDUCATION 2000 is based, the EDUCATION 2000 model is 

designed from the perspective of the whole system embedded 

in its environment. Change is promoted from within the 

school district rather than beirig imposed from outside; and 

while the process involves a district-wide strategy for 

educational reform, the target in the project is the 

indiVidual school. 

The process of empowerment, a component of planned 

educational change, is reflected in the EDUCATION 2000 model 

and involves shared leadership and participatory 

decision-making. Within this context, empowerment means 

opportunity to share authority and responsibility, and is 

characterized by a collaborative effort with each part 

contributing to the ecology of the whole. 

Theory on transformational leadership, Burns (1978) and 

Bass (1985), and organizational culture, Schein (1987), 
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provided insight into the leadership r ole of. the 

superintendent in the change process. Transformational 

leadership was viewed both as a microlevel influence process 

between individuals in a school district, and as a 

macrolevel process of empowering the steering committee-

and the cornmunity--to change social systems and renew public 

schools. 

Schein (1987 ) explained how leadership is intertwined 

with culture (a ) formation, (b ) evolution, ( c ) 

transformation, and (d ) destruction. He concluded that 

leadership is the fundamental process by which 

organizational cultures are formed and changed. 

The underlying assumption in change literature is that 

change is a process , not an e v ent. Fullan ( 198 2 ) described 

the dynamics of educational change as a multidimensional, 

sociopolitical process involving a variety of factors which 

interact and affect the process of change. Fullan 

identified three broad phases to the change process: 

( a ) initiation or adoption; (b ) implementation or initial 

use; and (c ) institutionalization or continuation . 

The EDUCATION 2 000 model unfolds in three stages that 

parallel the conceptual stages of the change process. 

Research studies indicated that what happens at one phase in 

the change process strongly affects subsequent stages . In 

summary, the superintendent's conceptual understanding of 

(a ) the dynamics of organization, (b ) the processes o f 

change, and (c ) the organizational culture o f his or her 
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school district represent the most generative source of 

ideas for developing a collaborative plan for educational 

reform. 

Definition of Constructs 

For the purposes of the present study: 

1. Leadership context was defined as the extent of a 

school district's positive attitude towards, and involvement 

in, educational change and innovation. 

2. Project development or implementation of EDUCATION 

2000 was defined as the extent to which changes in 

decision-making processes and role responsibilities of 

teachers, administrators, and community members evolve. 

3. Leadership style was defined as the strategies 

employed by a superintendent to involve educational 

stakeholders--teachers, administrators, parents, and 

community mernbers-- in the process of initiating and 

implementing the EDUCATION 2000 model. 

4. Impact of project or educational change was defined 

as the extent to which the EDUCATION 2000 project affects 

educational goals, attitudes, behaviors, roles, 

decision- making processes, and organizational structures. 

Significance of Study 

Public schools appear to be moving from traditional, 

mechanistic structures to emerging, organic structures. 

Teacher empowerment, site-based management, shifting 

political agendas, and the explosion of information and 
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communication technologies a r e key factor s that are 

currently shaping educational organizations. 

A review of the literature on educational change and 

innovation suggested that the leadership of the 

superintendent of schools is a major component in the change 

process. Understanding this relationship could affect the 

selection of school districts involved in educational change 

projects and thus enhance the s u ccess of schooi 

restructuring efforts. 

The American Forum for Global Education is primarily 

concerned with (a ) .t h e effects of the community and 

educational context in which the EDUCATION 2 000 model is 

i mplemented, (b ) the influence of the model on 

decision- making processes for changing or not changing 

schools and their programs, and (c ) the extent to which 

implementing the model leads to change. 

Although the leadership of the superintendent is an 

implied component of the context, process, and i mpact 

measures developed by Kniep and Martin to document the 

process of change, the apparent lack of focus on leadership 

issues relating the superintendent to initiating, 

implementing, and institutionalizing the EDUCATION 2 000 

model suggested a need to explore these constructs . 

Similar ly, a void of studies focused on the superin~end~ncy 

exists in the literature on educational change and 

innovation. This deficiency further s upported the need to 

pursue the present study ; 
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METHODOLOGY 

Description of the Participants 

This study involved participants in the EDUCATION 2000 

project--a rural and an urban school district which 

represented two national sites--and focused on the 

superintendent of schools and the project steering 

committee. The steering committee is broadly representative 

of the educational. stakeholders within the district and the 
' 

larger community. In the rural school district the 

committee is comprised of: (a ) eight elementary and 

secondary teachers; (b ) four administrators, including the 

superintendent; (c ) one university representative; (d ) a 

school board member; and ( e ) three community 

representatives. In the urban community the steering 

committee consists of: (a ) eight elementary and secondary 

teachers; (b ) eight administrators; (c ) two parent 

representatives; and (d ) one representative each from the 

busin~ss sector, State Education Department, and university 

partner. The research coordinator and project directors 

were interviewed to provide additional information for 

within-site and cross-site analysis. 

The project sites selected as subjects for the present 

study were recommended by The American Forum as 

representative of sites furthest along in the process of 

implementing the EDUCATION 20 00 model. The rural school 

district (RSD ) is located in an agricultural region of a 

midwestern state. Two. major concerns are population growth 
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and the rural agricultural economy. The pre.sent population 

in the community is under 6,000 and is expected to increase 

20% by the year 2000. 

The urban school district (USD ) , with a population 

close to 190,000, is located in a culturally and 

economically diverse community in a middle Atlantic state in 

which the schools are under a desegregation order of the 

Federal Courts. The desegregation of schools and housing 

has been the most prominent issue for this city. The global 

and multicultural perspective embodied in the EDUCATION 2000 

model enabled USD's participation in the project to be part 

of the Court approved plan to restructure and eliminate any 

vestiges of segregation in the school district. The 

decision to implement the EDUCATION 200 0 model was supported 

by (a) the district's administration, (b ) the teachers' 

union, ( c ) the community Business Alliance, (d ) the State 

Education Department, and ( e ) the Parents Teachers Students 

Association. 

Design 

The interaction of ideas, processes, and leadership 

involved in the EDUCATI ON 2 000 project--to develop consensus 

on an educational agenda and implement a comprehensive plan 

for restructuring their schools-- constitutes the subject 

matter of the present study. For purposes of data 

collection and data analysis, the data were categorized into 

four constructs: (a ) leadership style; (b ) leadership 
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context; (c) project development/implem~ntation of the . 

EDUCATION 2000 model; and (d ) impact of project/ educational-

change. A model of the research design (see Figure 1 ) 

suggests an interactive relationship between the variables. 

Procedures 

The three primary modes of data collection utilized to 

explore the leadership style of the superintendent as it 

related to educational change were observation, interview, 

and document collection. One week was spent in each 

participating school district to develop relationships and 

gather data. The role of participant observer at steering 

committee meetings, task force meetings, and a school board 

meeting in the urban school district provided the researcher 

with opportunities for direct observation and recording of 

events in context. 

Semi-structured taped interviews, employing open-ended 

questions, were conducted with (a ) the superintendents, (b ) 

selected steering committee members, and ( c ) project 

directors in each site. Informal interviews with project 

directors provided additional information about (a ) steering 

committee members' views of the EDUCATION 2 000 project , (b ) 

relationships within the district, and (c ) the leadership of 

the superintendent. 

Documents collected from rural and urban site visits 

represented a significant source of data. EDUCATION 2 00 0 

phase 1 and phase 2 research reports were provided by 
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Figure 1. Research Design Showing Variables and Their 
Components 

independent variables 

LEADERSHIP STYLE 
participation 
communication 
empowerment 

dependent variables 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT/ 
IMPLEMENTATION OF 

EDUCATION 2000 
shared leadership roles 
participatory decision-
~~~~making I 

empowerment of steering 
committee. 

self-education of 
steering committee 

development of goals 
development of 

subcommittees 
barriers/ obstacles 

leadership skills & styles 
_effective & ineffective practices 

LEADERSHIP CONTEXT 
community context 
educational context 

~~~why involved in EDUC 2000 
composition of steering committee 
concerns of steering committee members 

IMPACT OF PROJECT/ 
EDUCATIONAL CHANGE 
changes in educational 

goals, attitudes, 
behaviors, roles, 
decision-making, 

~-organizational -
·structures 

site-based management 
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The American Forum for Global Education and used to describe 

the educational contexts and confirm data from interviews 

and observations. 

Although informal data analysis was on-going from the 

beginning of data collection, specific methods for drawing 

and verifying conclusions were implemented during the data 

analysis stage. The process involved utilization of contact 

and document summ~ry forms to reduce the amount of 

information collected into a smaller set of categories, 

themes, or patterns (Miles & Huberman, 1984). Interviews 

with the national research coordinator and project 

directors, including feedback from informants, were used to 

substantiate the defined categories or variables and 

proposed relationships between variables. 

Taped interviews, transcribed word-for-word by the 

researcher, field notes from observations, and collected 

documents provided the foundation for a descriptive case 

study of each school district. These studies were developed 

to answer the three central research questions and reflect 

findings from within-site analysis. Findings from a 

cross-site analysis are included in the discussion. 

Assessment Techniques 

Strategies were developed to provide data for answering 

the three central research questions, and r .elating the 

independent and dependent variables identified in the 

research design (see Figure 2). 
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Interview questions for superintendents. and steering 

committee members were developed by the researcher to be 

consistent with EDUCATION 2000 context, process, and impact 

measures, and to gather information related to the four 

variables identified in the research design. A common, 

semistructured list of interview questions was used to 

gather data during scheduled meetings with superintendents 

(see Figure 3 ) . Interview questions for selected steering 

committee members and project directors were similar in 

content to the questions developed for superintendents (see 

Figure 4 ) . A description of leadership skills was provided 

for each participant. Informal interview questions for 

project directors, informants, focused on .the leadership 

style of the superintendent. 
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Figure 2 . Assessment Techniques 

Variables Sources of Data 

LEADERSHIP CONTEXT 
extent of a district's 
positive attitude towards 
and involvement in educational 
change and innovation 

(a ) Demographics 
(b ) EDUC 2 00 0 report of 

community context* 
(c ) Interviews with 

superintendents and 
steering committee 
members 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT/IMPLEMENTATION OF MODEL 
extent to which changes in (a ) EDUC 2000 survey of 
decision-making processes steering committee 
and role responsibilities of members* 
teachers, administrators, & (b ) Interviews with 
community members evolve superintendents and 

steering committee 
members 

LEADERSHIP STYLE 
strategies employed by a 
superintendent to involve 
educational stakeholders in 
the process of educational 
change 

IMPACT OF PROJECT/EDUCATIONAL 
extent to which the project 
affects educational goals , 
attitudes, behaviors, roles, 
decision-making, and 
organizational structures 

(c ) Observations at 
steering committee 
meetings 

(a ) Interviews with 
superintendents and 
steering committee 
members 

(b ) Observations at 
steering committee 
meetings & school 
board meetings 

CHANGE 
(a ) EDUC 2000 structures 

report* 
(b ) Interviews with 

s uperintendents and 
steering committee 
members 

* Contained in EDUCATION 2000 phase 1 research reports (RSD 
& USD ) and EDUCATION 2 000 phase 2 research report (RSD ) 
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Figure 3. Interview Questions for Superintendent 

{l ) How do you define innovation? 
EDUCATION 2000 as an innovation ) 
different from other innovations? 

(leadership context ) 

(assuming we classify 
How is this project 

( 2 ) What are the benefits of educational change to you? To 
this school district? 
(leadership context ) 

( 3 ) What needs to happen so that this district has the 
capacity to handle innovations? (administrative support ) 
(leadership style and project development ) 

( 4 ) Why is t h is school district i nvolved in the EDUCATION 
2 000 project? How are you, and your peers , affected by 
a state mandate for global education? 
( leadership context ) 

(5 ) What are your go~ls for this project? Are these 
communicated and/ or shared by others? Have your 
perceptions related to your goals changed? Explain. 
( leadership style and project development ) 

( 6 ) What is your understanding of empowerment? Are you 
empowering other district administrators and principals 
to participate in this project? . Can you give me 
examples? 
(leadership style and project development ) 

(7 ) The fate of many innovative programs appears to be 
related to the superintendent's length of term in 
office. What is your role in assuring that EDUCATION 
2 000 continues if you were to resign? 
(leadership style ) 

(8 ) What barriers are you encountering in initiating and/ or 
implementing this project? What other obstacies do you 
anticipate? 
(leadership context and project development ) 

( 9 ) How do your describe your leadership style for this 
project? How do others describe your leadership style? 
( leadership style ) 

(lO ) Can you use examples to describe your role in the 
EDUCATION 2000 project? 
Refer to tasks or functions performed related to the 
steering committee, resource center, communication 
within the school district and community, university 
affiliate~ and grant proposals. 
(leadership style and project development ) 
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(ll)During the current year, to what extent did you use the 
following skills? Explain with examples. 

Group functioning: 
Training: 
Administrative/ organizational: 
Initiative-taking: 
Trust/ rapport/ building: 
Support: 
Confrontation: 
Conflict mediation: 
Collaboration: 
Confidence-building: 
Diagnosing individuals: 
Managing/ controlling: 
Resource-bringing: 
( leadership style ) 

(12 ) What is your primary facilitation style? (responding, 
managing, or initiating) 
( leadership style ) 

(13)Can you give me examples of your actions, practices, 
and/ or attitudes that have been effective in 
facilitating the work of the steering committee? 
(leadership style and project development ) 

(14 ) Can you give me examples of your actions, practices, 
and/ or attitudes that have been ineffective or 
problematic in facilitating the work of the steering 
committee? 
(leadership style and project development ) 

( 15 ) How was the steering committee developed? What if the 
steering committee develops a plan that you are opposed 
to? 
(leadership style ) 

(16 ) Has your role changed over the course of this project? 
If so, how? 
(project development ) 

(17 ) Have there been any changes in your school system since 
the initiation of the EDUCATION 2 000 model? Relate to 
thoughts about educational goals, attitudes and 
behaviors, roles, decision-making processes, and 
structural changes. 
(impact of project/educational change ) 
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Figure 4. Questions for Steering Committee Members 

(l)How do you define innovation? (assuming we 
classify EDUCATION 2000 as an innovation ) How is 
this project different from other innovations? 
( leadership context ) 

(2)What are the benefits of educational change to you? To 
this school district? 
( leadership context ) 

(3)How actively involved is the superintendent in the 
EDUCATION 2000 project? How is his participation 
visible? 
(leadership style and project development ) 

(4)Why is this school district involved in the EDUCATION 
2000 project? How are you, and your peers, affected by 
a state mandate for global education? 
( leadership context ) 

(5)What do you think are the most important goals for this 
project? To what extent is your understanding of this 
project shared by other steering committee members? By 
the superintendent? By your colleagues? By the parents 
and other members of the community? 
(leadership style and project development ) 

(6)What is your understanding of empowerment? As a member 
of the steering committee, do you feel empowered to 
develop a strategic plan? If so, by whom? Can you 
explain your responsibility or role on this committee. 
(leadership style and project development ) 

(7)The fate of many innovative programs appears to be 
related to the superintendent's length of term in 
office. What do you suppose would happen to this 
project if there was a change in district leadership? 
(leadership style ) 

(8)What barriers are you encountering in initiating and/or 
implementing EDUCATI ON 2000? What other obstacles do 
you anticipate? 
(leadership context and project development ) 

(9)How would you describe the superintendent's leadership 
style for this project? Is this style productive? 
( leadership style ) 

{lO)Can you use examples to describe the superintendent's 
role in the EDUCATION 2000 project? 
Ref er to tasks or functions performed related to the 
steering committee, resource center, communication 
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within the school district and community, university 
affiliate, and grant proposals. · 
(leadership style and project development) 

(ll}During the current year, to what extent did the 
superintendent use the following skills? Explain. 
Group functioning: 
Training: 
Administrative/ organizational: 
Initiative-taking: 
Trust/ rapport/ building: 
Support: 
Confrontation: 
Conflict mediation: 
Collaboration: 
Confidence-building: 
Diagnosing individuals: 
Managing/ controlling: 
Resource-bringing: 
( leadership style ) 

( 12 }What is the superintendent's primary facilitation 
style, related and unrelated to EDUCATION 2000? 
(responding, managing, or initiating) 
( leadership style ) 

( 13 }Can you give me examples of the superintendent's 
actions, practices, and/ or attitudes that have been 
effective in facilitating the work of the steering 
committee? 
( leadership style and project development ) 

( 14 ) Can you give me examples of the superintendent's 
actions, practices, and/ or attitudes that have been 
ineffective or problematic in facilitating the work of 
the steering committee? 
(leadership style and project development ) 

( 15 ) How was the steering committee developed? What do you 
suppose would happen if the steering committee develops 
a plan that the superintendent is· opposed to? 
( leadership style ) 

( 16 ) Has the superintendent's role changed over the course 
of this project? If so, how? 
(project development ) 

(17)Have there been any changes in your school system since 
the initiation of the EDUCATION 20 00 model? Relate to 
thoughts about educational goals, attitudes and 
behaviors, roles, decision- making processes, and 
structural changes. 
( impact of project/educational change ) 
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FINDINGS 

Case study of a Rural School District 

How Contextual Factors Affect the Change Process 

Contextual factors appeared to greatly affect the 

development of the EDUCATION 2000 project during the 

initiation and implementation phases. The superintendent 

discussed the district's conservative policies, explaining 

th~t historically RSD has been a bureaucratic s~hool system 

with few changes and limited communication. The 

decision-making process and initiati6n of school improvement 

programs tended to reside with the school board and the 

administration. Recent political problems within the 

community, related to a new building project, exemplified 

the need to proceed cautiously with EDUCATION 2000. The 

superintendent discussed the gradu~l change from a 

bureaucracy to a more participatory management style: 

They were used to a very autocratic set up when I came 
here [1982]. You've got to remember they've only had 
two superintendents in fifty years .... With 
retirements, I've been able to bring in three new 
administrators, and they're all participatory; that's 
my style .... I think there is a great deal of 
working relationships that have improved, and I think 
people are starting to see K-12, and talking about 
problems and how education affects kids. 

The absence of clarity and consensus among steering 

committee members in describing the purpose and process of 

initiating, implementing, and institutionalizing the 

EDUCATION 2000 National Model Schools Network project 

created some differences and frustration · in project 

perceptions. Several steering committee members, including 
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the superintendent, were initially reluctant to display a 

strong commitment to the project, and described the decision 

to become involved with the project as it related to 

infusing global perspectives into the K-12 curriculum rather 

than educational change. The superintendent expressed his 

views concerning the intent of EDUCATION 2000: 

If someone had told me in the beginning about school 
reform, transformation, there is no way . • • we 
applied not knowing that it was going to be this, 
today. I thank heavens it's been a great experience. 

Responding to why this district is involved in the 

EDUCATION 2000 project, steering committee me~bers 

presented similar reasons: 

It was just going to be global infusion into the 
curriculum. That's what he [the superintendent] was 
told and that's how everybody wrote it. All the 
documentation in the beginning shows that it was about 
curriculum. 

Several steering committee members, particularly those 

with young children, were less concerned with identifying 

EDUCATION 2000 as either global education curricula or 

school restructuring. They grasped the opportunity to be 

involved with improving the education of their children. 

Another common response from teachers to questions 

pertaining to their involvement with EDUCATION 2000 was 

interest in being part of the leadership team to develop new 

curriculum for the school district. Others cited "the 

opportunity of becoming involved in a prQject that others 

could look at • .. there were no molds to follow, and 

that's really attractive." 
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It became apparent to the researcher t~at the inability 

of the administration, particularly the superintendent, to 

initially present the EDUCATION 2000 project with commitment 

and clarity inhibited this rural school district's positive 

attitude towards, and involvement in, educational change. 

It is thus suggested by the researcher that greater 

comprehensibility on behalf of the superintendent and other 

steering committee members of process and project outcomes 

would enhance initiation and implementation of the EDUCATION 

20 0 0 model. 

How Leadership Strategies are Related to the Change Process 

The leadership style of the superintendent, described 

as strategies employed to involve educational stakeholders 

in the process to initiate and implement the EDUCATION 2 000 

model, focused on (a ) participation and communication; (b ) 

empowerment; (c ) leadership skills and styles; and (d ) 

actions, practices, and/ or attitudes of the superintendent 

that have been effective, or ineffective, in facilitating 

the work of the steering committee. 

All members of the steering committee expressed concern 

with the superintendent's level of involvement in the 

initiation and implementation phases of EDUCATION 2 000 . 

Steering committee members tended to relate the 

superintendent's apparent inability {or consistent, active 

participation to a perceived lack of administrative 

commitment to, and support of, this project. The 
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superintendent explained his limited inv~lvement with 

EDUCATION 2000 by relating the complexity of his 

responsibilities as superintendent of schools: 

I'm the business manager for this project. I sit on 
the steering committee. Have I been able to make all 
the meetings? No. Do I end up with conflicts? Yes. 
Do I try to attend all that I can? You betcha, but at 
the same time, I can't be all things and in all places 
at the same time, especially when you have major 
projects like building a new school .... I want to be 
there as a supporter, but I cannot be one of the front 
liners because of my role. 

Steering committee members tended to respond similarly 

when questioned about the superintendent's limited 

participation. One member explained: 

He's been a member of the steering committee, but he's 
let the building project and that kind of thing often 
get in the way of his whole participation. He'll show 
up, he'll leave, or he'll come late; sometimes he 
won't be there at all. 

Most steering committee members perceived .the 

superintendent's active participation necessary for 

implementing EDUCATION 2000. One member expressed the 

sentiments of many, stating, "sometimes I · question whether 

or not it's being perceived as important by the 

administration." He added, "I don't think the changes that 

we are hoping for can ever happen unless he's involved." 

The project site coordinator, concerned with community 

support, provided additional reasons, such as project 

credibility, for the superintendent's involvement: 

I think if the superintendent's visibility and moral 
support indicates that this is important, and this is 
the direction that we're heading, I think for the 
faculty, it helps us ... it's a signal, I think, to 
our community members on the steering committee; I 
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think it's important for them to see the superintendent 
there. what concerns us is that we're heading off 
in one direction and he's not with us. 

Similar to participation and communication, empowerment 

is a strategy employed by the superintendent to involve 

steering committee members and other community leaders in 

the educational change process. The superintendent 

described e mpowerment as " t h e responsibility to make 

decisions that affect people." 

Facilitating participation and involvement in 

educational change required the leadership skills of the 

superintendent and steering committee members. In response 

to an interview question about his use of particular 

leadership skills related to the EDUCATION 2 000 project, the 

s uperintendent presented administrative/ organizational; 

confrontation; conflict mediation; collaboration; diagnosing 

individuals; and resource bringing, pertaining to finances, 

as his strengths. The superintendent indicated weakness in 

areas of group functioning, specifically listening; 

trust/ rapport building, related to communication; and 

support, due to his limited participation in implementing 

the EDUCATION 2000 model. The superintendent reflected on 

managing/ controlling: 

I'm a concrete sequential type of person, where I've 
got to know, not that I have to be totally 
responsible, but I've got to know and have my hands in 
because I am responsible [to the board] and I take 
that seriously. 

Steering committee members tended to present a 

different understanding of the superintendent's use of 
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leadership skills related to the EDUCATION 2000 project than 

the superintendent. Common understandings of the 

superintendent's leadership skills were reflected in 

conversations with steering committee members: 

He's in control of just about everything, from a big 
picture perspective. . • • I think he views his job as 
being the controller, once the parameters are set, and 
to make sure that we don't color outside the lines; 
and that we don't extend the budget and those are the 
things that he's directly responsible to the board 
for. 

A teacher reflected on his communication skills: 

I would personally like to see more strength in his 
people skills. He's very good at superfic~al 
conversation. He's very task oriented and very good 
at making sure things get done and how people are 
doing within the organization. I think that's the way 
people were trained as administrators. 

When asked to identify the superintendent's leadership 

style as either responding, managing, or initiating, 

steering committee members provided descriptions of the 

superintendent's leadership style which tended to overlap 

with the utilization of leadership skills. Most 

participants were indecisive in describing the 

superintendent as either responding, managing, or 

initiating. One response incorporated the thoughts of other 

steering committee members: 

I thi~k he portrays all three to a certain degree. I 
think the initiative part would be the more dominant 
one most of the time. I think he manages to put the 
right people in the right places, in his eyes, and 
then he lets them go. . . . I think he is really open, 
as long as we stay within the parameters. 

Reflecting on actions, practices, and/or attitudes that 

have inhibited the work of the steering committee, the 
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superintendent referred to his inability to attend all the 

steering committee meetings. 

I think they would say we need the superintendent more 
visible, or more involved so ·he knows exactly what's 
going on so we can surge ahead, maybe a little 
faster. 

The superintendent speculated that his absence at steering 

committee meetings inhibited the decision-making process. 

All steering committee members mentioned the 

superintendent's limited participation in the EDUCATION 2000 

project as problematic to facilitating the work of the 

steering committee. It appeared that most steering 

committee members were reluctant to restructure their school 

system without the superintendent's active participation. 

In summary, findings from a within-site analysis in RSD 

suggested that: 

1. The inability of the administration, particularly the 

superintendent, to initially present the EDUCATION 2000 

project with commitment and clarity inhibited the steering 

committee's positive attitude towards, and involvement in, 

educational change. 

2. Changes in the decision-making process and 

responsibilities of teachers, administrators, and other 

community members selected to participate in the project 

were often facilitated, and at times inhibited, by the 

leadership style of the superintendent. 

3. The ways in which the superintendent was involved with 

educational stakeholders in the process of initiating and 
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implementing the EDUCATION 2000 model was related to p r oject 

outcomes. 

CASE STUDY OF AN URBAN SCHOOL DISTRICT 

How Contextual Factors Affect the Change Process 

Contextual factors appeared to greatly affect the 

initiation and implementation of educational change in the 

urban school district. Historically, USD has been 

characterized by a top-down, highly bureaucratized system. 

The School Desegregation Decision of the Federal Court was 

the catalyst for historical changes in this urban school 

district. The EDUCATION 2000 project was established by 

action of the Board of Education after the district 

administration, with the support of the USD Federation of 

Teachers, the State Education Department, the ~SD Business 

Alliance, and the Parents Teachers Students Association 

recommended that USD become part of the EDUCATION 2000 

National Model Schools Network. The global and 

multicultural perspective and curricular restructuring 

process embodied in EDUCATION 2000 enabled USD's 

participation in the project to be part of the Court 

approved plan to eliminate any vestiges of segregation in 

the school district. The project coordinator clarified the 

role of EDUCATION 2000 : 

EDUCATION 2000 is part of the district's goal to 
provide quality education that reflects the pluralism 
of our community, and celebrates the rich diversity of 
its multi - cultural perspective; and it is supported by 
the superintendent and the president of the board. 
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The president of the Parents Teachers students Council 

expressed a common concern within the community for 

participating in the EDUCATION 2000 project: 

I think the first thing that caught my attention was 
the word change because we just went through a big 
change with integration and we're talking about 
another change. I was real interested in what kind of 
changes they were thinking about making this time. 

The district steering committee was created to develop 

and manage the process for initiating, implementing, and 

institutionalizing the EDUCATION 2 00 0 model. From its 

inception, the steering committee had leadership 

representation from the Federation of Teachers, the Council 

of Administrators, the central district office 

administrators, the Parents Teachers Students Association, 

and The American Forum for Global Education. The 

composition of the steering committee, and the relationships 

created by its leadership, appeared to be a significant 

component of the context for facilitating educational 

change. The superintendent described the steering committee 

as representative of the leadership within the school 

district: 

I think the teachers were representative of the 
leadership because I think they were, for the most 
part, all union leaders; I mean leaders who were 
holding office on the executive council or some other 
department reps. These are strong leaders .... I 
believe that administrators are leaders; they all 
represent leadership. Whoever applied was considered, 
and then I wanted an array of people by roles. 

Within the first four months of initiating the 

EDUCATION 2000 project, the steering committee -was 
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recognized by the district as an autonomous body, and its 

membership was subject to compensation for their work when 

carrying out EDUCATION 2000 tasks· outside their regular 

working day. 

Most steering committee members shared a common 

understanding of project goals. The project coordinator 

explained how the steering committee will identify the 

· attitudes, knowledge and skills that people will need to 

function competently as citizens of the twenty-first 

century: 

I see EDUCATION 2000 as offering an opportunity for 
designing a master plan; for offering a process 
through which we rethink some of the things that we 
have in place. • • . In this district, changes were 
imposed by the Courts, or the administration, and they 
did not come from the people involved; so now we have 
an opportunity to look at changes from the perspective 
of our own need. We can be proactive in meeting the 
needs of our children. The process that EDUCATION 
2000 proposes means involving the community so that we 
get their input as to what they would like their 
schools to be; and what they think about education. 

An examination of the context for initiating and 

implementing EDUCATION 2 000 in the urban school district 

suggested that the consistently strong commitment to the 

project by the Superintendent and the Board of Education, 

supported by the leadership within the steering committee 

and the active participation of The American Forum for 

Global Education, greatly enhanced the development of this 

project for educational change. 
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How Leadership Strategies are Related to the Change Process 

The leadership style of the superintendent tended to be 

influenced to some extent by the superintendent's extensive 

and varied experience in USD. Reflecting on 25 years in the 

school district, the superintendent explained: 

I started out as teacher, a guidance counselor; I was 
an assistant director of people personnel services; I 
was director of special education; I was a junior high 
school principal, a senior high school principal, 
director of instructional services, and now 
superintendent. 

All steering committee members were aware of the 

superintendent's comprehensive background and suggested that 

it enhanced their relationship. Another teacher described 

how the superintendent sup~orted the teachers during recent 

disputes surrounding a strike: 

He did everything he possibly could to help ~s get ou r 
contract settled. You can't expect better than that; 
superintendents don't do that; that's the way he is. 

Furthermore, the leadership style of this 

superintendent, apparently related to his lengthy experience 

in USD, also focused on (a ) participation and communication; 

(b ) empowerment; (c ) leadership skills and styles; and (d ) 

actions, practices, and/ or attitudes of the superintendent 

that have been effective in facilitating the work of the 

steering committee. 

All members of the steering committee described, with 

clarity, the superintendent's active participation in 

facilitating the initiation and implementation of the 

EDUCATION 2000 model. It was common knowledge that the 
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superintendent enlisted the support of t~e administration 

and the teachers' union prior to recommending the project to 

the Board of Education. The superintendent described his 

level of involvement in EDUCATION 2000: 

I'm the chief spokesman for the district. I'm the 
one who's out there saying, here's what we're doing in 
USO. I am, I guess, the anchor because they 
constantly need reinforcement that the Board is still 
behind them; that we will still allow them to be 
autonomous .••• I see my role as being supportive, if 
you're giving them as much freedom; but I've got to 
stay removed enough to be able, or supportive enough 
to be able to keep that project going and giving them 
the help they need to make significant change. 

Most steering committee members described the 

superintendent's participation in EDUCATION 2 00 0 as 

supportive, although all committee members agreed that the 

superintendent actively supports the project. A synopsis of 

the superintendent's participation was provide~: 

He is very supportive of this project. He met with us 
originally and explained the project, and explained 
his support for the project, and then he has not 
become actively involved as far as decision-making 
within the steering committee. He has pretty much 
made us an autonomous group. . . He just attended a 
meeting last week where there were some concerns, and 
he said, "all I wanted was an explanation; these are 
your decisions; you make them" .• · . so I think he has 
given us the confidence and the support, without at 
all being overbearing or wanting his ideas to be part 
of it. He is very willing to just let us go and then 
just report back to him. 

It appeared to most steering committee members that 

although the superintendent is not a member of the steering 

committee, he is actively involved in the process. Steering 

committee members stated: 

Even though he's not at the meetings, he is still made 
aware; as an enabler, he's making sure it happens and 
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that to me is an active role . 

When we run into a problem, he's found a way to get it 
solved; he would find a way to knock down a so called 
barrier, or find an alternative way to get something 
accomplished. That's been his basic function. 

It became apparent to the researcher that the 

superintendent's absence from steering committee meetings 

did not inhibit the development of the project. The project 

director and the project coordinator indicated that 

communication between the superintendent and the leadership 

within the steering committee facilitated the process to 

implement EDUCATION 2000. 

The superintendent utilized other means beyond steering 

committee meetings to communicate his commitment to 

EDUCATION 2000. Several steering committee members provided 

descriptions of how the superintendent communicates his 

commitment to this project: 

Well, he's totally committed, and he wants it to 
succeed. He's set aside enough funds for it to 
succeed. Right now, funding is not a problem in 
terms of what we have as a line item on the budget; 
and also the commitment he gets from the Trustees, 
from the community, and from the teaching staff. I 
mean, he's told everybody this is what his initiative 
is. He's firmly committed, and he's giving us all the 
resources that are needed to get the job done. So I 
don't know how much more leadership you can get. 

I think in a way you feel his presence through his 
style. I think everyone knows that this particular 
superintendent believes in collegiality; he lives by 
that belief. He also believes that that's the way to 
unleash creativity in a district and to allow people 
to grow, and I think this is commonly re~ognized not 
just by the steering committee, but I think by the 
staff in general .. . so people believe it much more 
because they see it practiced. 

Aligned with participation and communication, 
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empowerment is another strategy employed by the 

superintendent to involve educational stakeholders in the · 

EDUCATION 2000 project. The superintendent described 

empowerment as a process that includes shared 

decision-making and accountability. He explained: 

I strongly believe that teachers should be involved 
in decision~making that affects them directly •.• 
but it's shared decision-making in a controlled area on 
limited issues, in a sense; issues that relate to 
them; not ta~ing over or running the whole show; and 
there's a sense of accountability, because ultimately, 
we're going to be looking at student outcomes. 

The superintendent tended to emphasize his trust in the 

steering committee, commenting "I have expressed to them, 

and I have demonstrated in my behavior, that I have a lot of 

trust in them, and fortunately I haven't yet experienced 

anything they've done which has changed my mind." 

Facilitating an environmen~ for educational change 

required the leadership skills as well as strategies of the 

superintendent and steering committee members. The 

superintendent reported using the following leadership 

skills to a great extent: group functioning; 

administrative/ organizational, related to cominunication with 

the project director; initiative-taking; trust/ rapport 

building; support; collaboration; and conflict mediation. 

He did not indicate any weakness in leadership skills. 

Steering committee members presented their 

understanding of the superintendent's use of leadership 

skills which tended to be similar to ·the superintendent 

self-description. Group functioning, initiative-taking, 
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trust/rapport building, support, collaboration, and 

confidence building were identified by most participants as 

leadership skills used by the superintendent. 

Steering committee members also provided descriptions 

of the superintendent's leadership style which tended to 

incorporate the use of leadership skills. In response to an 

interview question tnat asked the participant to identify 

the superintendent's leadership style as either responding, 

managing, or initiating, most steering committee members 

described the superintendent as resp6nding, managing and 

initiating. Steering committee members indicated that the 

superintendent's leadership style tended to facilitate 

communication and commitment. 

The superintendent described his leadership style: 

I like to delegate. I'm more comfortable st~rting 
things and getting people motivated to do things. I 
don't necessarily like to manage and I don't manage a 
lot. It's a very large organization, complex like 
most large organizations, and so I do have to rely on 
staff to do things for me; so I delegate a lot, and I 
rely on them to manage .•. but I do like to respond; 
and I like to be the one to kind of encourage, and 
to support, and to push. There's a lot of energy and 
creativity in things going on in the 'district which 
keeps the district moving, hopefully in the right 
direction. I've got to keep them kind of like 
shooting at the same target, but not necessarily 
controlling that they're all going to hit the target. 

Similar themes of communication, commitment, and 

support were noted in responses to questions concerned with 

the superintendent's attitudes, actions, and/or practices 

that have been effective in facilitating the work of the 

steering committee. Most steering committee members cited 
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the superintendent's actions to prioriti~e EDUCATION 2000, 

and to create and maintain the steering committee as an 

autonomous task force as the most effective. 

All steering committee members responded in the 

negative when asked to give examples of the superintendent's 

attitudes, actions, and/or practices that have been 

ineffective or problematic in facilitating the work of the 

steering committee. A typical response was: 

No .•• I can't. We've been working a year and a half 
and I can't think of a thing he's done that's got in 
the way. His door's always open. 

In summary, findings from a within-site analysis in USD 

suggested that: 

1. The consistently strong commitment to the EDUCATION 2000 

project by the superintendent and the Board of Education 

greatly enhanced the development of this project for 

educational change. 

2. The direct involvement of the superintendent in 

initiating, implementing, and institutionalizing the 

EDUCATION 2000 model--supported by an autonomous leadership 

team representative of educational stakeholders in the 

school district--combined with participatory 

decision-making, increased the feasibility of facilitating 

school reform. 

3. Changes in the decision-making process and 

responsibilities of teachers, administrators and parents 

were often facilitated and enhanced by the leadership style 

of the superintendent. 
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4. The ways in which the superintendent was actively 

involved with educational stakeholders in the process of 

initiating, implementing, and institutionalizing the 

EDUCATION 2000 model was related to project outcomes. 

DISCUSSION 

Findings From Cross-Site Analysis 

The comprehensiye descriptive findings reflecting (a) 

how superintendents and selected steering committee members 

perceived their roles; (b) the context in which they 

evolved; (c) the complex process of initiating, 

implementing, and institutionalizing the EDUCATION 2000 

model; and (d) the apparent outcomes of the process provided 

the foundation for a cross-site analysis and a discussion of 

the research questions. 

Contextual factors appeared to greatly affect the 

initiation and implementation of educational change in the 

rural ahd urban schools districts. The appropriateness of 

the proposed innovation to educational stakeholders 

appeared to be a significant factor in determining the level 

of commitment and involvement provided by superintendents 

and steering committee members for the EDUCATION 2000 

project. These findings support other studies on 

educational change that have discovered that implementation 

is more effective when relatively focused or specific needs 

are identified; and lack of clarity--diffuse goals and 

unspecified means of implementation--represents a major 
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problem at the implementation stage (Fullan, 1982). 

The composition of and respect for the steering 

committee also appeared to be an important component of the 

context for facilitating initiation and implementation of 

the EDUCATION 2000 project. Findings suggested the 

importance of selecting a steering committee that is broadly 

representative of the educational stakeholders in the school 

district and the larger community. 

The strategies employed by superintendents to involve 

educational stakeholders in the process of initiating, 

implementing, and institutionalizing the EDUCATION 2000 

model included participation and communication, shared 

leadership roles, and participatory decision-making. 

Findings indicated that the direct involvement of the 

superintendent and verbal support of the EDUCATION 2 000 

project in the initial decision, implementation, and 

institutionalization phase strongly affected the direction 

of the proposed change. It appeared that implementation was 

more likely to occur when communication between the 

superintendent and educational stakeholders was clear and 

consistent. 

Findings also suggested a relationship between the 

shared leadership roles and responsibilities delegated by 

the superintendent, as a strategy for school improvement, 

and a sense of commitment to and ownership over the 

activities to implement the EDUCATION 20 0 0 model. 

Although participatory decision- making is embedded in 
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the EDUCATION 2000 project, the extent to which educational 

stakeholders were encouraged to have an expanded role in 

educational decision-making appeared to be dependent upon 

the superintendent's understanding of project outcomes and 

his trust in the leadership of the steering committee . 

Strategies employed by the superintendent to involve 

steering committee members in the change process also 

related to the committee's sense of commitment to, and . 

ownership over, the activities to implement the EDUCATION 

2000 model. These findings are supportive of similar 

findings from NEA Mastery in Learning Project ( 1989 ) which 

suggested that when a school community makes its own 

decisions, these decisions will be effectively and 

enthusiastically implemented because they are owned by the 

community. Findings also suggested that the 

superintendent's attitude had a strong influence on the 

faculty and that an attitude supportive of shared leadership 

roles and shared decision-making was extremely important to 

the project. 

The apparent relationship between the leadership style 

of superintendents and implementation of the EDUCATION 2 000 

model supported educational change studies which indicated 

that the commitment and action of local district 

administrators play a major role in the success of district 

wide change projects (Fullan, 1982; Huberman & Miles, 1984 ) . 

The present findings support the critical role of the 

superintendent in facilitating or inhibiting educational 
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change. Research studies indicated that change is a process 

that takes time and proceeds in phases (Fullan, 1982). 

Major factors determined the likelihood of initiation, 

implementation, and institutionalization of educational 

change projects, and these factors were interactive. The 

present study focused on the leadership component of change, 

relating the superintendent's leadership style to changes, 

or perceived changes in educational goals, attitudes, 

behaviors, roles, decision-making processes, and 

organizational structures. Findings suggested that the ways 

in which the superintendent was committed to and actively 

involved with educational stakeholders in initiating, 

implementing and institutionalizing the EDUCATION 2000 model 

was strongly related to educational change. 

Implications 

The basic assumption upon which the EDUCATION 2000 

National Model Schools Network is built has to do with how 

school change takes place: that if educational stakeholders 

are empowered to change--through a process of . 

self-education, critical inquiry, support of partners, 

adequate time and resources--change can occur (Kniep, 1989 ) . 

This assumption was the major hypothesis and the focus of 

research activities for the EDUCATION 2000 project. 

Findings from the present study, focused on. the hypothesized 

relationship between leadership style of superintendents 

and educational change, contributed to Kniep's basic 
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assumption and suggested that it be amended as follows: if 

educational stakeholders are empowered to change--through a 

process inclusive of active involvement and unambiguous 

commitment of the superintendent of schools to the change 

project, shared leadership roles, participatory 

decision-making, critical inquiry, self-education, support 

of partners, adequate time and resources--the potential for 

institutionalizing educational change is greatly increased. 

Revising the dependent variable in Kniep's basic 

research assumption from "change" to . "institutionalizing 

educational change'' . is consistent with evidence fourid in 

studies and reviews of educational change and innovation 

which agreed that change projects occur in three broad 

phases: initiation, implementation, and 

institutionalization (Fullan, 19 8 2 ) , and focused attention 

on the impact of the EDUCATION 2 000 model or project 

outcomes. 

Findings from the present study (a ) confirmed that the 

commitment and support of the superintendent were critical 

to initiating and implementing the EDUCATION 2 000 model and 

(b ) contributed to understanding the complex and interactive 

components of the change process by focusing attention on 

the leadership of the superintendent in institutionalizing 

educational change projects. The present study (a ) cited 

the superintendent as the individual responsible for 

facilitating, or inhibiting, an environment in which 

district wide change can .occur; and (b ) described the 
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explicit commitment and active involvement of the 

superintendent in initiating, implementing, and 

institutionalizing change as a significant factor in 

determining process issues and project outcomes. 

Finally, the present study is a reminder to educational 

stakeholders and other researchers not to focus solely on 

the building level--leadership of the principal and teacher 

empowerment--but to include the leadership of the 

superintendent for initiating, implementing, and 

institutionalizing educational change in a school district. 

Recommendations 

Empowering educational stakeholders to make decisions 

about restructuring school districts was a major component 

in the present study. The superintendent's role in 

facilitating shared leadership and participatory 

decision-making was described differently in each school 

district. Steering committee members provided varied 

descriptions of their perceptions of empowerment and 

decision-making capacity. Power and control were apparently 

critical issues. The EDUCATION 2 000 project identified 

self-education, critical inquiry, support of partners, 

adequate resources, and time as strategies for empowering 

steering committee members. 

Dunlop and Goldman (1991 ) stated that .the increasing 

emphasis on professionalism and new forms of collaboration 

in the current educational reform movement emphasizes the 
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under lying t ens ion between top- down decision- making and 

participatory power sharing . They argued that facilitative 

power, an alternative to traditional interpretations of 

power in organizations, is power manifested through someone 

and more accurately describes how power is exercised in 

school settings . According to Dunlap and Goldman, 

"facilitative power is rooted in the kind of interaction, 

negotiation, and mutuality descriptive of professional 

organizations" (p. 13 ) . Further examination of this 

construct is needed to develop a mor~ comprehensive and 

common understanding of the empowerment process in school 

reform. 
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